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The Defence Ministry spokesman'
emphatically denied a radio report
last night which said "significant

differences of opinion'' on Israel's

military needs became apparent
during Brown's visit.

"Israel on Tuesday laid before
Brown and his aides a comprehen-
sive seven-year acquisition

= programme baaed on the strategic

-reality as we see It. The Americans
: seem to have accepted most of the

thematic arguments put forward by
US'without comment," The Post was
tola.
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- According to the new seven-year
plan-, as presented by Israel, a cut

will be made in the
.

number of

various weapons which it had en-

visioned purchasing under the
former Malmon C plan. Israel on
Tuesday formally told Brown it had
abandoned the former plan. In

return for more sophisticated elec-

tronic and other weapons systems.
The Americans have yet to respond
to Israel's new proposal, and tonight

In a final session between Israel and
the U.S. tentative answers are ex-
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Druse notables pledge Allegiance
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Brown's visit to Israel — the first by
any U.S. defence secretary — was
more of a polite gesture than a work-
ing visit. The prime purpose of his

trip, it la felt, was to make an
American show of strength In the
pro-Western Arab world, with ills

visit to Israel an "appendix."
Policy-makers had hoped,

however, that by showing Brown
some of Israel's problems first hand,
they would be able to underscore
some Israeli arguments which have
not been accepted until now,
primarily pertaining to the need to

retain territorial control of the West
Bank.
Testerday, a reluctant Brown was

persuaded by Defence Minister Ezer
Weizman to tour the West Bank, and
visit several strategic points. Brown
agreed to visit the area only after he
had been promised that no newsmen
would accompany him.
This morning Brown and his party

win tly to Sinai, where they will visit

the two airfields. Etzion near Eilat
and Eltan in Raflah, which are to be
given up if a peace treaty is signed
with Egypt, as well as Sharm e*

Sheikh.
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By ASHER WALLFISH
Jerusalem Post Knesset Reporter

Israeli identity cards will soon be
Issued to all Druse residents of the

delegation of IS Druse notables from
the Golan, Including kadis, local

council heads, and school principals,

called bn him at the Knesset yester-

The delegation asked Begin to app-

ly Israeli law to their area and
proclaim it part of Israel. Its

members said that the Druse group,
which published a memorandum last

week voicing their reluctance to

associate closely with Israel,
represented “a small minority
which had been Incited by ex-
tremists."

this, Begin replied
diplomatically: “We shall always
moke due allowances for the will of

the Druse majority."
Yesterday's delegation told Begin:
We hope the Golan will not he

returned to Syria but if, Allah forbid,

it is returned, we shall always re-

main friendly to Israel.”

Begin stressed the "covenant of

blood" which united the Druse and
the Israeli nation. He said that Israel

guaranteed human liberties as the

staunchest democracy in the Middle
East.

—
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W returned to Ndjamena, the

hied capital of Chad, last night

tease-fire between the gpvern-
and rebel forces-appeared. to

geSMtwr report -Cage d)
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Shoshana Cohen, K6, is escorted oat 'of her Bat Yam apartment

yesterday after' police raided the flat and found three Ramie
Jailbreakers. (Slmioawky. Israel Sun)

William Sullivan
'

TEHERAN. — Masked and
helmeted male and female gun-
wleldlng guerrillas yesterday storm-
ed the U.S. embassy, overwhelmed
and outnumbered Marine guards
and held Ambassador William
Sullivan and 70 other Americans
captive for several hours before
releasing them to government
marshals who arrived "in the nick of
time."
Three guerrillas were shot dead,

apparently by the defending
Marines, as they attacked the down-
town embassy compound. An Ira-

nian mess waiter was also killed in

the attack and two marines were
wounded.

In Washington the U.S. was con-

sulting with the Iranian government
.
about the possible evacuation of its

U.S. citizens following the attack on
the embassy, the State Department
said. But spokesman Hodding Carter
said he could not state what steps
would be taken.
There are about 7,000 U.S. citizens

in Iran, most of them employees of

U.S. firms operating under contracts
with the Iranian government,
government.
There were an estimated 45,000

(Continued on page Z, coL 7)

U.S. envoy to

Afghanistan

murdered
ISLAMABAD, Pakistan. — U.S. Am-
bassador to Afghanistan Adolph
Dubs was kidnapped In Kabul
yesterday and shot to death In a gun
battle between his Moslem extremist
captors and police, despite urgent
U.S. State Department pleas to the
pro-Soviet regime not to use force,
U.S. spokesmen said.

Dubs, 58, a native of Chicago, was
shot in the head in* a hotel room
where he had been taken by
terrorists who ambushed his car as
he drove to the embassy in tbe
capital city of Kabul.

Official Radio Kabul said that all

four terrorists involved in the kid-

napping were killed by security
forces.

Tbe broadcast, monitored in

Islamabad, said that the Afghan
government of President N.ur
Mohapjpiad Terakal. was' “deeply
grieved" over the Incident, and that
Terakai had sent a message of con-
dolence to U.S. President Jimmy
Carter.
The U.S. officials said it was not

immediately clear whether Dubs
was killed" by police or the gunmen,
who had demanded the release of
several Shia Moslem mullahs jailed

by the Afghan government.
A U.S. spokesman in New Delhi

said Dubs' chauffeur-driven car had
stopped at a traffic^signal when the
terrorists surrounded it. They pulled
Dubs out of the car, drove it to the
Kabul Hotel and locked him in a
room.
The gunmen made no approaches

to tbe V.S. embassy, tbe spokesman
said, adding, “Evidently they were
using the ambassador as a pawn."
In Washington, the State'Depart-

ment said that U.S. officials had
pleaded with the Afghan authorities
not to rush the abductors, but the

U.S. advice to secure Dubs' release
without recourse to force —
“conveyed In the strongest possible
language" — was disregarded.
Embassy officials said that the

kidnapping was not connected with
the assault on the U.S. embassy in

neighbouring Iran. (UPI, Reuter)

TEHERAN. — Gunmen yesterday
launched a series of hit-and-run at-

tacks an mosques, radio and televi-
sion stations and power plants
across Teheran In a direct challenge
to tbe country's three-day-old
Islamic government.

Thousands of armed supporters of
the Ayatollah Khomeini beat off an
armed guerrilla group that briefly
took over the city's most sophlstlcag-
ed radio and television station.

The Teheran streets near the
station filled with people soon after
the dramatic plea to "Khomeini's
Revolutionary Command’’ was
issued by the station.
"Traitors attacked the

station...this is a call for help," the
broadcaster said.

The Khomeini supporters who
came to the station's rescue succeed-
ed in driving off the leftist rebels,
who apparently were linked to the
same group that earlier attacked the
U.S. Embassy.

The lightning raids, launched ap-
parently by extreme left-wing
elements in the country, came hours
after radical revolutionaries storm-,
ed the -U.S. embassy in downtown
Teheran, capturing Ambassador
William Sullivan and 70 other
Americans before releasing them
Into the custody of government

marshals (see adjoining column).
Violence also erupted in the

provinces, where more than 200 per-
sons were killed In the last two days
when mobs Identified as supporters
of the shah stormed the radio station
in the northern city of Tabriz, oc-
cupying it.

Earlier reports from the city said
members of the shah’s Savak secret
police had .gone on a rampage
destroying buildings and killing

many people.

Ayatollah Khomeini, battling to
preserve his hand-picked govern-
ment and his revolution, called for a
total end to strikes throughout the

country by Saturday, Including the
stoppage in the country's vital
oilfields.

Political sources said the burgeon-
ing struggle between the Khomeini
government of Prime Minister
Mehdi Bazargan and leftist elements
would be crystallzed in the response
Khomeini received to his back-to-
work order.
The 60,000 oil workers were believ-

ed to be controlled by leaders hostile
to Khomeini and it was by no means
certain that the more than 3 million
workers idled by strikes would heed
his back-to-work call.

Khomeini warned that those who
did not return to work would be con-
sidered “counter-revolutionaries"—

Dayan’s PLO remarks
intrigue Washington

By WOLF BUTZER
Jerusalem Post Correspondent

WASHINGTON. — Foreign Minister
Moshe Dayan's latest remarks 'on
the PLO have aroused considerable
interest among U.S. government of-

ficials. But there is still no consensus
here about the significance of the
controversial statements.
U.S. Jewish leaders, confused by

what could be construed as a major
shift Israel's position, have been
assured by Israeli embassy officials
that there has been no change in
policy. <

The embassy, in turn, sought
clarification following the initial

press reports and the subsequent stir

in Washington. The latest set of In-

structions from Jerusalem main-
tains that Dayan was not departing
from the long-standing Israeli posi-
tion of refusing to have anything to

do with the PLO.
American Jewish leaders have

been told that Dayan was not precise
in his remarks, which were made in'

English.
But some U.S. officials believe

there may be more to Dayan's
remarks than that.

One official told “The Washington
Post" that Dayan could have been
trying to improve the atmosphere
for the upcoming Camp David peace
treaty negotiations with Secretary of

State Cyrus Vance and Egyptian
Prime Minister Mustafa KhallL
Dayan's comments, - the official

said, could be Interpreted as an
attempt to balance negative fallout

from leaks last week of long-term
Israeli planning for the autonomy of
the West Bank and Gaza Strip en-
visioned by a committee headed by
Eliyahu Ben-Elissar, the director-

general of the Prime Minister’s Of-
fice.

Some Jewish leaden were upset
that Dayan had spoken about the
PLO just as the PLO was welcoming
the Iranian revolution. There is con-
siderable intelligence evidence
suggesting a close working
relationship between the PLO and
the new Iranian leadership. These
Jewish leaders were perplexed to un-
derstand why Dayan may have been
interested in promoting the PLO’s
stature- during this difficult period.

While Dayan’s remarks caused a
stir here in Washington, the State
Department is not moving ahead as
if Israeli policy vis-a-vis the PLO has
changed in any way. Nevertheless,
the statement was — and, indeed,
continues to be— carefully scrutiniz-

ed in Washington.

Assistant Secretary of State for
Near Eastern Affairs, Harold
Saunders, returned to Capitol fhti

yesterday for a second consecutive

Salomon Abu, the ‘brains’ of the gang, believed abroad

Police catch 3 Ramie escapees in shootout
By YORAMBAH

(erosalem Post Reporter

IVTV. — Police sources yester-

lld that they believe one.of the
b prison escapees is abroad,
1th the positive sighting of two
escapees and yesterday's ap-
nslon of another three, they felt.
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that; their multi-million-pound
search forthe eight might be nearing
ah and.
S&Uhpon Abu, known to be closely

linked to the French mafia and con-

sidered by police here to be the most
dangerous and smartest of the eight
escapees, was believed abroad, a
senior police official told TKe
Jerusalem Post yesterday.
Abu, a- French citizen, had been

imprisoned for a life’s, sentence for

killing two underworld figures six

years ago. The killings were at the

time attributed to a French mafia ef-

fort to gain a foothold in the Israeli

underworld.
In yesterday’s raid on a Bat Yam

flat, .Meir Mechoresh, Url Mizrahi
nnri Moshe Panina were captured.

D&nino was badly wounded during a
brief shootout with the 50 policemen
— including 20 members of the elite

. l&AvwHflton
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unit for combatting terrorism — who
stormed the apartment.
The police raidwas based on infor-

mation provided by a "most reliable

source, informing the- police that

three Ramie escapees were hiding
there," a senior police officer said.

Two of the three escapees im-
mediately froze when the force
broke into the apartment, but
Danlno, wielding a MiB automatic ri-

fle, shot at the police, and during the

two-minute crossfire was seriously

wounded.
The most reliable of sources

yesterday told The Post that in tbe

apartment police found three
handguns and some 82,000. The
source said that Mizrahihad manag-
ed to smuggle Into Ramie prison

some ILSOO.OOO in foreign and local

currency, and police now believe

that Abu may have taken much of

that money abroad with him In order
to purchase passports for the other

escapees.

ALED

Danlno was taken to DosdIo
Hospital in Jaffa, where he un-
derwent emergency surgery. Dr.
Leonid Modilevsky told The Post
that during the next few days Danino
would be on the critical list.

The other two were..taken under
heavy guard back to Ramie prison,

where interrogation revealed that

they- split from the other convicts the

night of the January 8 escape.
Mizrahi admitted he was the one

who ordered that the two Arabs who
joined the escape, brothers Gamal
and Naim Sultan, be thrown out of

the taxi that the eight com-
mandeered shortly after they left the

prison grounds.
But Mizrahi would not say whether

he knew that the Sultan brothers

have claimed he betrayed them and
turned them la.

At police headquarters In
Jerusalem, General Inspector Rav
Nitzav Halm. Tavorl used the media
to call on the remaining three con-

victs to give themselves up. Yitzhak
Kish, Gavriel Buzagio and Abu are

still s.t large.

“Your chances of escaping are

zero and you're endangering your

lives," Tavorl said, adding they

wouldn't be harmed.
Police sources said that the three

captured yesterday were found with

an additional two escaped convicts

who have been missing for several

weeks. All five had been living with

Shoshana Cohen. 22, the girlfriend of

Gavriel Barlbi, who had been
sentenced to six months in jail for

breaking and entering and had left

Ramie prison two weeks ago for a

vacation from which he didn't

return.

The girl told police interrogators

that she did not know that the

four men, other than Barlbi. were es-

caped convicts when they first mov-

ed in. She said that she did shopping

for them, and that occasionally one

of the Ramie escapees would accom-
pany her so as to be sure she didn't

turn them In. There was an ILlOO.OOO

reward for information leading to

the capture of any one of the es-

capees, but police yesterday refused
to say whether anyone had been paid
the reward.
The second criminal found with

the three Ramie escapees was
Ya'acov Shemesh. He had been
sentenced In 1975 to five years in

prison for breaking and entering and
like Barlbi, had not returned from a
vacation.
While police conducted the Bat

Yam flat raid, another 100 policemen
were searching with helicopter and
on foot in the Belt Shemesh-Nahshon
junction region, where on Tuesday a
police patrol claims to have positive-

ly sighted Yitzhak Kish driving a
stolen Mercedes sedan.
But neither Kish, nor the car. a tan

Mercedes, has yet been found.

Gavriel Buzagio, the eighth es-

capee, h»« also been rumoured to be

'

hiding out in the Tel Aviv area, and
police sources intimated yesterday

they have had some tips on his

whereabouts.
But last week a police Informer

told of a South Tel Aviv fiat where,

when police broke in, they found

evidence that three of the escapees

had been living there.

Police yesterday attributed the

failure to find any of the escapees at

the apartment to the ."trickery" of

the Informer, who they said may
have become anxious that his life

would be In danger if it became
known he had turned in the three.

One police source at the scene of

the capture said yesterday that when
caught, Mizrahi, considered to have
been.the ‘brains' behind at least part
of the escape, told police: "Good for

you. you've caught me. But I'll run
away again and finish off whoever
turned me In."

day of hearings before the House
Foreign Affairs subcommittee on the
Middle East. On Tuesday, he defend-
ed the Carter administration's
proposed $l.785b. economic and
military aid programme for Israel.

Yesterday, he did the same for the
nearly $lb. economic aid package
for Egypt. (Egypt still does not
receive U.S. financial assistance for

military-related purchases.)
In defending Ine aid to Egypt,

Saunder’a aide, Joseph Wheeler,
claimed that the more than 84b. in

assistance provided to Egypt in re-
cent years has played an Important
role.

"A major success story is shaping
up in Egypt," Wheeler said.
“Prospects are good for continued
rapid growth."
Saunders said that President

Anwar Sadat “has set os one of his

principal goals the improvement of

the lives of tbe Egyptian people.”
In persuing that objective, he has

recognized the importance of mak-
ing peace so that . resources and
energies can be turned to Egypt's
development.
He has also recognized the Impor-

tance of opening the door even more
widely to western technology and
western concepts, Saunders told tbe
committee.
While U.S. financial assistance for

Egyptian military purchases is not
contained In the proposed foreign aid
bill. Saunders pointed out that the
administration has jn- the psgt quid
“some defensive -equipment" to
Egypt on a cash sales basis. Such
sales can be expected to continue.
He said the administration was

seeking an increase from 8800,000 to
81m. to finance the training of Egyp-
tian officers in the U.S. — a
programme that will "promote ex-
posure of Egypt’s influential
military establishment to Western
doctrine and training."
Thirty Egyptian officers were in-

volved in tbe programme last year.
Saunders said the number will be in-

creased to approximately 70 during
the coining year.
“The New York Times" reported

yesterday that Saudi Arabia had ap-
proached the U.S. in recent days
with a proposal to have Iran sell its

latest U.S.-supplied F-14 fighters to
Saudi Arabia, but the Defence
Department turned down the idea.

U.S. officials are very concerned
about the security of the 80 F-14’s In

Iran now that the new Islamic
Republic has assumed control of the
country. The F-14, built by Grum-
man Aerospace Corporation, Is

equipped with a highly advanced
radar and missile system that
enables a single plane to intercept
many enemy fighters.

the same label with which radio Iran
branded gunmen who caused city-

wide chaos in Teheran last night"
with their raids.
“We have succeeded in throwing

out the shah... We have achieved
success in our revolution. Therefore
It is necessary forpeople to return to
work," he said, according toan unof-
ficial translation.

Small groups of gunmen fanned
out across the city, blasting strategic
targets and causing virtual panic
among pro-Khomelnl supporters.
They attacked the ultra-modern

radio and television complex ip

northern Teheran as radio an-
nouncers issued special bulletins

for help. In response, tens of
thousands of armed government
supporters pointed into the streets,
where they commandeered trucks
and cars and roared to the radio
complex where a sharp firelight was
In progress. It quickly ended with no
indication of who the attackers were.
Other small groups, however,

raided at least two mosques, a power
station and a telecommunications
facility.

There was little physical damage
done, but political sources said it

appeared the leftists were flexing
their muscles for a forthcoming
showdown with the government.

(Continued on page 2, coL S)

Rebels raid

S. African base
JOHANNESBURG (AP). — More
than 250 black nationalist guerrillas,

using mortars and small arms, last

night attacked a South African army
base in northern South West Africa,
near the Angolan border. Foreign
Minister Plk Botha announced.
Botha said that the South African

soldiers at Nkongo had repelled the
attack without suffering losses. He
did not mention what casualties had
been suffered by guerrillas belong-
ing to the South West Africa People's
Organization.
Botha said that he had sent a letter

to UN Secretory-General Kurt
Waldheim regarding the attack.

Carter arrives in

Mexico for summit
MEXICO CITY (UPI) . — U.S. Presi-
dent Jimmy Carter arrived here
yesterday for a three-day summit
conference with Mexican President
Jose Lopez Portillo on such delicate
issues as Mexican oil and gas
supplies and the Illegal emigration of

thousands of Mexicans to the U.S.
White House aides disclosed that

Carter almost postponed the trip
because of new crises In Teheran
and Afghanistan.
More than 4,000 persons turned out

at the airport. Carter, the ninth U.S.
president to visit Mexico, was
greeted with the .traditional 21-gun
salute and playing of the national
anthems.

Hebrew U. has
violent day

By BENNY MORRIS
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Police were called in yesterday to
the Hebrew University's Glvat Ram
campus after Rabbi Meir Kahane
and a band ofsupporters forcedtheir
way onto the campus and succeeded
in disrupting a lecture by. MK Uri
Avnery (Shelll),

Kahane and four of his aides were
arrested after a five-minute scream-
ing harangue on the campus. Other
Kahane-supporters— joined by what
university sources called
“hooligans" — went to the Avnery

- lecture, which ended with baton-

wielding police Indiscriminately
beating heckler and quiet listener

alike. Avnery was not allowed to

speak, and several students were in-

jured in the fracas.

h.' The trouble began when Kahane,
accompanied by several supporters,

was prevented, by onlSr otthe rec-

tor, from entering the university

grounds. The one-time leader of the

Jewish Defence League' began
haranguing a crowd that gathered
along the perimeter fence around tne

(Continued on page J, coL 3)

Street scene in Peking...

...now starting on the “new long march to modernization." Augustine
Zycher reports on her recent visit to China.

Politics in Islam: Mattityahu Peled surveys the subject in the light of
events In Iran.

How Shell sees Itself: Leaders of the two-year-old left-wing party talk

to Sarah Ronig about Its present position and future prospects.

A Monteflore musical: Helga Dodman's “Street People" series goes
travelling In Sir Moses' famous carriage.

Letter to a Yored; Aluf-Mlshne (res.) Yaarov Hasda'i explains his op-

timistic outlook for this country to one of his former junior officers.

Getting ready for the five hundred million:

Judy Siegel describes the preparations for the Eurovision Song
Contest.

And see what Dry Bones Is up to...

This and more in the weekend edition of

THE JERUSALEM

Order your copy today
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Haifa, 2 Sea Road, (04)84655

THE WEATHER

Due to sanctions by engineers, the
meteorological service issued no
weather forecast yesterday.

I
SOCIAL & PERSONAL

i
Dr. Eli Rekhess, the director of the
Shiloah Centre, will speak on
"Israeli Arabs and the Peace
Prospects" in a seminar conducted
by the English-language Institute of

Israel Studies, at 8 p.m. tonight, at

the ZOA House, Tel Aviv.

E.L Japhet, chairman of the board
of Bank Leumi, and the manage-
ment of the bank were hosts to the

World Assembly of Jewish War
Veterans at a reception Tuesday at

the Hilton Hotel in Jerusalem. Pre-
sent were Rav Aluf Haim Laskov,
and Nathan Goldberg, head of the

delegation.

Centre named for

late British envoy
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Dedication ceremonies were held

yesterday in Kiryat Gat of the

Anthony Elliott Community Centre.

The centre is named after the late

British ambassador to Israel who
drowned off the coast of Caesarea in

1978, shortly after starting his tour of

duty here.

The project was sponsored by the

Child Settlement Fund Emunah of

Great Britain and Ireland.

Participating in the ceremonies

were the late ambassador's wife,

Mrs. Thea Elliott, and members of

the family, the current British am-
bassador, John Mason, and several

representatives of the diplomatic

corps in Israel. The co-chairmen of

Emunah, Mrs. Ruth Sachs and Mrs.
Sybil Gallnski, also took part.

The subscription list for the pro-

ject was headed by British Prime
Minister James Callaghan and con-

tributors included every am-
bassador in the British diplomatic

corps.

Lebanese rule in south
'

discussed here by UN
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Brian Urquhart, the UN
undersecretary-general for special

political affairs, and James Jonah,
director of the UN office for special

political affairs, arrived in
Jerusalem yesterday from Beirut,

accompanied " by Gen. Emmanuel

Erskine, commander of UNIFIL,
and James Holger, his political ad-

viser.

Urquhart and his party met in the

morning with Defence Minister Ezer
Weizman. They met with Prime
Minister Menahem Begin last night.

Urquhart Is visiting Lebanon and
Israel on behalf of UN Secretary-
General Kurt Waldheim to discuss

matters relating to implementation
of Security Council Resolution 444,

which extended the mandate of
UNIFIL for five months.
A spokesman for UNIFIL yester-

day denied a report in The
Jerusalem Post that bullet holes had
been found in the fuselage of a UN
helicopter that crashed In Southern
Lebanon earlier this month killing

four Norwegian crewmen on board.
"There is no indication whatsoever
of the helicopter being shot down,"
the spokesman said.

Tamir: Torture abhorrent to Israel
Pest Knesset Reporter

Israel abhors the thought of
employing torture in interrogating

detainees. Justice Minister Shmuel
Tamir told the Knesset yesterday.

He was making a government
statement In reaction to last week's
allegations in "The Washington
Post." but also referred to the U.S.

State Department's annual survey
on human rights and to the most re-

cent report of Amnesty Inter-
national.
Tamir said that Israel's opposition

to torture is Ingrained in its very be-
ing as a nation and a society. Torture
is utterly opposed both to the
temperament and norms of Israeli
society, he insisted.
In reply to demands by some op-

position speakers, who subjected
Tamir to an ordeal of heckling, the
minister said he was opposed to the
appointment of a state commission
of inquiry.
Such commissions were appointed

when there was a prima facie
presumption of wrongdoing, Tamir
said. That was not true in the present
case, and in the absence of evidence
to the contrary, Israel had every
right to de deemed innocent.
Amnon Rubinstein (Shai) inter-

jected that when arson was com-
mitted at the El-Aksa Mosque in

1969, "not one of us had any doubt as
to the truth." Nevertheless, an in-

quiry commission was appointed,
headed by a Supreme Court justice.

In order to put an end to slander from
the outside world.
Shai later submitted a draft

resolution which declared that (1)

the Knesset rejects with revulsion

the unfounded accusation of torture:

(2 ) at the same time, it recommends

that the government set up a state

committee of Inquiry that will bring

the truth to light.

That motion failed, as did draft

resolutions by the Democratic Front

and Shell. Both ofthese called for the

establishment of a committee of in-

quiry. The Communists' draft re-

jected the government's statement,

while Shell's said that such an in-

quiry was needed "in order to con-

vince public opinion in Israel and in

the world.”
The resolution presented by coali-

tion chairman Haim Corfu, not only
on behalf of the coalition parties, but

of the alignment too, stated that the

Knesset "takes note" of the govern-
ment statement.
Knesset stenographers recorded

no less than 22 interjections by Uri

. Avnery (Shell), who returned to the

Knesset last week. Here Is one ex-

change:
Tamir: “We won't throw suspicion

on ourselves just because hostile

elements, and sometimes even
friends, get caught in error or
systematic slandering."
Avnery: ‘‘In the days of the

British, you never would have been
satisfied with such an answer. You
and your friends demanded an inter-

national inquiry."
Tamir: "Do you have to prove, so

soon after your visit to Cairo, what
your task is here?"
Meir Wilner (Democratic Front)

;

"What kind of talk is that!"
Avner: “My task here is clear.”

Tamir: "I understand the
reciprocity between you.”

Wilner: “You’re no fool. You
know there’s torture. You're
deliberately lying to the Knesset."
Amnon Linn; (Llkud-La'ami

:

"What kind of expressions are
these !

"

Wilner: "It’s a compliment I said
he*s no fool."

Ehud Olmert (Llkud-La'am)

:

"Which can't be said of you!"
Tamir said that In 1978 the Inter-

national Red Cross had conducted 1,-

287 visits to security detainees. In
only 8 per cent of the cases did the
organization transmit complaints of
torture- These were investigated (by
the military government Itself) and
were proven unfounded-

It is standard procedure for the
PLO, in an effort to sully Israel's
good name, to accuse it of torturing
detainees. Tamir said.

As an example, he cited the case of
a security detainee who told Red
Cross representatives that the
Israelis had castrated him. He un-
dressed, so that they could see for
themselves.
Ordinarily, such a charge would

have been Impossible to disprove,
Tamir- said. But investigation
revealed that the castration had
been performed in an Egyptian
hospital in Gaza before the Six Day
War.
Tamir compared Israel's treat-

ment of the territories’ residents
with what happened during World
War n. Then, Britain imprisoned all

German nationals, including Jews,
for years, and the U.S. did the same
to thousands of Japanese.
No nation, Tamir said, has the

right to point an accusing finger at
Israel, which, surrounded by 100
million Arabs and confronted by an
organization whose avowed purpose
Ls to destroy it, maintains a high
moral level in the area of human
rights.

New settlement planned

inside West Bank
By JOSHUA BRILLIANT
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — The ultra-Orthodox
Poalel Agudat Yisrael will establish
a new settlement called Matltyahu, 1

km. inside the West Bank in the
Modi'ln area.
Several families now living in New

York will arrive in three months and
after training at a veteran settle-

ment will move Into Matityahu,
Shimon Meir, the secretary of Pai's
settlement movement told The
Jerusalem Post It will be the second
Pal settlement in the West Bank, the
first being Mevo Horon.
‘Matityahu will be built on 500
dunams of scrubland taken over last

year under an order by Defence
Minister Ezer Weizman. Land
preparations are expected to start

by the end of next week, Meir said.
Meanwhile, a committee of ex-

perts from the Defence, Housing and
Construction and Labour and Social
Betterment Ministries, as well as the
World Zionist Organization's settle-

ment department, approved master
plans for several Gush Emunim
settlements in the West Bank.

In the first stage of implementa-
tion, 300 housing units will be built at
Camp Kaddum (west of Nablus) , 380
Jn Beit El (north of Ramailah), and
250 in Tekoa (south-east of
Bethlehem) . Matityahu Drobles,
chgjrgpan of the Wjjo's--s«ttlement
department, told The Post they had
taken into account the army’s plan to

vacate its military police training

base at Camp Kaddum.
Master plans for Tapuah (south of

Nablus) and Neve Tsuf (near Nebi
Saiah. north-west of Ramailah) have
been drafted and will be considered
in a few weeks, Drobles said.

The West Bank settlements will be
based mainly on industry, but there
will also be some intensive
agriculture, he said.

Drobles said a total of 103
settlements and 14 Nahal
settlements had been established in

the administered territories since
1987.

And he said his department
wanted some ILlb. for developing
economic projects in the
settlements.
Meanwhile, a senior source in the

Jewish Agency's settlement depart-
ment yesterday told The Post that

some of the new lookouts planned for
the Galilee are not intended to

develop into full-fledged
settlements.

Between seven and 12 lookouts will
be ' "small ones" costing IL4.6m.
each. The bigger lookouts will cost
ILgm., he said.

The Jewish Agency will build six
new settlements in the Galilee and
four in the Negev during fiscal year
1979/80.

The .settlements planned for the
Galilee are Morasha (in the Segev
region) ; ,

Kishor, . .yuval and two.,

others in the Tefen region. Amid B In
the eastern Galilee and Beit Rimon
in the central Ga)ilee.

South Lebanon tense after terrorist

artillery fire, Shia Moslem riots
Jerusalem Post Reporter

METULLA. — South Lebanon was
tense last night after riots and
demonstrations by Shia Moslems
created chaos in the coastal towns of

Sidon and Tyre.
The riots, now in their fourth’day,

are said to be between Shia sup-

porters of the Iranian Ayatollah
Khomeini and leftists and members
of the Palestine Liberation
Organization.

‘ Tfie Shia are demanding to know
the whereabouts of Imam Musa
Sader, their Iranian-born leader,

who disappeared approximately
three months ago. They are also call-

ing for implementation of Islamic
law in all of Lebanon.
Drivers who reached the Good

Fence near here said that as a result

of the rioting more than 10 people

have been killed. They said most of

the casualties belonged to the PLO.
In newspapers brought from

Beirut to the South, photographs of

student demonstrations last Thurs-
day in Beirut showed demonstrators
carrying large pictures of the
ayatollah. The daily English-
language Moslem newspaper "Ike"
published a cartoon showing
Khomeini casting a long shadow
shaped like a Lebanese cedar over
the state.

Southern Lebanese sources said

yesterday that the Lebanese govern-

ment ls very worried about the rising

tide of Shia violence in southern

Lebanon. Syrian soldiers who
reportedly tried to calm the
demonstrators in Sidon have been
withdrawn by their commanders,
apparently in order to avoid a direct

conflict between the Syrian forces

and the Shia Moslems.

Syrian-Christian fighting in Beirut
Jerusalem Post Staff

and Agencies

Tank, mortar andmachinegun fire

erupted yesterday between Syrian
troops and Christian militiamen in
southeast Beirut. Two Lebanese and
two Syrians were reported killed.

The reason for the outbreak was
not Immediately clear, although the
Phalangist Radio said that the
Syrians had started the exchange.
A Christian militia spokesman

said that they did not intend to res-
pond by breaking the cease-fire
which has held shakily since last Oc*.
tober. Independent observers said

the militias had fired back at Syrian
positions.

The spokesman asserted that the
Syrian attack was designed to em-
barrass the Lebanese authorities
following Tuesday’s visit to
Damascus by Lebanese Defence
Minister Victor Khoury. Khoury dis-
cussed the planned deployment of
Lebanese troops in the area border-
ing Israel.
The Syrians refused to comment

on the outbreak but the pro-Syrian
Arab Voice of Lebanon radio ac-
cused the Christians of firing at them
with mortars.

Interim solution urged for TA burials
Jerusalem Post Staff

The Knesset Interior Committee
on Tuesday urged a temporary solu-
tion to the problem of burials in Tel
Aviv.
The committee endorsed the

allocation of 100 dunams of land InRamat Hasharon to extend the

TOURIST: Are yon hearing what these stones are crying out?

8HALOM ISRAEL (IX) — a Christian perspective on Israels
restoration
Another 20 Bible prophecies specifically fulfilled in the miracle,
restoration at Israel.
8.15-9. 15 p.m. Saturday evening (Prayer beforehand 7.00-8.00 p.m.)
Beit Hamevasser (just south of Nevi’im St. on Shivtel Yisrael St.)

All are tcelcome
With (3-rant and Barbu ru

Livingstone

The Bible proves Israel — Israel proves the Bible

And in that day there shall be a root ofJesse, which shall standfurup
ensign of the people; to it shall tkc Gentiles seek: and his rest *-hali be

glorious. And it shall come to pass in that day that the Lord shall set

his hand again theSECOND TIME to recover the remnant ofh is peo-

ple. tohich shall be left, from Assyria... And he shall scl up an ensign

i

a far Ihr nations, and shall assemble the outcasts of Israel, und gather

if: together the dispersed ofJudah from the four comers of the earth.

(Isulub 11:10-12)

m

Ha’aretz back

on stands today
By M1CHAL YUDELMAN
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — The daily newspaper
"Ha’aretz" will re-appear today
after a strike that stopped publica-
tion 29 days ago.
The management and printers of

"Ha’aretz" have settled most points
of their dispute, with the help of
representatives Of the Histadrot's
trade unions division.

"Ha’aretz" general manager
Amos Schocken told The Jerusalem
Post yesterday that a procedure has
been agreed upon for negotiations.

He said the "Ha’aretz" manage-
ment had agreed to lend money to
printers.

Schocken said it would be
"reasonable" to put the cost of the
strike at about IL15m.

Prisoner swap

[ denied by PFLP
BEIRUT (UPI).—A radical Palesti-
nian terrorist group yesterday
denied reports of a reciprocal agree-
ment with Israel on the release of
prisoners. The Popular Front for the
Liberation of Palestine-General
Command (PFUP-GC) said it was
still holding Avrham Amram. an
Israeli soldier that the terrorists
captured in South'. Lebanon. 11
months ago.
Israeli authorities last week

released 14 Lebanese civilians taken
prisoner during the 1978 Lltani
operation.
"We categorically refuse to tie up

the case of the 14 Lebanese with that
of the Israeli prisoner. There is no
reciprocation," the PFLP-GCsaid In
a statement.
The terrorist group also released a

.
number of letters and reports it said
were written by Amram'a mother
and the International Committee of
the Red Cross "thanking the PFLP-
GC for the good treatment the
prisoner is receiving." A Red Cross
representative visited Amram last
month.

Avi Cohen to Liverpool
for pro soccer tryout

Jerusalem Post Reporter
TEL AVIV. — Avi Cohen, Tel Aviv
Maccabi’s and Israel's star
defender, leaves for Liverpool today
for a week's trial with the European
soccer champions.
The 22-year-old defender was in-

vited by the crack English first divi-
sion club after reports of his ability
reached Bob Paisley, Liverpool’s
manager.

If Cohen makes the grade, Liver-
pool is expected to make a transfer
fee offer of about £300,000 to Tel Aviv
Maccabi.

Prime Minister Menahem Begin confers yesterday with U.S.
Defence Secretary Harold Brown> In the centre Is Tat-Aluf Ephraim
Poran. (see story, page 1) .

* tRahamJm Israeli)

Brown bidding to sell $10b.

arms to Arabs, says Moda’i
By SARAH HON7G

Post Political Reporter

TEL AVIV. — The Middle East visit

of U.S. Secretary of Defence Harold
Brown ls aimed at finding alter-

native Arab customers for military
hardware orders cancelled by Iran,

Energy Minister .Yitzhak Moda'i
claimed yesterday.
"The stopover in Israel was made

merely to soften the American
Congress and make a mammoth
arms deal with the Arabs a bit more
palatable," he told a gathering of
young Liberal Party activists.

*

With the Iranian cancellation, he
said, the U.S. bad to find customers
for 910b. worth of military hardware.

. And, according to Moda’i, only
Saudi Arabia could foot the bill.

He said an arms deal of that
magnitude with the Arabs would

raise a storm in Washington, and in
order to placate Israel's friends
Brown would offer Israel arms at
good credit terms. "This is supposed
to buy our silence," he said.

‘

Moda’i also believes that Foreign
Minister Moshe Dayan's comments
on Tuesday about the PLO "may be
a problem of language or a slip of the
tongue, but this is immaterial." -

“The fact is that they will in-
fluence the coming negotiations
because Dayan, whether intentional-
ly or not. gave voice to what, the
Americans are thinking. Had he
slipped in the other direction and
said something that was not on
Washington's mind, it would not
have been so bad. But the way things
came out. he gave the Americans an
edge at the poker game — they now
know what we may be thinking.”

‘Turkey will be next to fall’

By ASHER WALLTISH
Post Knesset Reporter

Turkey will be the next Middle
East country to suffer a violent up-
heaval against authority organized
by religious and anti-Western
elements, according to Informed
observers in Jerusalem.

Since the West will be incapable
and unwilling to come to the aid of
the Ankara regime, Turkey, will fail

as Iran did. said the observers.
The situationm Iran was still far

from .stable -because of. the tug-of-
war between rival groups there, the
observers said.

The observers warned that if the
Ayatollah Khomeini regime con-
tinued in power in Iran, Iranian
soldiers were likely to be on Israel's

eastern front in two or three years
time. The Palestine Liberation
Organisation helped the Khomeini
movement with weapons and train-

ing.

At a time when Iran's army
possessed more divisions than the
IDF, the Eastern Front presented a
major challenge, and Israeli
strategic planning had to make
allowances for this..

A Khomeini-style revolt could not
happen in Saudi Arabia, the
observers believed, because Riyadh
was already ruled by Moslem
dieh&rds. Instead, there could be .a
radical revolt, Hie the Libyan-up
heaval led by Muammar Gaddafi.
• " SoefeT ittVOlvement" was not* ap-
parent in Iran. The only evident
Soviet activity was radio propagan-
da. .."...
The observers warned that the

situation in Egypt was not necessari-
ly as stable as it appeared. If Presi-
dent Anwar Sadat turned to Moscow
once again, the Soviets would gladly
welcome hiip back to the fold, the
observers noted.

Negev bus terror try fails
KIRYAT GAT (Itim). — A 32-year-
old Beduin from the Negev was
arrested yesterday after he threw an
explosive package at a busload of
passengers who had disembarked
while the driver repaired the vehi-
cle. No one was injured.
The bus had been travelling north

from Beersheba. and near Kiryat
Gat the Beduin asked to be let off.

But the driver refused, waiting for a
junction further up the road.
However, the driver soon had to stop
to make a repair on the vehicle, and
asked all the passengers to leave the
bus.
When they were all disembarked,

a woman passenger noticed that the
Beduin had left a package on board.

.

The Beduin got the package, and
then, throwing it in the air, shouted,
“Take me. I’m a prisoner." The
package exploded harmlessly on the
ground.

Two soldiers who had been travell-
ing on the bus held the Beduin until
police arrived: Police have put a
blackout on the case, -but in-
vestigators said they believed the
home-made bomb was constructed
from a pipe containing 200 grams of
explosive.
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U.S. EMBASSY
(Continued from, page y

Americans in Iran last October
The guerrillas pin thick hood

the Marines when the guard
rendered on orders of the
bassador. The attackers brand
guns and knives atSullIvan w1*3
evacuated the embassy aft«T
communications experts had tnd
ed all sensitive equipment la the

bassy.
Sullivan said later, after hb <

release, that there were atm “gJ
Americans" unaccounted for. ]The three-day-old govemmaj
Prime Minister Mehdi Bazargaa
his religious boss Ayatolfl
Khomeini rushed marshals ani|
force troops -to the embassy
call on a "hotline." The
"Islamic Police*

1
,
eventually

or arrested the'seores of left

ban guerrillas who had
compound.
“The Khomeini group
the- nick of time tosave us,"

said after his release. "It’s

interesting Valentine's Day.
1

Government spokesmen
"Communist" and ‘‘left

traitors for launching the

Khomeini issued a persoul

for the guerrillas to deals.

Fearing a separate
Bazarnm government

which had been acting

between-fche U.S^rasu
Washington with scores of

marshals.
The main embassy buildiflg.

ambassador's residence and

other buildings had window*
and doors bashed in asthe

swarmed triumphantly ft

buildings. '
• •

Attacking guerrillas said

charged the embassy h*

agents of the now-disbanded

Secret Police: Savak, had

secret documents in the

compound and were also

there themselves. (UPI,

BASKETBALL
The basketball game

Aviv Maccabi- and Ottmf

Greece will take place at Yad l

in Tel Aviv tonight, and

reported yesterday.

Kiryat Shaul cemetery enough to
handle Tel Aviv’s dead for the next
two years. It strongly objected to the
request for another 200 dunams of
farm land In the same locality, but
agreed to discuss the request again
in a month.

IRAN
(Continued from pose II

China. Japan and South Korea
yesterday recognized the new Ira-

nian government, while the
Australian government said it would
announce its recognition today.

.In Europe, the West German
cabinet discussed the situation in

Iran at its routine meeting, and
Chancellor Helmut Schmidt an-
nounced recognition of the Bazargan
regime in a congratulatory message
to the Iranian premier.
In the Middle East, the

governments of Lebanon and Qatar
also sent Bazargan congratulations
on formation of his government
yesterday. North Yemen announced
its extention of recognition on Tues-
day night.

(Sri* Hon- — pan* .7)

With deep sorrow,
we announce the untimely passing of our dear

CESARE CAVA
The funeral will take place today, Thursday, at 11.00 a.m.
at Holon cemetery. Buses will leave at 10.15 a.m. from the

Mann Auditorium, Tel Aviv.

His wife, Remi
His children: Roberta and Giorgio and Famify

lavia and Marcel
Raffaella
Sandra
David

Bar-Ban University

-

mourns the passing of

Sir ISRAEL BROME
Emeritus Chief Rabbi of the British Commonwealth

Member of the University's Board of Trustees

and distinguished benefactor of the University's Faculty 3

students, and expresses heartfelt sympathy to tkdy Bradif 1

the family. -
- ^ .

The World Conference .of Synagogues arid KehiHo**1

express their profoundest regret
at the passing of their dear and devoted Patron

Emeritus ChiefRabbi .

Sir ISRAEL BR0DIE kbe *

and extend their sincerest condolences to

Lady Brodie -

- Hechal Shlomo
Jerusalem

XT

In deep sorrow, we mourn the loss of

our revered Emeritus ChiefRabbi ~
•. -

Sir ISRAEL BRODIE, kbj
Our heartfelt sympathy to our beloved Ltie- President lads'

Brodnl

In deep sorrow, we announce that our dear

CESARE QAVA
is no more.

Giva, Gutsulu, Foa
Della-Perola. CiippcIH
Goldstein, Bvrun Families

Rubbanil Immanuel Jhcobavil* .

und all members ,«f Child ReNPlliwn _

Emunah of Greut Brita'iu ire”!1

The Scientific Research Foundation, .
JernsJi le®1

mourns the passing of :

'

Prof. DENNIS GABOR,
in London _ .

Nobel laureate in Physies - ; ,v_
Member of our Board.Of.1Governor8

.

_
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angry over
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v 0„”*®^res noted diplomatically .that

* ls* ^shsT^Wueatioa should have referred to

V‘

*

n<< ^ opp gnment being In power, since"

n

.

‘ * Sover-jf- party would have decided who
' ‘ ' ~ir;

gera tv? P^Id be premier-As tothe question -

^ >b£ft there were two versions of his
6 ~-C0;;j*p.

..
""4*

•'

ans
erg

According to one of the ministers
present; Perea replied that he would
remove the settlements from Judea
and Samaria and leave the Jordan
rift villages under Israeli sovereign
ty- ;

.

According to Peres, later in ’the

Knesset lobby, he saidhe favoured a
territorial compromise with Jordan,
Over parts of Judea and Samaria.
Hence villages in areas heavily pop-
ulated by Arabs would remain under

: Jordanian sovereignty while he
would, insist on Israeli sovereignty

for the villages in the Jordan rift.

The embarrassment for Perea was
compounded by the testimony «c

f

Deputy Premier Yigael Yadin, who
was sitting next to Lewis when Lewis
spoke to Perea. Yadin said be clearly
heard Perea say the villages In
Judea' and Samaria could be dis-

mantled* while those la the valley
could revert to Jordanian sovereign-
ty-

Yadin reportedly turned to former
premier Yitzhak Rabin who waa
near-him, and asked: ‘Is that your
Stand" too?" Rabin replied in com-
radely support for Perea: "I think
he’s just referring to the villages In
Samaria.”
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^jRmir charges secret deal

orthodox school fundingr 4i - *a!S*^

— VBI

U-Sljg

Post Kneaaet Reporter ..

Namir, chairman of the

set Education -Committee,
ged yesterday -that the Aguda
the Treasury wrere dealing un-

table to give more money to

An-.e^
Con,Jllg,!l1

hJi-orthodoac education.

"*7he"2? V^wever. the ;chairman of,the

tr- penses that it agreed to fall Into line
.

lilies u-v^ Shlomo Ldrlncz, said that- »-—- * »- -

from the Education Ministry, com-
pared with only ILlim. this year
through the Rellgloua Affairs
Ministry.
Lorfncz explained later that the

Taimudel Torah network refused to
take Education Ministry money
directly while Yadlin was in charge,
but noy was ao burdened by ex-

:S
**
Q °n Mjement to allocate .more money

;!,*ocr Tr,*

far ah Increase in funds.
Namlr said the Aguda schools

gust* , ^ J* a^tra-orthodmc schools was given - w^a get a 0 per cent increase thia* •'aa principle by former Alignment*? - ------
~
.Z ^: eiS Ration Minister Aharon Yadlin.

0v - -,.0,
sjrindpk former A]ignmenrs, . . year tor salaries above the original

ed - nation UhU» Ahanm .Yadlin. budget, although the general
ministry budget had been cut by 6

per cent.

The Talmudel Torah serve parents
who reject all secular subjects,
preach selectivity, and oppose in-

tegration of disadvantaged pupils

from backward communities.

• -V .

J:^a«imir told correspondents that

c
! ~^*erj:bv*Eqfcmce Minister Shnha Ehrlidh

nised Lorinoathis weak that the

,d-*s mw5m
"r*e-diT£ls, would get IL60m. next yearpJiVv-^-3

f * *- -:r.erM~
,

.... . •

'

seeking subpoena ‘revolution’
Peat Knesset Reporter; i 'ncria*'

—-ce'pgesset committees may soon be
• r ;-.r-cs:ec thelawwered - to subpoena civil aer-“ ?**ierr.rjs srgi to testify under oath and to

ace documents.
' -- -private member’ s bill by Moahe

‘..11* —ok cl iireu'jial (Alignment^, which would
- -i-’er ;:ij such a.,lreVolutfon” (Shahal’s

.-ter.'sung V&Ejd). passed its., preliminary
3 rv?-.-£-• sjing yesterday and was referred

' 3 . - r -:r.:s:
• Law Committee.

: ro . rs wsticC Minister Shinuel Tamlr
K.-..» c.r.: iis'iK -’cd in principle to the bill’s

f
- "

... g but he said there: were

dangers involved, such as giving

quasi-judicial powers to politicians.

Tamlr said that Shahal had agreed
that the hoi would remain In com-
mittee until the government sub-

mitted a draft law of its own on the

subject, with both bills then being
' considered together.

Tamir noted that twice in previous
Knessets, when hewas in the opposi-

tion he himself had submitted a
similar, though not identical biZL

Shahal, then ht the government
coalition, had voted against it

•--r.r.r a srs

r.rgir. ?avr=

^V^jgineers block Knessetgates"r s . - hari r.-Hfv . , ...
*

-fT.
.* v-ft ir.e Ui Li

^

.iTf.j-. -
-bout 1,500 engineers from all

L. I?, ^Jthe country Mocked theKhaaset
"Vj!" .

e

Z3».. yesterday' afttflrT holding a
;

_.est at the Finance Ministry.
' 7

r
“l 7.5day. the northern'district of t^ie

: ana gye EBstadritt-owned
-r?: ---rits in TCI Aviv willbe hit byone-
- "- 5 strlkea.

4 *~-w engineers Are demanding a
y scale baaed on thelracademlc

-•s f-.t-'iing and complete separation
^ the sallies of other groups

: s.%j=K3%e pay is now linked to theirs,

.

7
.j Ij'^prdcchaTdefier, the Engineers

'.on secretAry^ said that
Vitiations broke off several weeks

BAgJvETBAt and have' ipt been reaunjed.
^ _ctions began. iC days ago.

. ^lybe a ganwal.'sMka la the only
they’ll take us seriously,” he

filler said tbax'engineera wfll ndt

fy that --trains leaving' the
wc^kshops today are- safe,

will either nsean the possibility

nsafe trains or
.
a derision by

. morning in fteut of ’the Treasury
'with aigna exclaiming that their low
salary is turning them Into welfare
cases and causing • emigration.
Frustrated by the fact that their

demonstration was being ignored,

they.blocked the. ministry entrance,

then Kaplan Street in Haktrya, and
finally the. Knesset. Police tried to

disperse the engineers, but succeed-
ed only 'After a television crew had
filmed the protest.

The demonstrators, whose ranks
Included a large number of Soviet

immigrants, . surrounded Minister

without Portfolio Moahe Niaalm's

car and deflated its tires during the

action. -

railroad officials to halt the trains
altogether, he aaid.

The five Tel Aviv plants affected

by the strike will be Etz-Hazayit,

.Yuval Gat-, Hamat, Telrad and
- Merkavim.

On Sunday, 2,000 engineers In the
civil service, excluding defence in-

atittittonar-will hold a one-day strike.

The engineers gathered yesterday

cf*;l^ JLOT. — The cornerstone for A
fta’alot neighbourhood was laid

;

relay in the framework of the
,s*" r ’ ild' YOUri Own

.
Mbuae"

amme. Each family' in the

nM(flMUibood-wm gri S00 square
D H fi !J)v » of land In the programme0"* ored by the Housing -~Ministry.

PAEMATOLOGY. —tfh memory of

her late brother, Ntfccman Green,'

LUy Greenbaum of tbe Channel
Island of Jersey has endowed a
'chair in the Department of
Haematology at the Hebrew
UnLveraity-Hadassah Medical
School.

yi*-'

To the Self-employed

Pay your National Insurance
dues on time! .

75% of National Insurance
payments made bn time $tre

deductable from your annual
income tax.

>din!7 ivmn

G

Jerusalem ' Municipality

Citizen ofJerusalem
Make sure to complete your municipal tax payments by

Jie end of March and avoid .piling up debts and fines.

- - (Payments, may -be made at all banks, and at the

- nunicipal cashier's bffiqe.

A0V rhe cashier's office will be open during March, in the

iftemoon hours as well (4-8 p.m.)» withthe exception of

Fridays.--

Rabbi Meir Kahane is arrested by police after be broke through
police lines onto the Hebrew University campus in Jerusalem
yesterday. (Rahaxsun Tiaraelll

KAHANE
(Continued from paxe 1}

university.
He berated university authorities,

including President Avraham Har-
man, for allowing Arabs and leftists

to speak freely on campus, while
Kahane was barred.
After consulting with bis sup-

porters, Kahane and several
stalwarts rushed the gates, forcing
their way past outnumbered security
guards onto the grass outside the
Melser building.
University authorities then called

In the police who, together with cam-
pus guards, chased Kahane and his

followers around the campus.
"Throwing Kahane out would have

meant having to fight him and his

supporters," a senior police officer

who was present told The Jerusalem
Post. "Arresting him would also

have meant a fight. So what could we
do?" he asked.
University guards and police,

after a lengthy verbal exchange,
agreed to allow Kahane to speak for

five minutes.
Addressing a curious crowd of

several hundred spectators, he
repeated his condemnation of what
he called the university's "am-
bivalent" attitude to free speech.
Kahane then left the campus with

one or two aides after university rec-
tor Gideon Czapski demanded police

arrest Kahane for “forcible
trespass.” Kahane and four of his

assistants were arrested, charged
and released on bail.

But calm did not return to Givat
Ram. Avnery, invited weeks ago by
the dean of students office to address
students in the Wise Auditorium,
barely began his speech when the
meeting was broken up by cat-calls

and fist-fights.

Czapski climbed on stage and
..pleaded for order, but he was
shouted down.
A number of Kahane ‘s supporters

who ascended the rostrum and
attempted to address the meeting
also were shouted down by the
audience of several hundred
students. Only 20 or 30 hecklers were
present.
Czapski then asked the police to

restore order. Several dozen border
police invaded the hail and in-

discriminately cleared it of all pre-

sent.

University sources later told The
Post that the policemen did not dis-

tinguish between those who had
deliberately broken- up the meeting
and those who had attempted,
through silencing the disrupters, to
restore order so that it might con-
tinue. Some of the youths at the
meeting, those sources said, were
not students at all but school-
children from the neighbouring ORT
vocational school and campus
clerical assistants "simply out look-

ing for a fight."

Czapski, who promised Campus
representatives that Avnery would
be reinvited, issued a statement to

the press saying that the university

will "take steps to protect the
freedom of speech on campus while
preventing outbreaks of violence."

The university, continued the state-

ment, will do all it can to identify the
afternoon's disturbers of the peace
and have them charged.
Both MKs Charlie Biton and

Avnery have submitted urgent
motions for the agenda to the
Knesset to discuss the police force's

behaviour.

Marine officers $ay Zim
cutting back on fleet, jobs

By YA’ACOV FRIEDLER
Jerusalem Post Reporter

HAIFA. — The Marine Officers
Union has started a public campaign
to safeguard its members' Jobs. It
feels threatened by the Iranian oil
crisis and “Zim's abolition of th **

home fleet and its preference for the
foreign flag,” union secretaryAdam
Chlsik told The Jerusalem Poet
yesterday.
Zim General Manager Yehuda

Rotem called the union's allegations
"irrational, empty slogans." Tim
has been investing hundreds of
millions of dollars in new ships, he
said, "but if the union to
start a smear campaign, they may
well take the wind out of my sail."
While the slowdowns due to out-

backs In Iranian oil shipments are
beyond the country's control, the un-
ion charges that Zim, the national
shipping company, is selling off
ships on the desirable homelines,
despite Its promises to the contrary.
Chlsik says that the Beersheba,
employing 32 men, had been sold to
the London branch of an Israeli ship-
ping company but still sails on the
Haifa-West Africa ' fr'oute — with
foreign men.

He reported that as part of their
campaign they had already met with
the Alignment's Knesset faction to*
explain their concern and demands.
Rotem conceded that occasionally

Zim chartered a- ship sold to a
foreign buyer, but noted that this
was sometimes the onlyway tomake
a sale. He said the officers were In-

formed in advance, though Zim had
no obligation to do ao. Rotem
reported that since the early 1970s,
zim had sold off 20 small and out-

dated ships, for a few score million'

dollars.' and replaced them with 20

modern, larger vessels, at a cost of
*300m.
“We have Increased our tonnage

and carrying capacity ten-fold and
are indeed carrying a bigger share
of Israel’srforeign trade today, in ad-
dition to . our' widespread inter-
nationATburiness," Rotem said.

"Modem ships now call for an in-

vestment of Ti*9ftm. to create a job
for a single officer. I am ready to a
make the investment, but if tbe un-
ion prefers to Ignore the facts and
smear us in the Knesset they should
know that they won’t exactly en-

courage me in the effort," Rotem
said.

Road violence should end,

Navon tells handicapped
Jerusalem Post Reporter

With an annual death toll of 600
and 20,000 injured a year, traffic ac-
cidents are Israel’s “number one
enemy" — an enemy that requires a
national effort to reduce the
casualties, President Yitzhak Navon
said yesterday.
The president noted that although

little could be done to prevent han-
dicaps caused by nature, much could
be done to reduce the number of han-
dicaps that result from carelessness
on the roods.
Navon was speaking at a Belt

Hanassi reception for over 100 han-
dicapped adults and volunteers at
Han, the Israel Foundation for Han-
dicapped Children. The organization
counsels the handicapped, employs

them at sheltered workshops and
provides them with equipment that
allows"them to function, at home.
The president handed Han national

chairman Betty Dubiner the first
contribution in this year's "March of
Prutot," which will take place of-
ficially on Monday. Tens of
thousands of volunteers will canvass
homes and try to collect ILSm, to
build more sheltered workshops tor
the handicapped.

Navon said that the public in
general does not know how to deal
with the handicapped, and are not
aware of their needs. It should be
automatic, he said, for the
authorities to build public buildings
that are easily accessible to han-
dicapped in wheelchairs.

Convicted of negotiating bribes
HAIFA (Itim). — A Tirat Carmel
man was convicted yesterday of
taking bribes, negotiating brines and
counterfeiting documents related to
psychiatric exemptions from the ar-

.

my.
The district court convicted

Avraham Alikshvili, 22, who, accor-
ding to a court confession,. on six
different occasions served as a go-
between for soldiers seeking psy-
chiatric exemptions or lowered
medical profiles from the army. The
bribes totalled IL8.000 for Alikshvili,

who will be sentenced later this

month, and HA6.500 for the psy-
chiatrist, Dr. Yitzhak Fruznkls, 48,

who has been remanded into
custody.
Frumtdn had served as head of the

mental health unit at Haifa's Ram-
bom hospital.

Alikshvili was also convicted on
bribing women soldiers who had
access to army documents used to

direct soldiers to psychiatric ex-

aminations, which he used to falsify

for his bribe-paying customers.

Birthday salute to Schwester Selma, 95
Sb . b-.;. Ssi- .-.i’:; 5- i :~3 .maiinA It.. .'I.S
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•' Jerusalem P:5t,fReporter
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Dozens of nurses who studied un-

der the legendary "Schwester"
SelmaMayer joined her yesterdayin
celebrating her 95th birthday at the

nursing school building at Sha'are
Zedek Hospital.
The nurse who, according to one of

her former students, "refuses to

hear the word retirement," wore one
of her crisply starched white nurse's
uniforms tor the occasion. But unlike
her previous birthday celebrations,

she had to attend this year’s in a
wheelchair.
On her 95th birthday, Schwester

Selma, who remembers the typhus'

epidemic of 1916 as her first crisis

after being appointed head nurse at

the hospital, sat In a comer of tbe

nursing school lounge and received
greetings from dozens of former
students at the school she founded.

One of those students, who
remembers Selma's untiring efforts

in the quarantine deportment of the

hospital during the polio epidemic of

1950-51, said that up until a few
months ago, Selma still was In touch
with the day-to-day affairs of the

hospital.
"She was' simply seen less and

less,” said Miriam Leefsma, who
studied under Selma 25 years ago
and went on to become the director

of the nursing school at Sha'are
Zedek, and is now teaching nursing

.

at Hadassah Hospital and at Tel
Aviv and Ben-Guidon Universities^

"But don’t mention retirement
around her," said Leefsma, 43 . "She
wont hear of It."

The white-haired lady in the
wheelchair, who founded and
directed the hospital nursing school'

g-ihOTISI

Nlnety-five-year-old Schwester Selma Mayer is greeted by a former
student during her birthday celebration yesterday at Sha’are Zedek
Hospital in Jerusalem.

tor many years, was somewhat deaf
yesterday, but the grip of her hand
was still strong. Even when healthy
and on her feet Schwester Selma
was barely 1.5 metres tali, ana in her
wheelchair, surrounded by friends
from past years, she seemed tiny.

But size was never a problem for

the nurse.
"I remember when, during the

polio epidemic, sometimes the elec-

tricity would go off," Leefsma said.

"With all those 19- and 20-year old

girls around, it waa the Schwester —

.

and mind you she was 70 years old'

(Rahamin Ylaraeli)

then — who was strong enough to

crank the generator for ' the iron

lung."
Another former student of Selma,

Shari Cohen, who now works for

Kupat Hollm in Ramat Gan, said one
of Selma's greatest attributes was
that she provided allying model for

her beliefs.

"A few years ago I saw her ben-
ding down to pick up scraps of paper
lying 'on tbe floor. I told her,
"Schwester, I’ll do that, I’m younger
than you,’ but "she just looked up at

me and said, 'Maybe you will and

youjwob£,"but if you
doing it you’ll Tie sure to do If when
I'm not around.'”
For 66 years, Selma was head

nurse at the hospital. She has been
awarded dozens of prizes as a
dedicated, inspiring teacher andas a
model for Jerusalem nurses.

In 1975 she was the only Jewish
personality mentioned in a "Time”
magazine cover story on "Saints in

our time." p
“She is still inspirational, at least

to those qf us who studied under her,
.who can -remember her stern
manner, her meticulous attention to
detail, and; her uncompromising at-

titudes." said Leefsma.
"Maybe the newest crop of nurses

studying here regard her only as the
legend. After all, for the past few
years she's been- less and less In-

volved. But she really educated us,

in her old-fashioned way," Leefsma
added.
Schwester Selma has lived at

Sha’are Zedek ever since she arrived
in Ottoman Empire Palestine lh
1916. She never married, but she did
adopt three orphans left at the
hospital. One is now a nurse, the
other is a Jdbbutznik and tbe third
was killed in the 1948 explosion on
Ben-Yehuda Street.

In many ways her students are her
children, many returning to visit her
after they graduated. But the old

days of the hospital, "when it was
like a family," said Leefsma, Are
over. The stately old building will

soon be abandoned for a modern new
building near Baylt Vagan.
Schwester Selma, though, Is still at

Sha'are Zedek, her body weakened
by age, but her mind still active, still

clear and still young.

1
tiapayi:

Underground Organizations

The government has decided to give service ribbons to

members of organizations that fought for the establish-

ment of the State — the Hagana, Etzel and Lehi.

Anyone who considers he should receive such a ribbon

(and has not yet been given one) may submit a request for

a ribbon on the appropriate form.

Where an eligible person has died, the ribbon will be given

to a surviving relative, in the following order or

precedence: widower, widow, son, daughter, father,

mother, brother, sister.

When a relative submits a request, in addition to the

details requested on the form, he should give the exact ad-

dress and relationship of the person requesting the ribbon.

Forms are available at the following places:

4, Ministry of Defence, Unit for Service Ribbons, 13 Rehov
David Elazar (Bet), Hakirya, Tel Aviv.

2. Information Bureau of the Ministry of Defence, Rehov
Kaplan, Hakirya, Tel Aviv.-

3. Ex-members of Etzel can also obtain the form at Beit
Jabotinsky, 88 King George St., Tel Aviv, and from Beit

Hadar, 2 Rehov Maze. Jerusalem.

4. Ex-members of Lehi can obtain the form at Beit Yair, 8-

* Rehov Stem, P.0J3. 4743, Tel Aviv. (Reception hours: 4-

- 6 p.m„ Sunday, Tuesday, Thursday and 10 a.m. -

1

pjn., Monday,. Wednesday, Thursday.)

You can also apply by post to the above addresses.

Completed $>rms should beosent by post to: The Unit for

.Service Ribbons^ 13 Rehov David ELazar, Ministry of

Defence, Hakirya, Tel Aviv. To be eligible, you should

have served -in one of the above organizations for a period

.of at least one. year, ending on the establishment of the

.State (May 15, 1048).

Now Available

English Telephone

Directories

Vol. 2 — Tel Aviv
Vol. 3 — Central . District

(03 Dialling Zone)

Directories are available at all post offices.*

Price t»f directory: ILSS.flO (including VAT). . .

These are the first In a series of 6 directories. The following
volume — Jerusalem (02 Dialling Zone) — will appear at the

beginning of the summer, and will be followed by the volumes
for the:
Southern District (from Ayalon-Raxnla dialling zone, Rehovot
and further south).

Haifa Dialling Zone (04).

Northern Area (from the Sharon junction dialling zone and

furthernorth).
* If not immediately available, your local post office will order the direc-

tories for you.

Heartiest Congratulations

to our dear

ARTHUR RAPP
on hia 85th birthday

Chava Rene Rechnitz

Children and Grandchildren
Esther Hans Tenen
Reten Trading Co.

Israel soccer XI
beat Greeks

By PAUL KOHN
Post Sports Reporter

TEL AVIV.-— Three goals by Vicky
Peretz sent Israel on a 4-1 goal spree
against Greece at"the Ramat Gan
Stadium yesterday.

.

The Ameriiea2fc
>
,referee, Thoqias

Klbrltinean, awarded three
penalties — two to Israel and one to
Greece. Ail of the' spot kicks were
saved, which is probably a record in
an international soccer match.

In the 22nd minute, Neuman was
brought down and the first penalty
was awarded. Neuman’s soft shot
was held by goalkeeper Kelejldis.
The referee ordered the kick to be
token again. Shum took the shot and
It, too, was saved by. Kelesidls. But
Shum followed through to give Israel
the lead after 23 minutes.
The; third penalty was ruled

against Israel a minute before the
end of the game. This time, Arte
Haviv made a glorious save, diving
across his goal to stop Karaditis'
shot.

In the 28th minute, Peretz scored
Israel's second goal after a neat
combination with Danny Neuman.
Three minutes later, .DeUcarls pull-

ed a goal back for Greece when he
lobbed the hall over Israel defenders
— and Haviv.

.

Peretz made it 3-1 in the 40th

minute, after Damti sent him a
perfect pass and Israel's fourth goal
also came from the hoot of Peretz, in

the 78th minute.

Claims pressed on

Saudi minister’s

stolen equipment

TEL AVTV (Itim). — Claims and
counter-claims were aired yesterday
in court here over the alleged theft of
electronic equipment from Saudi Oil

Minister Sheikh ZaJd Yaman! in Lon-
don, and the equipment being
brought into Israel.

Rima Banoz and Avraham Hasson
of Herzliya filed suit demanding that

a video recorder and other items
confiscated from them last
September be returned. They claim
to have bought the items legally In

London and paid customs duties on
them upon arrival.
- The police did not deny this, but
claimed that the goods were bought
by the couple from Tamar Leyi

l
an

; Israel^ thought by British police" to'

;
have 'stolen the goods ‘from

r minister."'' -
.'

*r .- .
- * \

' Fbfitfe fchtf^ Hasson'-hn*
repeatedly failed to show up for.

questioning, causing the case todrag
out. He waa also-*Absent from yester-
day's hearing.

AGREEMENT. — The Ministry of

the Interior and the local council of
' Ossifiyeh on the Carmel have agreed
that the ministry will pay for the
preparation of a village plan. The
residents will refrain from building

without licences until the plan Is

complete, and the ministry will

prosecute some 30 residents who
built without licences.

Carta's
CHRISTIAN

PILGRIM MAP
end Guide to the Churches of the

Holy Land

Large full colour Map of

The Holy Land, showing

hundreds of Christian

pilgrim sites with full detail-

ed explanatory story and

bibliography.

Plus, Journey of Jesus.

Paul’s
1

Journeys. Christian

Jerusalem, The Exodus.

NOT JUST A MAP -
AN ENCYCLOPAEDIA

IL35.00 plus IL4.20 Vit.

Steimatzky’s

. and at

better bookshops everywhere,

or IL39.20 packing and postage

free from The Jerusalem Post
POB 81. Jerusalem.

Please send rpe — — Christian

Pilgrim Maps . at IL39 20 each.

My cheque is enclosed.

NAME.,..

ADDRESS
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Callaghan signs pact,

but strikes continue
LONDON (UPI). — Prime Minister
James Callaghan, beset by strikes
and slumping popularity, signed a
Labour front peace agreement with
Britain’s trade unions yesterday,
which officials said he hopes will
wx>at his chances in the general elec-
tion he must face by November.
The pact, which officials have call-

ed a government-union "concordat,"
was signed at a two-hour meeting
with leaders of the 12-milIlon
member Trades Union Congress —
the third in recent weeks.

It was concluded while the country
remained in the grip of the worst in-
dustrial turmoil to rock it In recent
years— four weeks of strikes hitting
food supplies, docks, factories,
hospitals, schools, water supplies,
cemeteries and garbage collection.
The trouble stemmed from

rocketing union pay demands follow-
ing three years of tight government
anti-inflation controls.
“The British people cannot be con-

tent with living standards which are
widely out of line with those of the
rest of Europe,” the document said.
“If we are to achieve this, we must
match the average European perfor-

Iran billed $800m. lor

cancelled U.S. ships

WASHINGTON (AP) . — Iran will be
charged up to $800m. for cancelling
contracts for warships being built In
the U.S., a defence official said on
Tuesday.
Navy Secretary W. Graham

Claytor said it is not clear how many
ships are being dropped from a
planned purchase of four modified
destroyers.
Before the fall of Prime Minister

Shapur Bakhtiar's government, Iran
had announced it was cancelling con-
tracts for two of the four ships.

mance on Inflation as well as
growth."

It called for “a broader national
consensus on the overall distribution

of Income.'*

In one piece of good news for the
Callaghan government, whose stan-
ding in recent opinion polls slumped
19 per cent behind the apposition
Conservatives, the 19,000 workers at
the state-run British Leyland.
Automative Company’s biggest
plant at Longbridge, near Bir-
mingham, voted to return to the Job
after a one-week walkout over a dis-

pute over a productivity bonus.
More than 600 garbage collectors

in the London borough of West-
minster returned to work yesterday
and beganclearing mountains of foul

smelling, rat infested garbage left

by their three-week walkout. They
agreed to do so for a special £200
bonus.
But, even as they plunged into the

cleanup, workers at Westminster’s
garbage disposal depot walked off

the Job, demanding the same bonus
as the garbage collectors — meaning
they had nowhere to dump the
refuse.

Reginald Mandling,

61, dies in London
LONDON (Reuter). — Former
British Cabinet minister Reginald
Maudilng, once a contender for
leadership of the Conservative Par-
ty, died in hospital here yesterday.
Maudilng, who served as

chancellor of the exchequer and
later as home secretary, was ad-

mitted for treatment three weeks
ago with hepatitis.

A spokesman for London's Royal
Free Hospital said his wife, Beryl, a
former actress, was with him when
he died.

By MIKE ARONSTAM

Optician with a
difference
Arik Optic in the Clal Centre is

probably the most far thinking opti-

cian in Jerusalem. Zalman, the
owner, studied in America and
speaks English perfectly. He offers
free eye-testing and a 24 hour ser-
vice. His prices are approximately
20% cheaper than most, and he
guarantees the frames for one year.
No matter how you break them,
they will be replaced free of charge.
I call that real service. Arik Optic

are opposite the Kfir Cinema in the
Clal Centre. -

Just arrived at Intira
Inlira in Jerusalem has one of the
finest selections ofgifts and attrac-
tive modern kitchenware. They
have Just received a new shipment
of enamelware from Arabia of
Finland, including kettles and
saucepans with a special base to
prevent catching and burning. In-
tira has the largest range of dinner
and coffee sets in the whole coun-
try. including Royal Doulton fine

bone china and a beautiful selection
from Arabia of Finland. They also
have a new colour range of
Rostiware which has Just arrived,
as well as a very fine selection of

cutlery from Holland- You'll have a
wonderful time choosing something
really nice at Intira. 27 Keren
Kayemet, opposite the* Rehavia
Gymnasia. Tel. 89770.

The Tyre shop
If you need new tyres or repairs to

your old ones. I suggest you visit

Jerusalem's most modern tyre

shop at Auto Check. There’s plenty
of place for you to relax while the
job is done quickly and efficiently

with the latest equipment, in-

cluding a unique wheel balancing
machine. Anyone who takes this ad
along can get a free shock absorber
test on Auto Check's new-computer-
like testing equipment with a new-
tyre purchase. If you'd like your
car looked after by people who
know theif business, using the

latest equipment in Jerusalem, I

suggest Auto Check. 1 You dan trust

them. Auto Check is In the Talpiot
industrial area opposite the car
licensing grounds. Tel. 719298,

.718363.

New Olim.
Time to pay for your
electrical appliances
New olim in Jerusalem. Haifa and
the North can buy all their elec-
trical appliances with easy monthly
instalments. The bigger the
purchase the more time you get to

,

pay. Don't wait for prices to go up. '

contact Electro Bait today and pay-
today’s'prices. Electro Bait will get
you through all the time-consuming
red tape quicklyand efficiently. For
your refrigerator, cooker, washing
machine, dryer, TV set, etc., see
Electro Bait today. You'll get a
guarantee and reliable after-sales
service. Plus transportation If you
need It. Jerusalem : 72 Rehov Yafo,
Tel. 02-233624. Haifa: 16 Derech
Neve Sha'anaa, Tel. 04-220678,

All under one roof
Houmlneris is Jerusalem's leading
department store where you can
shop for all your building equip-

ment, household needs, garden
equipment, plastic goods,
bathroom fixtures and fittings, cur-

tain rails and a large variety of

tools. Practically anything you
need for the home, you’ll find quick-

ly and conveniently under one roof.

And the nicest thing about shopping
at Houminer's is the fact that
should you change your mind about
any purchase, you can bring it back
for a fun refund of your money.
Shopping at Houminer's Is an en-

joyable experience, with the plea-
sant background music. They're
near Belt Ha'am, 4 BezaJel St. Tel.
226471.

Winter is still here
Winter isn't over

|
yet and we canH I probably expect

VU,T
‘f'Tj quite ahdt of rain in

""•i the near future.
Don’t be caught un-
awares. Ifyou need

rubber refills for your windscreen
wipers or any other winter car
accessory, go to Solomon's Auto
Accessories at 24 Agron St. near the
U.S. Consulate. Check your battery
cables and rubber floor mats, and
pick up some protective sprays for

your .battery and ignition system.
Also fog lights and rear window
defrosters. Plus: Solomons have the
largest selection of seat covers in
Jerusalem. Lennie 'Shuster will be
back next week from his visit to the
States to give you all the advice you
need. Tel. 248926.

Your kitchen
Whatever shape or size your
kitchen is, you can put it Into good
shape by visiting Him Furnishers.

They have a large range of colours

and designs and will build the units

specifically for your kitchen — at a
low price. Ask them to give yeu a
free quotation and, if you're a new
immigrant, take advantage of a
20% discount and no VAT. Rim
gives you friendly and courteous
service — and a l-year guarantee.
There are 16 stores to serve you
from Haifa to Beersheba.

Efficiency counts
iMMrv on Now is the time,

K5EN&B bef°re the pre -

ABMv .

-
.
-A.Eg^peaah rush, to get

all those things around the house
fixed up. Don’t walt^call Handy
Dandy for a speedy, efficient and
clean Job. For all renovations and
repairs around the house, Handy
Dandy works to American stan-

dards. Tel. 02-811636.

Mekor HatevR
— health foods
At Mekor Haieva Health Food Cen-
tre you'll find a very large selection

of quality, natural foods that are
rich in vitamins and minerals. They
have tasty substitutes for sugar,

salt, coffee and tea, as well as

diabetic and diet foods. If you're

looking for 1st grade honey, they

have that.-'too. And a wide selection

of health books in English. Mekor
Hateva is at S Strauss St., and open
from 9.30 a.m. to 1.00 p.m., and
from 4.00 to 7.00 p.m.

Light up your home...

I

...with beautiful
lamps and lamp
shades from Stern
Id Strauss St..
Stern's have the
largest selection ofM M unique light fit-,

T^[tings
Jerusalem. You
can choose from

ultra modern designs or more con-
servative, to suit your taste and.
home decor. You’ll find a variety for
every room in your home in stainless
steel, crystal and plastic including
ornamental garden and balcony
lights. At A. Stern you can really
light up your home...beautifully.
You'll find them at 16 Strauss St. Tel.
245560.

'New Immigrants and
old timers
You want to furnish your flat

nicely? Visit the three exhibition

floors of Nohiut Ltd. Furniture, 4,

Shlomzion Hamalka str. Nohlut'a
Furniture Store was established
over 40 years ago and is known for

good quality furniture in tbe best of

taste. Pop in. You will not be disap-

pointed. For new immigrants,
reduction of . 32% on Kibbutz
Shorn rat furniture.

A helicopter pilot surveys the debris — all that remains of the Air
Rhodesia Viscount shot down by guerrillas near the Rhodesian
resort town of Kariba. AU 59 passengers and crew died. «ap radiophoto)

Human rights group blasts

S. Africa over executions
GENEVA (UPI). — Only three
whites were among the 151 people
executed in South Africa In the' past

two years, a UN human rights group
reported yesterday.

"An atmosphere of government-
induced terror rules the country," a
six-member group of experts
reported to the UN commission on
Human Rights at the commission's
current annual session.

The working group, established in

1967, said “never before has it been
confronted with so much evidence of

arrests, detention and interrogations
accompanied by torture and deaths,

of prisoners."

It claimed that all but three of 161

persons executed in 1977 and 1978

were black.
"This although the number of

murders and rapes committed by
whites against blacks is six times
greater than the number of the same
crimes committed by blacks against
whites," the working group stated,

without giving any source for its

.statistics.

The group also accused security
authorities in Rhodesia of
"massacres" of civilians.

The group did not mention attacks
carried out by guerrilla forces, In-

- eluding the alleged shooting down of

two civilian airliners.

ADVT.

Shops and Services

in Jerusalem

Gelateria Tokyo makes
a “wow” of an ice

cream

®
Take advantage of

the warm weather
and indulge
yourself in the
most delicious ice

cream you have
ever tasted at

Gelateria Tokyo in the Clal Centre.
Gelateria Tokyo have umpteen
different flavours ( cognac- is- ;my--

'

favourite-) • for- you -te:‘--gbt

tongue and taste buds arbund.TIM7
s

Ice cream and fruit filled pancakes
and sundaes. II you don't believe •

that it's worth going out of your way
for an ice cream from Gelateria
Tokyo, take your son or daughter
along for unanimous confirmation.

I promise you!

For beautiful children
Every child is beautiful. You can
enhance the beauty of your children
and make them more contented and
happy, by going to TaU-Tal. TaU-
Tal have great taste In children’s
clothes and decor. They have an
outstanding selection of hand-knits
for babies and children, and some
exquisite dresses for all ages up to

14. You'll find hand-made mobiles,
leather bags and a variety of
decorative accessories. Plus hand-
made items made to order. Tali-Tal
is on the lower ground floor of the
Clal Centre on Jaffa Road, near the
Kfir Cinema.

A glass of clean water

4
1 haven't done a precise
calculation, but the
amount of sand, dust
and grime that all of us

k consume every year
A with our drinking water

must be extremely high.

w Very often, when I pour
water from the tap it

looks more like a glass of milk. The
fact is that our water is not clean.

That's why I believe it is very im-
portant to seriously consider the
Water Plk Water Filter- attach-

ment., [Fhl? is a permanent attach-

ment which is guarante&Ho purify
the water you drink. Water Pik is

the world's leading manufacturer
of health products for the home,
and can be obtained in moat
chemist shops and sanitaryware
stores in Jerusalem. Some of their

other products include the famous
electric toothbrush and dental
water jet, the shower massage, the
smoke alarm and a brand new
product to stop you smoking, called

One Step at a Time. For complete
information and trade enquiries

contact Water Pik on the 2nd floor

of the Clal Centre, Jaffa Road. Tel.
244556.

New books galore

0
Ronnie Winch has just
returned from a trip to

the States and brought
back thousands of tbe
latest paper and hard-
backs, including "No Bed

of Roses" by Joan Fontaine and
"The Brothel" by Chayym Zeldis.

And all of them have a whopping
big discount. If ever you feel like a
cup of coffee, pop into Bestsellers In

the Clal Centre (3rd floor) and
browse around.' You're very
welcome whether you buy yourself

a bestseller or not. Tel. 223620.

The gift shop
The next time you're looking tor a
gift or something really nice for

yourself, visit Merkaz Hashai in the
Clal Centre. They have a tasteful
selection of silverware, porcelain
dinner sets and a variety of smaller
items in onyx and other semi-
precious stones. They also have a
wide range of religious articles. I'm
sure you'll find the right gift at
Merkaz Hashai in the Clal Centre
on Jaffa Road. Tel. 242931.

50LA30SD
Solaroid Roller Blinds

Show off your win-
dows to their best

Ef.* J advantage with
Solaroid Roller
Blinds. There's a

large choice of beautiful designs
enabling you to match your win-
dows with the rest of the room.
Solaroid is the most modern con-
cept-in window decor. The designs
are Scandinavian, the fabric is cot-
ton treated with plastic and is Im-
ported. Order Solaroid Roller
Blinds to your own specifications.
They're easy to install and act as a
sun filter. Adjust them to any
height with fingertip control. High
quality Solaroid Blinds won't fray
at the edges. Change your house
into a real home. Fit Solaroid
Roller BUnds- Jerusalem: 23 Hillel

St.. Tel. 233843. Tel Aviv: 282
Dizengoff. Tel. 441178.

If you would Hite an advertisement to

appear lu this column please contact,

Tel. 61-713078.

RATES: ILS7B per colors a-JrtcA, pin*
VAT.
Kmiurtlona for mnltlple Insertions.

m

Setlon Printers
For all your printing including in-

vitation cards, letterheads and
other stationery, contact Setlon
Printers. Setlon are specialists in

the coating of cards and do very
good and inexpensive work. For all

your printing phone Setlon, 811672,
29 Yehezkel St.

Chaim and Henry
If you've been looking for those
well-known house-painters from
England Chaim and Henry, you can
contact them at Tel. 66475, evenings
(not Shabbat). Chaim and Henry
have a reputation in Jerusalem for

doing clean efficient work. They
offer a courteous and reliable ser- -

vice, and will leave your home
clean and tidy after the work is

done. Ask them for a free estimate.

Finat Hachai
Man's best friend is his dog. If

you're looking for a healthy pet
that's been beautifully cared for,

Pinat Hachai is the place to go. At
Pinat Hachai there are regular
veterinary visits by Dr. Sjbckelias.

All dogs have been immunized and
you will receive a 10-day health
guarantee. Pinat Hachai also has a-

large selection of talking birds. For
all your pets, pet foods and
accessories visit Pinat Hachai, 6
Shamal St. Tel. 02-232107.

Dog Kennels
Now you can go on holiday fully
confident that your dog will be well
looked after. Havat Hanemanlm Is

adog kennel where the owners real-
ly care about animals. There are
weekly vet inspections, flea and
tick powder Is continually used, and
inside and outside daily exercises
are carried out. At Havat
Hanemanlm the dogs are fed accor-
ding to a strict and very healthy
diet. When you go away give your
dog a holiday, too. Take him to
HavatHanemanlm. Tel. 02-232107.

Do-it-yourself
dry cleaning
Now you can do all your dry clean-
ing at half price at Bunnyclean Dry
Cleaners and Laundromat. Bring
along a 6-kilo load and you can take
it home in 35 minutes. Ideal for cur-
tains, blankets, loose covers, heavy
ovoolcns. etc. Bunnyclean also
specializes in automatic laundry
and individual dry cleaning. Take
all your laundry and dry cleaning to
Bunnyclean, 61 Herzog St. or 212
Jaffa Road 10pp. Shaarci Zedekj.
Tel. 36663

Rhodesia army
general target

of plane attack
SALISBURY (Reuter). --Rhodesian
security forces have shot dead one of

tbe guerrillas who attacked
Salisbury's main power station on

Tuesday, while nationalist leader

Joshua Nkomo has explained why
his forces brought down an Air
Rhodesia Viscount earlier this week,
killing 59 people.
Nkomo, speaking In Lusaka, said

his Zambia-based ZAPU guerrillas

shot down tbe plane because they
believed it carried the Rhodesian
military supreme commander,
Lieut.-Gen. Peter Walls, "and 21

other military men."
Walls had travelled on the plane

from Salisbury to the Victoria Falls,

said Nkomo, and had then left the

.
plane, which continued to Kariba

f with 59 passengers and crew. The
plane was shot down at Kariba.
Meanwhile, police in Salisbury are

continuing to search for the remain-
ing members of the group of

nationalist guerrillas who attacked

I

the power station with rockets and
automatic weapons. The number of

guerrillas involved was not disclos-

ed.

Italy expels

alleged spy
ROME (UPI). — A U.S. Intelligence

expert accused by a left-wing'
newspaper of spying on Italian

secret services has left the country
after being declared an undesirable
alien by the government, the U.S.

embassy announced yesterday.
A spokesman said Dominic

Perrone, a liaison officer between
the U.S. Army European Command
and the Italian Intelligence com-
munity left the country on Tuesday
morning after the newspaper printed

the text of a secret U.S. State
Department report he allegedly
wrote on Italian intelligence gather-
ing.

Perrone, an intelligence veteran
who. had lived in Italy for eight

years, was presumed to have return-
ed to his headquarters in West Ger-
many.

His expulsion, ordered by Chris-

t

tlan Democratic premier designate
Giullo Andreotti, after heavy

)
pressure from the powerful Com-

I

munist Party, added a new element
to Italy's already tense government
crisis that began almost three weeks
ago. Political sources described the
expulsion of Perrone as the least An-
dreotti could do under the cir-

cumstances.

I

Andreotti is beholden to the Com-

y
muniats because he needs their sup-

)
port if he is to form another minority

» Christian Democratic government.

Portugal swamped
by floods, strike
LISBON (Reuter). — Portugal’s 11-

week-old government yesterday
battled with the twin problems of the
worst floods In a century and
defiance of its authority by 10,000

striking telephone workers.
Rescue workers, hampered by the

eight-day strike, said about 10,000

people had had to be evacuated, over
50 major roads were impassable and
International rail passengers bound
for Spain and France were being
ferried by bus for the first part of
their journey. The Lisbon water
supply was cut completely exceptfor
street taps which soon attracted
huge queues. Many areas were
without electricity.

The telephone workers, backed by
the Central Communist Union,
defied a government back to work
order and said they would ignore the
ministry of communications notice
dismissing or suspending 25 of their

leaders.

Spy suspect flees

to East Berlin
BERLIN (UPI). — West German
Justice authorities yesterday
reported the flight to the East of
another spy suspect.

They said professor Friedrich
Tomberg, a lecturer at tbe West
Berlin Teachers' College, had fled to

East Berlin to escape arrest an es-

pionage charges.
The report of Tomberg's flight

came one day after the Bonn an-
nouncement of the defection of a
civil servant in the West German
Defence Ministry. Tomberg vanish-
ed two weeks ago but bis dis-
appearance was not reported until

the Justice Department announce-
ment.

Basque group kills

Spanish colonel

MADRID l UPI). — A lone gunman
believed to be a Basque separatist
shot and killed a 68-year-old Spanish
army colonel yesterday at the door
of the victim's home, police sources
said. i

The officer was identified as
,

Sergio Borrajo Palacin, an official of

the Disabled Veterans' Association.
He was shot in the neck in the north

,

Spanish city of Vitoria.
The killing raised to 21 the number

of Spaniards killed by terrorists
since January 1. The Basque
separatist organization ETA has
taken responsibility for 17 of the
assassinations that have Included as
victims policemen, judges and army
officers.

Frenchman careful

not to rile Canada
MONTREAL (Reuter). — French
Prime Minister Raymond Barre on
Tuesday night ended a six-day visit
.to Canada during which he
successfully reassured both the
federal Canadian government and
the Quebec separatists of France's
good intentions.

“I did not come to Ottawa or
Quebec to create incidents." he told

a press conference here shortly
before flying home — and his low-
key approach during the tour en-
sured that none occurred.
In an address to French

Canadians. Barre said: "Long live

the French of Quebec" (Vtvc lea
Frttncnix du Quebec I — a far cry
from President de Gaulle's rousing
endorsement of Quebec _sjs

“

—
THURSDAY, FBfcBm

Moslem rebels said gaini

in fight for Chad capita
PARIS (Reuter). — Moslem rebels,

already apparently in control or

large areas of the Chad capital of

Ndjamena. were reported yesterday

marching on the European quarter

on the edge of town, according to in-

formed sources in Paris.

French troops deployed to potect

returned to barracks, and President

Valery Giscard d'Estaing's chief

spokesman said on Tuesday that

France would not intervene in the

fighting for control of the central

African country, a former French

colony.
Ndjamena was cut off from the

outside world when the main
telephone exchange was damaged in

heavy fighting on Monday. The
national radio station was earlier

reported burned down.
Informed sources in Paris said

bids to win a cease-fi-.
Prerident Felix MalW
and the rebels biekw
Minister Hisses* HabMbL
failed. .

.

The rebels fighting fm.

zorces were advancing iTT*

predominantly Eurapeu ^
The conflict grew out -

between Malloum, a Christ)!?
the ex-guerrilla -premi^T;
pointed last August in 7 ^
backed move to achieve -

reconciliation: Malloum and
spUt over, the Interpretation „
charter they both
and the two menrhayehot

^
last November. -

E
SBfv

U.S. fears Iran radicals

won’t restore oil Output
WASHINGTON (Reuter). — Com-
munists and radical groups are

holding control of Iran's oilfields and
may prevent production from being
restored, according to U.S. Energy
Secretary James Schlesinger.

He told a congressional sub-
committee that if Iranian oil did not

start flowing again, the world could

face a crisis by thin June that would
equal the 1973-74 Arab oil embargo.
Schiesinger's assessment on Tues-

day was the bleakest heard here so

far of the impact from suspension of

Iranian oil supplies.

Even before bis warning
Americans were apprehensive that

another fuel crisis might be looming,
remembering the hours of queueing

for petrol during the Arab eaht
Schlesinger said he don

whether Iran's production
again reach output levels ad
under the shah.
"The present control of

oilfields belongs to the Tudehmuniat Party) and radical
he said. T think we must i

the forces in control of tbe
may not be responsive to l
from Teheran, should Teh
choose to. give this guidance
restore production/'

.

Iran was the .world's Hn
biggest oil supplier before
political upheaval which toppled

shah and reduced dfi proihKtloii!

trickle.
•

Latin American Catholics

live in 'inhuman poverty’
PUEBLA, Mexico (AP). — Latin

American leaders of the Roman
Catholic Church, announcing their

conclusions on Tuesday after an
historic conference, said the church
has “identified itself with the most
devastating scourge, the situation of

inhuman poverty in which millions

of Latin Americans live.

“Countries such as ours, where
frequently fundamental human
rights such as life, health, education,

housing and employment are not

respected, are In a situation of perma-
nent violation of the dignity of the

human person," said the nearly 200-

page document, which charts the
church's course in the hemisphere
for the next decade.
“To this situation one can add the

anxieties Which have arisen from the

abuses of power, typical of military
regimes, anxiety for systematic or
selective repression, accompanied
by informers, violations- of privacy,
disproportionate pressures, tortures
and exile," the document said in its

introduction.

A total 387 cardinalsand
joined by 200 advh^ from
faiths, wrote the document
two weeks of heated debate
coraervafivea,: liberals and:

\ The document rejected
capitalist "free market ec

saying it widened the gap
rich and poor

by- faring
before work, and ecoscmlca

social interests." But the i

added: “Marxist Ideotogta

spread the promise of greater

justice ... In practice the V
strategies ' have

1

, sacrificed

Christian values. Thus tbe spiral

violence la increased." - -

“There is nothing In tMs
that hi in conflict with what the.

has said, V Bishop Nerin Oja
Chicago told reporters.

In addresses, during bis

tour to workers anti peasants,

Paul n called fora greater ih

by the rich wltfrtbe poor sdn
to poverty and deprivations! bu

rights.

*

r

Bhutto gets 10-dky st# v
RAWALPINDI (Reuter). — The
Pakistan Supreme Court yesterday
granted ex-premier Zulfikar All
Bhutto a stay of execution for 10
days, but his lawyer complained he
was entitled to more time.'
The court said it would hear

arguments on February 24 from
defence lawyers on why Bhutto, 51,

should not be hanged for ordering
the assassination of a political oppo-
nent four years ago.

Bhutto, who ruled Pakistan for

five-and-a-half years, could have
been hanged today following the
Supreme Court's 4-3 decision last

week to dismiss his appeal. But the
court said it would consider a peti-
tion from his lawyers challenging its

judgement;
Chief defence counsel -M

Bakhtiar argued, that the cast

not giving him theW dayrtnt1

he was entitled to prepare
'

flow Hg told corresponds)
.

that the court's dbdaton nwut

may not have time to cbflecttto

evidence he had been promised

would materially affect the cue-

The four others sentenced to
J"

with'Bhutto for an ambush on

. clan Ahmed Rasa Kasuri taw

now lodged mercy petitions.

Bhutto has refused to apped'

clemency to army ruler w
Mohammad Zla Ul-Hsq. *

overthrew him In a coup 19

ago.

r »
faWfrczur:

UucStte:

Asian news agency propose
KUALA LUMPUR (UPI). — Aslan
countries, concerned about the un-
balanced flow of news among
developing nations, ended a 10-day
conference yesterday with a call for -

a new world communications order.
The countries attending a UN com-

munication policies conference
recommended the formation of an
Aslan news agency network to
counter the "bias” of existing inter-
national news agencies.

Twenty-two
1

countries,

the Soviet Union and China,

the conference at which many
delegates criticized the “b

monopolies'' .of*established WM

wire sendee.

The UNESqb-Bponsored <

fere nee adopted- 51 .reco

datfons which cover,various

of cooperation -to achieve tm

communication objectives

‘More profound than a coup’

Solzhenitsyn sees changes
LONDON (Reuter). — Exiled Rus-
sian writer Solzhenitsyn said in an
interview broadcast yesterday that a
profound change in atmosphere was
becoming apparent in the Soviet
Union, affecting young people in par-
ticular.

The interview, with the BBC's
Russian service, marked the fifth
anniversary of the former dis-
sident's expulsion to the West by
Soviet, authorities.
“The change is, I am sure, more

profound and more promising for the
future than even a.coup d'etat could
be," he said.
Solzhenitsyn, 60 , an implacable op-

ponent of the Soviet Union's Com-
munist rulers, said it was not an in-
tellectual or political regeneration
but a moral change.

"For 50 ;yeart. ii

been condemned and appeare“

doomed, everyone .wbuMhtaP

from him, that each victim

perish alone," he said.-

. : "Now every family. wi»«
such.a tragiccase^baa helpw

stretched out tie it — pe°P‘®

money, openly-, visit the P

house and help him.
different moral atmosp®*1^

said. . .

S<dzhenltsyn,
;wfio is worzne

epic seriw of twveta^oh

between 1914 and 1918. rtffl

a Russian audience.
reach them in-time, hri6*”

few have reached
Without any ddubtlshaU ta®

to my native land throoff1

and I hope in pentm,to*.

Short-sighted Soviets
MOSCOW (UPI), — A Soviet
newspaper yesterday complained
that Soviet industry cannot meet tlys
country's demand for eye glasses
and was three million lenses short
last year.

I

“Spectacles are not a subject of
luxury, they are vitally important,"
the newspaper “Llteraturnaya
Gazeta" said.

There has never been a»

study of the country* ° ^
glasses, but thaFjt
anyway aincfl the industry

meet the needs. '

]

The newspaper _»

^

there was a demand for

but that industry
57.4m. As ^for frame*,

.wasJor^Tm. buttheaupF?

19.5m. .

Scientists uncover ancient pharmaicy;

MOSCOW (AP). — Archeologists Inside three
have discovered what appears to about 29
have been a 12th century pharmacy implements’ .aimil*r “
in the ruins of a cave town in Soviet flasks, and medidne^ 5 ’

Georgia, the official Soviet news serpent symbols on V*
agency, Tass reported yesterday. .

It said the remains of the phar- The earth flop*
1

macy were found at Varzia, whose zinc, copper. iron.
hundreds of dwellings had been and other substance*.
carved into a steep rook slope and patently.

implements’ aimUsr w
asks and medldne^

The earth floor

zinc, copper,
and other substance*

^

patently, beora^s*^-111^ ;

medicines. ' ->••• - .
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in Teheran reluctant to turn in weapons
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TEHERAN — Mohammed is a 26-

year-old sales manager for the
Teheran office of a West German
appliance manufacturer. Three
months ago he joined the Cherlkhaye
Fedaye Khalu (People's Sacrifice
Guerrillas), a Marxist group that
believes In armed struggle to turn
Iran into a socialist country.
In the urban warfare that has

toppled the government, obliterated
the Shah's monarchy and brought
Teheran under the control of a
motley army of street fighters,
Mohammed and his comrades have
acquired a sizable arsenal. And they
are not about to give up their guns,
despite orders to do so from the
camp of Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini.
This problem, multiplied

thousands of times, presents the in-

coming provisional government un-
der Premier Mehdl Bazargan with a
crucial test of Its authority. In fact, it

poses a challenge to Khomeini
himself.
According to political analysts

here, the future of the new govern-
ment and of the country as a whole
may well depend on whether the
emerging authorities can collect the
weapons seized from military depots
and given out — often by Khomeini's
own headquarters — with such aban-
don in the past few days.
Although resistance from pro-

Shah military forces has been crush-
ed with incredible speed, the posses-
sion of automatic rifles, grenades,
sub-machlneguns and heavier
weapons by thousands of youthful
fighters threatens to turn Teheran
into another Beirut.

„
T "°, -OCUQia,

-foe*
St Widen*;

“c " a -"-d poor " w.

before work ml
•nieresi," k

IRANIANS here feel the situation Is

unlikely to deteriorate to the
Lebanese extreme, because the
divisions among the population are
not nearly as varied or deep.

But the differences appear to be
enough, analysts say. to raise the

possibility of future clashes between
rival groups trying to assert their
power and influence ’in the current
revolutionary atmosphere.
Another problem, they said, Is that

the new Bazargan government may
not be able to deliver sufficient
economic and social Improvemeats
soon enough to satisfy the society's
have-nots, who were in the forefront
of the anti-Shah movement and who
now are fairly well armed.
The Khomeini Committee, which

orchestrated the various assaults on
Teheran military bases, police
stations, imperial palaces and
government installations, insist the
arras distribution is under control.
“One word from the Ayatollah will

make the people turn in their
weapons," said Ghassem Salehkhou,
a senior member of the committee's
press department
But other sources say the

Khomeini camp may be
overestimating the willingness of
various street fighters to fall into
line, especially If it means turning In
their precious, newly acquired guns.
Despite repeated appeals cm the

state radio, now called "the Voice of

the Revolution," for civilians to turn
In their guns at Khomeini head-
quarters, few seem to be doing so.

Khomeini committee officials said
weapons were being given back to
regular soldiers. If this was the case,
however, it was evidently not being
done in a very military fashion.
Meanwhile, thousands of street

fighters armed with Iranian-made
G-3 automatic rifles. World War Q
vintage U.S. M-l carbines, Israeli
and West German sub-machlneguns,
pistols, revolvers, bayonets, swords
and clubs have been riding around
the capital in private cars, pickup
trucks and captured army vehicles.
They secured military in-

stallations and government
buildings, controlled Teheran air-
port, took a number of Iranians and

foreigners prisoner, set up
roadblocks to check passing cars
and simply paraded up and down the
streets with their weapons.
Even the Islamic prayer leaders,

or mullahs, have been getting into
the act At the rear of Khomeini
headquarters, one turbanned. mullah
sat atop a truck cradling an old-
fashioned pistol In his lap. A short
distance away another was on the
receiving end. Taken prisoner on
suspicion of belonging ta the secret
police, Savak, he was marched into

Khomeini headquarters by two
youths at gunpoint.

SOME OF the street fighters' ac-
tivities seemed relatively organized,
hut most were the work of youths
enjoying the thrill of toting a gun.
Brandishing an automatic rifle

has quickly become a status symbol
In Teheran.
A number of disgruntled citizens

called the radio station to complain
about youths running around with ail

kinds of weapons, and several people
were reported killed or wounded in

accidental shootings.

Still auspicious that the armed
forces' capitulation to "the
revolution" is all a trick, guerrillas
at Teheran University gave brief
training in handling weapons to in-

terested civilians.

Guerrillas like Mohammed are
forthright about their attitude
toward the Khomeini camp’s appeal
to turn In weapons.
"I won't give up my guns,"

Mohammed said. Wearing a
checkered Kefflyeh and carrying a
G-3 automatic rifle, he said he didn't
think guerrillas of the fanatical
Islamic Mujaheddln-e-Khalq
(People’s Stragglers } would either.

Mohammed said he himself had
acquired five rifles and several
grenades during the Insurrection
when an air force base, a nearby
arms factory and every other
military base or establishment in

Teheran fell to the ragtag street
fighters In rapid succession over a
three-day period.

Once small and tightly knit, both
main Iranian guerrilla groups have

expanded into the thousands since
the former government and secret
police ceased to threaten them.

The startling suddenness with
which the Iranian Army crumbled In

the face of its first armed resistance
showed the Inherent weakness of the
Shah's power base, political analysts
said. The country's top military
commanders evidently feared the
army would break up entirely If it

tried to put down the Insurrection in

the streets of Teheran.
It was hard enough for the armed

forces to hang together when
demonstrators were shouting
slogans and throwing rocks, but
when they started shooting guns, the
army apparently did not have the
stomach for taking a hard line.

In the end, it was the Shah's own
dream of making his country a ma-
jor military power that helped wipe
out the last remnants of his
monarchy. Many of these civilians

who took up arms were former
draftees who learned how to use
theirweapons in the Shah’s service.
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Article 6 of the pact states,- inter

oto: ‘The High Contracting Parties
agree that , in case of attempts by
third parties to carry out, through
military interference, an oc-
cupation! at policy on Persian
territory, or to transform Persian
-territory into a base for military ac-
tivity against Russia and if the
•Pension government will notbe able 1

to prevent such a danger, the Rus-
sian Soviet government willhave the
right to Introduce Its troops into Per-
sia’s territory to take necessary'
military measures in the interests of
its self-defence.”

"... The Russian government will have the
right to introduce its troops’ into Persia’s
territory to take necessary military measures
in the interests of its self-defence.’.’
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belongs to Khomeini rather than to
the crippled civilian government,
Moscow decided to cross the political

Rubicon: “Iran's religious circles

are playing a remarkable role, with
Islam appearing as the catalyst of
national aspirations in the context of
straggle against foreign, In this-case
American, dominance.”

THE DECISION to ride with the
anti-shah, pro-Khomeini wave
represented a calculated risk on
Moscow's 'part. Given the mounting
evidence of the Carter ad-
ministration's inertia, the Soviets
presumably discounted the possibili-

ty that a Washington-propped junta
would be installed in Teheran.
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first time that thia early prototype of

the Brezhnev doctrine of limited

sovereignty has been invoked via-A-

vis Iran. (The earlier instances oc-

curred in X94X, 1952 and 1955.)

Moreover, threats do not always
match intentions and capabilities,

icularly since Iran of 1979 jsan

be likened to Czechoslovakia*
of 1968 or even Persia of 1941.

Nonetheless, the very reference to

the 1921 pact at this particular junc-
ture is highly significant. For the
first time since the onset of the Ira-

nian crisis a year ago, Moscow has
taken a clear stand, signalling to the
West its vested interest in the course
of events.

A period of caution, vacillation and
circumspection is definitely over.

While still adhering to Uieir earlier

public stance of "non-interference in

Iran's internal affairs,” the Soviets

admit that they are “keeping a close
watch on developments in

,

neighbouring Iran,” as those have a
direct hearing on the “security of the
Soviet state," backing their
deterrent with a formidable 20
divisions amassed on Iran's border.

ed against both the shah and
Bakhtiar, the Soviet media drew
closer to the radical opposition.
Now events in Iran were depicted

in Marxist terms, as stemming from
“acute social tensions ... rooted in
the shah’s fatal policy ofsubjugating
Iran's economy, society, and
cultural heritage to Washington's
strategic goals."
Thejtemtmstrations were defined

as a “popular uprising for liberation

THE EVOLUTION of the Kremlin's
attitude toward Iran's turmoil
followed the traditional pattern in

Moscow’s approach to^Third World
insurgencies. As in the esse of the

PLO, the Vietnamese National
Liberation Front, the Kurdish
rebellion, and, most recently, the
Lebanese Moslem movement,
Moscow tended to withhold 'overt
support of and commitment to the
anti-shah opposition until such time
as the movement had proven its

political viability, resilience, and,
most crucially, its usefulness to
Soviet Interests.

For the last three months the
Soviet press mirrored the Kremlin's
Indecision over the unrest plaguing
Iran. Until mid-December, 1978 of-

ficial Moscow maintained a relative-

ly restrained tone characterizing the
turbulence as mere "anti-
government demonstrations.”
The main Soviet media refrained

from any Inflammatory rhetoric,

failing even to mention the op-
jposltion's battle-cry, “Death to the
shah!” This official circumspec-
tion, fused with the venomously antl-

shah and anti-American line adopted
by the clandestine “National Voice
of Iran," reportedly operating from,

Baku (Soviet Azerbaijan), allowed
the Kremlin to enjoy both worlds.

1 Declared neutrality gave the

USSR a wedge against the possibility

of the shah's retaining Ms power,
while allowing it to demand a hands-
off policy from the' U.S.

Concurrently, a communication
line with the opposition was kept
open through Moscow's radical Mid-
dle Eastern allies, most notably
Libya and the FLO, through the long
outlawed but apparently still viable

Conununiat Tudeh Party, and more
recently, through dally Instructions,

beamed oyer pirate radio stations,

on how to resist the shah's security

forces and their American-supplied
riot-control equipment, on street
combat tactics, and on the manufac-
ture of explosives.

from imperialist tutelage,” and as a
“legitimate struggle for democracy
and progressive social transfor-
mation.” The “Soviet people” were
said to view with "sympathy, com-
passion and understanding" the
“national aspirations of the Iranian
people."

In other words, the USSR conclud-
ed that a revolutionary situation had
in fact developed in Iran and, if

allowed to run Its course, would
serve Soviet interests.

Consequently, Moscow embarked
on a massive, multi-level campaign
designed, on the one hand, to deter
American Intervention on behalf of
the Incumbent regime and. on the
other hand, to. capitalize on the
mounting anti-Western sentiments.
Simultaneously, the Soviets moved

to clear the path for embracing
Khomeini. The first step was taken
on January 7, immediately after
Bakhtiar’s denunciation by the op-
position. Gambling that the future

SUBSEQUENTLY, the Ayatollah
was hailed as a dedicated opponent
of "Imperialism and social in-

justice," who “has boldly thrown a
challenge to tyranny and foreign dic-

tatorship, expressing thereby the
wishes and yearnings of his people."
Thia shift in Moscow's public

posture becomes even more signifi-

cant when seen against the
background of persistent, albeit
largely unconfirmed, rumours of
high-level meetings between the
Soviets and Khomeini’s emissaries,

including one between Brezhnev and
the Ayatollah's envoy, reported to
have taken place on January 15 in

Bankya, Bulgaria.
Truly, Communism and fun-

damentalist Islam make strange
bedfellows. Yet such an alliance is

by no means inconceivable or un-

precedented. While generally fierce-

ly atheistic, the Soviets have at
times adopted a pragmatic attitude

towards religion, seeing it as a
powerful Instrument for the ad-
vancement of their goals.

During World War II, for example,
Stalin did not hesitate to invoke
religion (alongside with
nationalism) as a means of unifying
his people against the Nazi threat.

Moscow '

b

positive attitude to the
role of Vietnam's Buddhist
priesthood in the anti-American
struggle, and, more recently, the
Kremlin's close relations with Gad-
dafi's “green revolution" also serve
as telling examples.

seen as bound to serve the USSR’s in-

terests. For at the very least, the
Kremlin could count on Khomeini to
take stock of Mb country's geo-
political situation and maintain
"good neighbourly, businesslike"
relations with the super-power im-
mediately bordering on Iran.
In a more optimistic assessment

(from the Soviet point of view), the
new regime would follow the Gad-
dafi model, denying the West
economic and strategic footholds,
while aligning itself with both the
USSR and the Arab Rejection Front.

In the latter case, Moscow could
bank on a strategically important,
territorially unbroken belt o:‘

fhience, stretching from the USSR's
southern borders through Iran, Iraq,
and Syria to the Mediterranean.
More crucially still, the Soviets

could draw an immediate and
possibly a long-range bonus in terms
of the global zero-sum game. Events
in Iran fostered an image of the U.S.
as the proverbial “paper tiger." in-

capable of defending its erst-»-r ':

allies and vital strategic lnterc-si*.

While an American loss do:

always amount to a net-gain fc

Soviet Union, American wea^Hc^a,
be It real or perceived, may tempi
the Kremlin to embark on an even
more assertive course.

Leonid Brezhnev: doctrine of

limited sovereignty.

The Kremlin's confidence was un-
doubtedly shored up by the for-

midable Soviet military deterrent,

as well as by such factors as the
growing dissension within Iran's
armed forces and the by-now battle-

tested viability of the opposition.

Consequently, any conceivable
evolution of the Iranian scenario was

IT REMAINS to be seen whether
Iran will emerge from the current
turmoil as a pro-Soviet, radical
regime. Similarly, the applicability
of the domino theory to this region Is

still to be tested.

In the meanwhile, however, the
collapse of the West's mainstay in

the Persian Gulf has created yet
another volatile arena of super-
power confrontation in this, the aor-
ta of the world's oil supply.
Dr. Kass is a lecturer in political

science at Tel Aviv University and a
fellow of the Soviet and East Euro-
pean Research Centre at Hebrew
University.

LATE IN December, the official line

underwent a gradual change.
Presumably reflecting a high-level

evaluation that the cards were stack-
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MONTH OF HEBREW LANGUAGE
IMPROVEMENT

starts on Thursday, March 1,

at the Young Men's Hebrew Association Ulpan
Spelling improvement; language improvement; extracts from

literature; newspaper Items.
Registration at the Ulpan, Young Men’s Hebrew Awwlulion.

105 Rehov Herzog, Sunday-Thursday, 10.30 a.m. to 12.30 p.m.. starling
February 14.

New classes for beginners and intermediates start every month.

Weekly Chamber Music
Concert

.t me Jerusalem Khan
Sunday, February 18, 8.30 p.m.

THIS MONTH WE CELEBRATE

Works by Chopin and Rossini.

whfa:

— soprano
— piano
— flute

— clarinet
— bassoon
—horn

Bi biaim Goldenthal
• Benjamin Oreo
Noam Buchman
Gary Bovyer
Richard Henlch

_ ,
David Douien

PTOg^amme;
Rossini;

Quartet no. 1 in F m major
+ Prelude, Theme and Variations for Horn and Piano

8 songs for 8oprano and Piano “La Regata Venetians "

Airfrom “La Cenerentola"for Soprano and Piano
* Quartet no. 4 in B-flat major for Clarinet. Horn und Busmum
Chopin:
A Nocturne in F major op. IS no. X

Prelude in F-sharp minor
* Fantasy tn F minor op. 49
+ Variations on a theme by Rossini for Flute and Piano
* Polonaise in B-fUit minor op. posthumous
* 4 songs for Soprano and Piano
Tickets at Kartison, 8 Rehov Shainai, Cabana and Ben Naim, and on the
evening of the concert at the Khan bdx office.



State Cup battle begins

SOCCER PREVIEW/Faul Kohn

TEL AVIV. — The league soccer
season takes a break this Saturday
as seventh round State Cup games
take the stage.

The match of the round should be
between Ramat Gan Hakoah. the
runaway winners of the Second Divi-
sion, who are already certain of
national league soccer next season,
and current championship
challengers Jerusalem Betar. The
game will be played at the Bnel
Yehuda ground in Tel Aviv’s
Hatikva Quarter.
Three other cup clashes will take

place in Jaffa, two at the Bloomfield
Stadium and one at the Jaffa Mac-
cabi ground. The early game at
Bloomfield will be between Tel Aviv
Maccabi and Netanya Betar and
will he followed by Tel Aviv Hapoel
against Tirat Hacarmel Hapoel. The
cupholders, Netanya Maccabi, play
at home to fourth division Beersheba
Maccabi. None of these games
appear among the eight cup fix-

tures on the Sportoto football coupon
this week, which includes five
English matches.
All the Israel cup games are

between teams In different leagues,
and surprise results can be an-
ticipated. It would be folly to bank
automatically on national league
teams beating those from lower
leagues.
One banker, though, appears to be

Tel Aviv to Netanya Hapoel, who '

may not yet have recovered from the
8:0 thrashing suffered in Bat Yam
last Saturday. Another good bet
would appear to be Bnel Yehuda,
who play against third Division
Ashkelon Hapoel. Bnel Yehuda beat
Tel Aviv Maccabi 4:1 in an away
game last week.
Haifa Hapoel play in RehoVot

against third division Sha'arayim
Maccabi, and though Spiegler,
Schwartz, Benny Alon and Co. should
have the edge, they could he held
because of a lack of sbooting power.
Acre Hapoel of the Second Division

is another side that could well sur-
prise and hold Yebud Hapoel to a
draw. Haifa Maccabi are not the
team they were and have not won a
game for weeks. Jerusalem Hapoel
will be visitors in Klryat Ellezer, and
this game too could end in a low-
score draw.

ONE OF the most interesting
matches of the round will take place
In Fetah Tikva, where Hapoel will
he home to first division Tel Aviv
Shimshon. Petah Tikva Hapoel have
been showing Improved form In re-
cent weeks and are challenging fora
place in the premier division next
season. No result would come as a
surprise at the end of match.
Only two persons marked correct-

ly all IS games on last week's spor-
toto coupon, each to collect a tidy
HjI.125,000. Twelve results will be
worth about H-9,000; eleven win
IL580 and those with ten results right
.will get richer by IL70.

Nearly ILiSm. was invested In
Sportoto last week, and there will be
a minimum payout of IL4m. after
this week's games, Sportoto has an-
nounced.
Several of the English games an

the Sportoto coupon are fascinating
matches. The big cup match will be
between Nottingham Forest and
Arsenal. Defending league cham-
pions Nottingham Forest last week
spent a record sum, £lm. in transfer
fees for 24-year-old striker^Trevor
Francis. Arsenal are championship
challengers this year, and there ia'llt-

tle in ft between the strengths, of
these two teams, who play two of the
finest goalkeepers in the UK In Peter
Shilton (Notts) and Pat Jennings
(Arsenal). Home ground advantage
may see the midlands team through.
Manchester City, who have been

erratic in recent weeks, are at home
to bottom of the table Birmingham.
The Mancunians should be capable
of winning this one. Also fighting to
avoid relegation are Chelsea, but
with new manager Danny
Blanchflower at the helm they
should not lose at home to Tommy
Docherty's Derby County.

Sportoto Guide:
Shoarayim Mao. v Haifa Hap. 2
Hadera Hap. v Mannorek Hap. 1
Acre Hap. v Yebud Hap. X
Haifa Mac. v Jerusalem Hap. X
Fetah Tikva Hap. v Shimsbon X
Ashkelon Hap. v Bnel Yehuda 2
Netanya Hap. v Tel Aviv Betar t
Ramat Gan Hap. v Petah Tikva Mac. 2

Notts Forest v Arsenal 1

Bristol City v QFB 1
Chelsea v Derby . m 1
Manchester City v Birmingham 1

Aston Villa v Coventry 1

Excellent collaboration

MUSIC REVLEW/Yohanan Boehm

JERUSALEM SYMPHONY ORCHES-
TRA. Sir Alexander Gibson conducting;
with Gyorgy Panic, violin (Jerusalem
Theatre — February IS). Britten: Four
Sea Interludes* from “Peter Grimes'*;
Bartok: Violin Concerto No. 2; Sibelius:
Symphony NoJ.

SIRALEXANDER Gibson had onlya
few rehearsals with the orchestra
after his late arrival here but it

sounded satisfactory, and the
musicians were completely
cooperative. Sir Alexander recreated
the different moods of the Sea
Interludes ' in well-planned outline

and the final "Storm" built up in
perfect timing to its climax. Sir Alex-
ander also proved excellent
collaborator with the soloist in the
Bartok Concerto, with its many
changes In rhythms and tempo. He
had the advantage that Gyorgy Pauk
strictly adhered to indications and
kept his personal Interpretative at-

titude well within bounds. Gyorgy

Pauk's life-long identification with

the composer and his work and his

apparent ease marked every phrase

of the enormously difficult solo and
served the work ideally. The
violinist's tone is beautifully rich.

Every phrase is alive with meaning.

The concerto's abundant runs spilled

outwith secure intonation and proper
speed. It was a great performance.

Sibelius’ Fifth Symphony demands
a conductor with a balanced
temperament and patience to main-
tain continuity and to "build" in this

work (which sometimes never
happens). Sir AlexanderJs at master
in this and again, his. building up to

the climax in the finale was imposing
and compensated richly tor the long

stretches of wasteland and dark
countrysides we had to travel
through until reaching sunny land
to enjoy the triumphant assertion

of life at the end of the symphony.

DEADLINES Jerusalem: Weekdays: 10 a-m. of day prior to pubUcaUoo. For Friday’s

paper: S p.m. on Wednesday. For Sunday's paper: 3 p.m. on Thursday. Tel Aviv and

Haifa: Weekdays and Friday: 12 noon. two days prior to publication. For Sunday’s

paper: 12 noon Thursday.
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Weekday rates: Minimum charge of IL88 for eight words ;
IL11 for each additional word.

Friday and holiday eve rates: Minimum charge of IL120 for eight.words: HA5 for each,

additional word. These rates do not Include VAT

WHERE TO STAY FREIGHT/STORAGE

SERVICED APARTMENTS for rent. Short
term from 321 per day. Special
arrangements for long term. Herzliya
Heights, Tel. 03-930241, 4 Rehov El Al,

Herzliya.

DWELLINGS

THE PROMISED LAND LTD., shipping,1

packing, storage. Insurance of personal and
household goods (pets also), by air or sea.

Licensed customs brokers, official agents for

Allied Van Lines, also travel. Tours, hotels,

car rentals. In Israel and abroad. Tel Aviv:

Tel. 03-90991; Jerusalem: 02-227040 ; 02-

228311; Haifa (freight only): Tel. 04-414808;

Rishon Lezlon: 03-992028.

JERUSALEM

KXRYAT YOVEL 3*4 furnished flat +
heating, immediate for family. 02-932248.

REHAVTA. 3fe, ground floor, phone. Kosher.

July _ October or part. Teh 02-80798.

PERSONAL

TOURIST CALL ME for company 11 a.m.-l

p.m. Tel. 03-444908.

H I

PETS

NETANYA GREAT DANE, male, black, pedigreed,
seeks similar female for mating. Tel. 02-

DAVID GAPFAN sales, rentals, holiday 928034.

apartments. Phone Tel. 093-39872. 7 Herzl. ( 1 1 II fl ! 1 1 1 1 i 1 1 1 f 1 1 1 1 M 1 1 1 1 1 1 f I f 1 1 1 1 1 N 1 1 i I i I i i 1 1 1 II ( I ( I {

PURCHASE/SALE
111 1 1 II 111 1 1 II I I Mil H I

PHILIP BUYS: furniture, antiques, re-****“**r r rr r 'r* ''' '
frlgerators. Inheritances. Tel. 03-834989.

RENTAL NAHARIYA, 3V& rooms, nicely evenings 03-883489.
furnished, swimming pool, beach, 3-6.79. Tel.

1 1 1 ] | } 1 1 f 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Ml 1 1 1 1 1 111 II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

R

03-743180.

mmm mi runmmmi iimm ii ii mil ii iimmu VEHICLES

INSURANCE YAMAHA ELECTRIC 125 1977. Spares,

,
IL50.000 Tel; 04-988806.

Illll I II II I

BEFORE RENEWING household — INTERNATIONAL SERVICE LTD.
automobile Insurance. Phone Goshen, Tel. purchase/sale of duty free cars. Tel. 03-

03-717811. .
623417.

Iriyat Tel Aviv Yafo
Culture, Youth and Sports Division

Central Music and Dance Library — A.M.L.I.

Guest Lecture (in English)
on Thursday, February 15. 1979, at 8 p.m.,

by

Prof. Jeremy Montagu (London)
on;

The Importance of Authentic Instruments for

an Authentic Performance
The lecture will be held In the music library of the Ruth Gordun-
Friedman Concert Hall, 26 Rehov Uialik, Tel Aviv.

EE
TELEVISION

EDUCATIONAL: 8.10 Math 7. 8.30
English 6. 9.00 Math A 9.20 Special
Education— Our Hour. 10.10 English
9. 10.50 Programme far
kindergarteners.- 11-20 Language
and Communications 3-3. 12.00 Music.
12.26 Literature 10-12. 13.00 Advice
and Guidance 8. 13.20 French. 15.30

English 8. 18.00 This Is It— live youth
magazine. 17.00 Mqsfc.
CHILDREN’S PROGRAMMES:
17.30 Children around the world
18.00 What’s Up — people and events
In the news
ARABIC-LANGUAGE programmes:
18.30 News
18.32 Flipper: the escapades of

Flipper the dolphin
19.00 I Have a Question — a panel
answers questions from the audience
19.30 News
HEBREW PROGRAMMES
resume at 20.00 with Programme
Trailer
20.15 Basketball — live broadcast
from Yad-Ellahu of the tint half of

the match between Maccabi Tel Aviv
and Olymplakus Piraeus of Greece
21.00 Mabat newsreel
21.30 Second half of basketball match
22.15 Starsky and Hutch
23.05 Behind the Headlines
23.45 Almost Midnight — news
JORDAN TV (unofficial):

17.45" Cartoons. 18.00 I Dream of

Jeannle. 18.30 French Hour. (Little

House on the Prairie on JTV 3) 19.00

News in French. 19.30 News in

Hebrew. 20.00 News in Arabic. 20.30

Cuckoo Waltz. 21.10 The
Professionals. 22.00 News In English.
22.15* Movie of the Week.

* (JTV 6. Shows with asterisks con-
tinue on JTV 3)

CINEMAS

n i mi* i

Jerusalem 4, 7, 9

Anion: Cassandra Crossing 4, 6.45, 9;
Eden: Lea Valseuaea Edison: The
Ten Commandments 4, 8; ZZabfrab:
Dirty Heroes 4, 8.45, 9; Kflr: Interiors
4. 8.45 B; Mitchell: Foul Play 6.45 9J5,
Wed. also at 4; OigU: Iphlgenle;
Orion: Every Which Way But Loose:
Onm: Eyes of Laura Mars: Ron:
Convoy; Semadar: Paplllon S, 6.45:

9.15; Small Auditorium Bluyonel
Ha’oema: Blume In Love 7, 9:16;

Cinema One: Young Frankenstein 7.

9.15

Tel Avly 4.30, 7.15, 9-38

Allenby: Foul Play; Ben Yehuda:
Girl Friends; Chen: Grease 4.30. 7,

9.30; Cinema One: Revenge or the
Pink Panther; Cinema Two: 1900
(Part One i 7.15, 1900 (Part Two) 4.30.

9.30; Dekel: Midnight Express;
Drive-In: The Greatest Crazy 5.30,

7.30. Short Eyes 9.43; Esther: The'
'Silent Partner; Gat: Dona Flor and
Her Two Husbands; Gordon: Blume
In Love:. Hod: Mean. Dog Blues;

' Lbnor:' A' Summer Place; Maxim:
.Crazy Horse; MograM: Convoy 4.30,

7.30. 9.30; Ophir: Force 10 From
Navarone 4.30, 7, 9.30; Orly: The Big
{Sleep; Farts: Sproszek; Peer:
World's Greatest Lover; Ramat
Aviv: The Big Racket7M, 9.30,Tuea.
also at 4.30; Reyal: Virgin
Knowledge 10, 12, 2. 4. 7.30, 9.30;

' Sbahaff: Interiors; The Goodbye
Girl; Tcbelet: Beyond Good aand
.Evil; Tel Aviv: Every Which Way
But Loose; TelhAviv Museum: The
Lace Maker; Zafou: Dersu Uzala i
,6.45. 9.

Haifa 4, 6.45, 9
Amphitheatre: Crazy Horae; Armen:
Coma; Atxxnou: The Silent Partner
6.45, 9; Chen: Grease; Galor:
Shipwreck 10, 2, 7,Taman King of the
Jungle 12, 4, 9; Miron: High Class
Pleasures 10, 12, 2, 4. 7, 9; Moriah:
Splendor in the Grass 8.45, 9; Orak:
Straight Time; Ordan: Ryan's
Daughter 5. 8; Orion: Forbidden In

Cameroun; Orly: An Unmarried
Woman 8.45. 9; Peer: Pocket Lover;
Bon: Death on the Nile 8, 9: Sb&vll:
Coming Home 6.30. 9.15

|

Ramat Gao 7.15. 9-3S
Armon: Grease 4, 7, 9.30i
Blackbeard’s Ghost 4; Radar: The
Unglorious Bastards 4, 7.15, 9.30;

Lily: Coming Home; Oasis: Savage
Innocents 4, 7.15, 9.30; Ordea: Death
on the NUe 6.45, 9.30; Rama: French
Love 7.15. 9.30, Mon and Wed. also at
4.30; Ramat Gan: An Unmarried
Woman.
'Herzliya
David: Coming Home 4, 7. 9.30;
Tlferet Herzliya: An Unmarried
Woman 7.19, 9.30

rHalaa
Midgal: The Other Side of Midnight 6.

9

Petah Tikva
Shalom: Take the Money and Run
3.30, 7.15, 9.15, Wed. 7.15, 9.15 only,
Thura. 3.30, 9.15 only.

Netanya
Esther: Driver 4.30, 7, 9.15

SINAI TOURS
5 Day Camping Tour to Sinai

February 18 — 22
Full Board, Kosher

Price: *100

for overseas students

'Registration: Yehuda Tours Ltd.,

23 Rehov Hillel, Jerusalem.

TeL 02-227740. 233147,

POP IN!
While cooling your heels

at Ben Gurion Airport

take steps to keep in

touch with Israel, fifty-

two times a year. How?
By reading The Jerusalem

Post Weekly International

Edition.

Pop into one of the two
Bronfman Bookshops in

the Duty Free Lounge and

subscribe on the spot.

Have a good journey.

Shalom.

ON THE AIR

Pint Programme

7.07 Morning Melodies
8.10 Morning Concert — Mozart: 3
Fugues from the Second Book of the
Welltempered Clavier; Chopin:
Variations on a theme from Don
Giovanni (Claudio Arrau — Ellyahu
Jnbal); Wlenlawski: Foust, Fantasy
on a theme by Gounod; Brahms:
Variations on a Theme by Handel
i Solomon i : Stravinsky: Variations
on a Bach Chorale (Abrabanel):
Rossini -Respighi : Rosslnlana
(Anaermet)
10.05 Radio story
10.15 Elementary School broadcasts
10.35 Lesson In spoken Arabic
11.35 Music from Different Lands
12.05 Frledl Teller-Blum, soprano,
with Frank Pelleg. piano — Mahler:
Seven Songs; Debussy: Five Songs
after Vaudelalre! Max Brad: Two’
Songs after Kafka
23.00 Naan Concert — Handel: Suite
No. 14 for Harpsichord (Wanda Lan-
dowska): Stravinsky: Polcinella
dgor Markevich); Copland: Ap-
palachian Spring (Zubin Mehta)
14.10 Children’s programmes
25.55 Notes on a new book
16.09 i Stereo): Jerusalem Symphony
Orchestra — Mozart: Piano Concerto
in C minor. K.4B1 (Paul Badura-
Skoda. Avi Ostrovsky). Bach:
Magnificat (Soloists and Choir from
Marburg directed by Rolf Beck)
17.15 (Stereo) ; Birthday Party — The
Premiere of Madama Butterfly by
Puccini
20.15 iStereol; Music Magazine
21.00 Everyman’s University

21.30 Talmud Lesson
22.05 (Stereo): Recitals from the
Festival In Helsinki, August-
September 1978 Natalia Gutman,
cello. Vladimir Ashkenazy, piano —
Beethoven: 7 Variations on a Theme
from the Magic Flute; Shostakovich:

Sonata in D minor, Op.40 Andre
Gavrilov, piano — Schubert; Four
Impromptus. Op. 90; Prokofiev;
Scene from Romeo and Juliet; Piece
from Op.4; Liszt: La CampaneUa
23.23 (Stereo): The Art of Song In

Israel — Catullt Carmlna (port two)
00.10 (Stereo): Musical Miniatures

Second Programme

7.00 This Morning — news commen-
tary
8.10 Good Morning— songs, chat with

Rivka MIchaell
13.05 Midday — news.commentary,
music
14.10 Stage and Screen — songs from
musicals
19.05 Sephardi songs
18.10 Any Questions

17.10 Lucky Winner — telephone

games
18.05 Free Time — Magazine on hob-

bles and recreation
19.00 Today — People and events in'

the news ‘

.

19.4T Bible Reading—Jeremiah "15, 18

20.30Live broadcastfrom.Yad Eliahu
of basketball game between’Maccabl
Tel Aviv and Olymplakus Greece
23.05 JustBetween Ua— Gideon Lev-
Ary talks about current problems
with listeners

‘Army

0.30 University on the Air — Prof.

Yeshayabu Lelbowitz lectures on the

Belief of the Rarobam
7.07 “707" — Alex Anakl presents
selections of music and Items from
the morning newspapers
8.05 IDF morning newsreel
9.05 Israeli Winter — three hours of

music, skits. Jokes and news flashes

with Eli Yisraell

12.45 15 Minutes — Political commen-
tary
13.05 Today's Favourite — songs with

a special theme
14.05 Two Hours —- music, art.

cinema, and theatre reviews. Inter-

views and anecdotes
18.05 The Third Man — radio game
17.05 IDF evening newsreel
18.05 Economics magazine
18.45 Hebrew Hit Parade
21.00 Mabat newsreel
21.35 University on the Air (repeat)

22.05 Personal Questions — repeat of.

Yaakov Agraon’s interview with the
late Url Kessarl
00.05 Night Birds — songs, chat with
Yoram K&nluk

VOICE OF AMERICA
NEWS SHOWS
1259 kilo Hertz:
5-8 and 8-8.30 a.ra. — Dally breakfast-

show with news, popular music and
interviews.

11-12 p.m. — News, analysis and
topical reports.
'8-8.30 a m. — Dally breakfast show,

as above.
791 kiloHertz:

9-10 p.m. — VOA magazine, with

Americana, science and cultural

news, roundup of news.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
SELECTIONS
French ...
7,10 (Fourth, Fifth) 15 min.. Including

review of Hebrew press

14.30 (Fourth. Fifth) 30 min.

18.09 (Fourth) 5 min.

20.15 (Fourth) 15 min.
22.30 (Fifth) 25 min.

24.00 (Fifth) 80 min.
Spanish newz at 8.40

Yiddish news at 8.20. 19.30 (First) 30

min. 1

Hungarian at 19.15 (Fifth) 15 min.
Saturdays (First) 30 min.
Rumanian news at 8.15, 20.30 (First)

15 min.
Russian news at 8.25, 18.45 (First) 15

min. Sun-Frl.
Georgian news al 6.08. 19.19 (First.
Fifth) 19 min.

' Lad Ino news at 6.30. 20.00 (First,
Flfthi 19 min.
Moghrabl news at 8.35, 20.15 (First
Fifth) is mtn.
Burhartan news at B.03 i First)
Tat news at 8.11 (First)
Persian news at 6.49 (First)

FLIGHTS

This schedule is subject to change icithovt

prior nofire. Readers are advised to call

Ben-Gurion Airport Flight Information,

(OS) 071461-2* far 03-299444 for El AT
flights only) for changes in times of
Arrivals and Departures.

THURSDAY

ARRIVALS

1240 El Al 004 New York
1315 Sabena 201 Brussels

1350 AUA 711 Vienna
1430 TWA 880 Kansas City. Chicago. New
York. Athens

„ _ _ „

1440 El Al 146 Mexico. Montreal. Zurich

1445 El Al 964 Teheran
1495 Lufthansa 604 Frankfurt

1519 Karair 3136 Helsinki. Athena. Eilat

1523 TWA 800 New York. Paris

1540 THY 824 Istanbul
1550 Maerek Air 558 Copenhag&n
1645 Monarch 4042 Luton
2713 TWA 830 Phoenix, Chicago,’ Boston,

Paris, Rome
3725 Britannia Cardiff,New Castle, Athens
1800 zHtaHa 746 Rome
3805 Swissair 332 Zurich *

1819 Cyprair 802 Larnaca
1925 El Al 358 Frankfurt
1940 El Al 386 Rome
2050 British Air 578 London
giro El Al 378 Copenhagen
2139 El Al 512 Johannesburg, Nairobi

2150 El Al 542 Athens
2159 El Al 326 Paris, Zurich
2200 El Al 316 London
2229 Air France 132 Paris, Lyon

DEPARTURES _
0650 El A1S63 Teheran
0700 Swissair 333 Zurich
0710 TWA 811 Rome. Paris, Boston,
Chicago. Karma* City, Los Angeles, San
Francisco
0790 Olympic 302 Athens

0800 El A! 01LLondon,Jfew ££'
0810 KLM 526Amst«rt«a^;

x
?t;

0820 El Al 828-Zurieh. - •

0840 El Al -

0850 British London ™. J

0900 El Al 019 London,
0910 TWA 851 Athens, Nwr**?
0930 Air France 131 Nice.
0940 El Al 877 CopinhagbL -

1000 El A138T Frankfort ml-.'

n<n El‘ Al 8L5 London
-

1200 El Al IBM Rome-.- ’ .vv.'V-:

.

3430-Sabena 202 Brussels
v

-
lrt

- ]
1440 AtTA .712 Vienna . .

'

- -i

1950 Lufthansa 807 Murick FteJ
1615 Kandr 8X38 Athene smSi
1880 THY 325 Istanbul -

1700 Kaerak Air 5M Coperiunk ^

371010 Al 541.Athens 1
1745 Monarch 4048Luton- - i-V’-J
3825 "Athens, New, Casfle/Cmtbt
3900 Cyprair 308 Larnaei^

- 1920 AlitaUa
:
747 Rbme .L j-~;

™*jgfr** tnfbrmathm is
Ben-Gurion haernathhiO^Sl
d,nation Centre. :

Jerusalem: Gevant, 12 Ha/arl. 33876: The
New TazzLa. Azzahra, 282040.

Tel Aviv: Merkaz Hatzafodr £00 Ben
Yehuda. 242523; Briut. 28 King Gaqrge,
223721. Holon: Naot Rahe], 38 Elat. 851751.

Bat Yam: Vita. 62 Ha'afzmaut, 882919.'

Ramat Gan: Herzl, 32 Herzl, 722372. Kfar
Sava: Gllad. 84 Welzmaan, 28828.
Netanya: Trufa. 2 Herzl, 28856. Hadera:
Negbl. 74 Herbert Samuel, 22150.
Haifa : Hanassi. 33 HunmaH, 87312.

Beersheba: Assut a, Merkaz Gllad
Hadash, Ha.nessi.tm, 76777.

POUCE

Dial 100 In most parts of the country. In-

Tiberias dial 924444, Klryat Shmona 40444.

Jerusalem: Bikur Hollm (pediatrics),
Shaare Zedek (Internal, obstetrics),
.Hadassah (surgery, orthopedics,
ophthalmology. E.N.T.) .

,Tel Aviv: Rokah (pediatrics), IchUov
,
(Internal, surgery).
Netanya: Lanlado (obstetrics, Internal).
'Haifa: Ramharn (all departments).
•Emu" — Mental Health First Aid, TeL
Jerusalem 89911, Tel Aviv 253811, ThM*
538888. Beersheba 82111 .

Misgav Ladaefa: Open line 4-8 pm. every
Monday answers to obstetrics,
gynaecology, sterility and family 'plan-

ning problems, Tel. 02-33336.

SUNSET-SUNRISE

Sunset 17.26: Sunrise tomorrow 06.28

*Msgmr David Adom flnt oJd

open, from .8 pin, tmr. sw
home cans .by doctors at
'Fund, members -should
rebate! •*

• .
•

-

:

: /

1 Plume numbers:yJsmii)sin&
Haifa — lOL'jlan ;RSagloh-:gfr
Bnel Beak,' (MvaJaj^^ Kind
781liL

'

- : f ;.V

Ashdod 22222 .

'

Ashkelon 28388

Bat Yam 885585

Beersheba 78833
Eilat 2888 .

Hadera 22883
;

'

HoUm 808188 :

.Naharfya 9238a

iNuuttf

5
SafedMw
•/nbertwtta

Notices in this feature are charged at XL38 per Une plusVAT; Insertion every day 'costs IL800 per. Une plus VAT; per.

-accepted at offices of the Jerusalem Post and all recognized advertising agents.

Jerusalem
MUSEUMS
Israel Museum Exhibitions: From the
archaeological collections of the museum.
Objects of various periods and materials
not ordinarily on display. Aphrodite, A
Greek Goddess. Hellenistic and Roman
sculpture of the Goddess of Love with an
anthology of Greek love poetry. Architec-
ture in the Haaakka lamp. From concept
to product: Bang and Olufsen's Design for

Sound. Development and. production of
outstandingly designed electronic : sound
equipment.' Nnnlithlc figurines from
Sha’ar Hagolan. Lasry-Bascfaet ‘Sound
Structures. Works which are both sculp-
tures and musical Instruments. Childhood
drawings and paintings by Israeli artists

(aide by side with their mature works).
Chiaroscuro: The Beginning of Colour
Woodcut. Exhibition of rare European
woodcuts of the I6-I8th centuries. First
Israel exhibit. With a Pencil. Creative
work with pencil.

Exhibit of the Mouth: Original and
Replica. How replicas are produced In
Israel Museum laboratories. Woven and
Printed textiles.

At the Rockefeller Museum: Two Egyp-
tian bronze statuettes of Imhotep (Egyp-
tian). Bronze figurine of Alexander the
Great. Prehistoric hnnters* sites In
northern Sinai.

Paley Centre (Youth Wing near
Rockefeller Museum) : The Art of Ancient
Egypt. Visiting boors: Israel Mnsenm:
Sun.. Mon.. Wed., Thura. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.;
Tue. 4-10 p.m.; Frl. 10 a.m.-2 p.m.; 8at. 10
ajn.-2 p.m. Sbrine of tbe Book, Billy Bose
Art Gwden: Sun., Mon.. Wed.. Thur. 10
a.m.-5 p.m. Tue. 10 a.m.-lQ p.m.; Frl. and
Sat. 10 ajn,-2 p.m. Rockefeller Museum:
Sun. — Thur. 10 s-m.-9 p.m.; Frl., Sat. 10

a.m.-2 p.m. Tickets for Sat. and holidays
must be purchased in advance at the

Museum, Cabana or major Jerusalem
hotels; in Tel Aviv at Rococo, Hadran and
Kaatel. Free guided tours in English, Sun.,

Wed.. 11.00 a.m.. Tuea. 4.30 pan. from up-
per entrance hall.

CONDUCTED TOURS
Hadassah Tones
1. Medical Centre, In Klryat Hadassah.
Tours in English at 9, 10. 11 a-m. and 12

noon, leaving from the Kennedy Building.
Tour includes Chagall Windows. No
charge.
The Hadassah Synagogue — Chagall Win-
dows — open to the public from 1.30-4.00

p-m., Sunday-Thursday. Buses 19 and 27.

2. Mt. Scopus Hospital: TOura from 8.30

a.m. to 12.30 pjn. No charge. Buses 9 and
28. Tel. 818111.

8. Morning half-day tour of all Hadassah
projects. 85 per person towards transpor-
tation. By reservation only: Tel. 416388.

Hebrew University, tours In English at 9

and 11 a.m. from Administration Building,
Glval Ram Campus. Mount Scopus tours
11.30 &.m. from the Martin Buber
Building. Buses 9 and 28, School of Educa-
tion bus stop. Further details: TeL 88430.

Emunah — National Religious Women’s
.Organization, Tourist Centre, 28 Rehov
BenMaimon. Tel v. 02-62468, 80820, 811588.

American Mlsrachl Women. Free Horning
Tours — 19a Keren Hayesod Street,

Jerusalem, Tel. 232758.

MISCELLANEOUS
Jerusalem Biblical Zoo, Schneller Wood,
Romema. TeL 814822, 7JK) a-m. — 7 pjn.

Tel Aviv
-

MUSEUMS _ ,
Tel Aviv Mnsenm, 27 Rderot Sbaul

Hamelech. Exhibitions: Beuri Efrat —
Extrapolations. Herzl In Profile — Beni's

Image in tbe fine arts. Rndl Lehmann,
1903-1977. HaMmah 1918-1978. Drawings.

Visiting Honrs: Sun., Mmu, Tue., Thur. 10

a.m. — 10 p.m. Fri. 10 a-m.— 2 p.m.; Sat 7

— ll p.m. New Museum Building open

Sat.. 10 a-m. — 1 pjn.. entrance free.

CONDUCTED TOUBS
Emunah — National Religious Women’s
Organization: "Kaatel," 186 Rehov Ibn

Gablrol. Tel. 440816. 788942, 708440.

Canadian Had&ssah-Wizo Office, 116
Rehov Hayarkon. Tel. 227060, 8 a.m.-2 p.m.

OBT Israel: For visits please contact:

ORT Tel Aviv, TeL 283231, 782291-2; ORT
Jerusalem. Tel. 533141;. ORT Netanya,
Tel. 33744.

American Mlzmchl Women. Guest Tours'-.

— Tel Aviv — Tel. 220187, 245108.

Pioneer Women —: Na'amai: "Free tours.

See our soclo-educatLonal services. Call

for reservations, Tel Aviv. 03-286006.

MISCELLANEOUS- .

h.iImmIi Tourism Office, Ban
Sheraton BoteL TeL 03-2K7BL

Tour Va’aleh World ZknkM
Aliya and Absorption. Dept
Israelis" — programme prei

Thursday at 9.00 p.m.: st tbeW
cooperation with the Central

Office; panel hf experts, ani

(English dialogue).. Eyerynt

admission free.
" *./'*

Visit.,the Haifa mhMn
Modern Art; 26'RehSv'
525255-8. National Marians; RL
Illegal Immigration. TaL-MORf
Tel. 644485. JapaneseAri,w'
Kata, Tel. 88483- Dugan Grata

TeL 664221. Artista’ Bouae. 'W.

MISCELLANEOUS :

Badawah Tourism Offloe, VUt

Hadassah SsohL Phone 044MB£
What’s On tn Halts, dU'NMfc.S

Rehovot
.

(
. ; j

Hie Wefzmaim Institute
.

agga'-M

from 8.00 min, toIN'ga.wWj
to see filar- on Institute's nstinij

tivitlea. Shown regulariyst U-MUj
3.00 pjn. Friday 31.00 ejo. aogf' A
Toots of the Wetsmaaa H«n*
hour from 9.00 a-ni.to.8J8 pjs-**]

noon on Friday. Nominalfre torm
to Welxmann House.

For Tsora of the Hooto plsam

054-82280, D54-M328. .

MISCELLANEOUS •

Belt Yad Lsbantm (Rshcvw^1^
Ben Gurion). Chamber *9

with: Amnon Poliak, vioUfl:
J

•BuehmanV flute; Hami Bw H

Programme : . Telemann. Bes^
Beethoven, Chopin and others, .me

8.30 p.m. Tickets:. IL»,
. j

TEL-AVIV Vm
requires *'•

ENGLISH SECRETARY-TYPIST
- Mother tongue EhigHsh •

1, ‘
=

Applicants should contact the Personnel Dept., :Tel.

TWB'IN-ONE
CRYPTIC PUZZLE

ACROSS
4 RAF units wttb people tn
nSabmes (6)

7 Garment used as " drag

"

exoeaaerely? (8 )

8 Tfeay habpen. to have a hole
in the oiudle <6)

it Is able to get on wUh a
cleric K5)

13 Does ft grow hi three days?

14 A Jqg. alwatys, out West (4»U In stocUnga they upset
name names (4)

16 XteasUmeto piece or photo-

17 f^s^wtuite morning trith a
holy man >(4)

19 In the end, a sound story (4)
21 <Dowt>toearth |q

'Westerns, eta ’C4J5)
23 ASteuMed one may

swallow! (4)
24 juat tbe model to tbe durable

M Bhan_of meat? -(3)« -grip BBesbetb to reduce <4)

m Ku52nB flame (4)
32 “»d passed Sway!

•** ^Hfrn with a caber (5)
34. Complete sekoMoo of tan »
^ .tects, jasorted if6 )

“
*“**“*“

86 Nice way to be sitting (6) 15
, „ _DOWN US
1^2? sS1**9 of this 18

iasajpaegg.. 8
nsp ri hahadr <4> tt

4
{5
* ior P****4*** on or wearing 23

» a gMTlSriSes (« 31u ^””6L Mhnr with re- 3z
specs (3) 33

siinaa aaia

Notate* but scrap iron In the
sfcyT (5)
Dbcovered spirit bring
weakened? (7)
Sendee far up te the air <3)
It’s not bean. this cut (3)A bitty pfcfwe (6)
It’s eaaentiblly fcftw-nt (5)
Shelter right to get Into
when hurt (3)
Consume: ten, poaritty (3)
Ob the atone, 'wm.it at oooki
gppeUy? (6)

j

Ttari written ns a piece of
music (8)
She has to be a htt potty (S)A recite to tonne atasf (5)
Adorns paste of strips (5)
One of a tUgbCy act (4)

,Magisterial nose? (4) J

SOLUTIONS TO TODAY’S PUZZLE TOMORROW
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'»£.Sjr Israel Bro<He.wbo
heretm Tuesday at.age&S, -was

onJyBfttlah chfef rabbit© have
^ bra In Britain.-'

torn in Newcastle, RabWKBrodle
1

1

a chaplain to the forces during

2s* 5[ yi worid.ware and was a popular

£?;•> KiJ ire with Jewish' and hon-Je^lsh
2i AiSO^P8- He gained much experience

csJ: £ ai ? ^Australia, where he was minister
oqS' Melbourne HebrewCongrega-

from 2922 to 1987. When he-tram 3922 to 1937. When he
27'Ab J^umed to Engiand. be became a

C9«Q Sl
r Prja^turer In'., homiletics^ at Jews'

the Orthodox seminary
: -sc gj ^pHch was to play a major role in

r200 B ai^uSw® later hta life.

:
i3? sfltZ.

i6
t?'hen he wasanointed chief rabbi

years after World War H.be
regarded as a popular choice.

";? strictly Orthodox, his army
i-rl tferienee and his excellent com-
:-'

a cJ
aer

»k j^>»d of English made him an Ideal

5 ai Hudson to act not only as the spiritual

:i;s ^•'csS^ler of British Jewry but also asO representative to the outside
•*ss Aj^^Sli^Id- But in'* the lBjDOs he was In-

in a number of religious con-
f^-G-^'^S^ersiefl which caused divisions in

n '^communitysnd which tookmany—
i T* ts to heal.

! MOST crucial was "the Jacobs

By HYAM CORNEY
Jerusalem Post Correspondent

. affair." It concerned Rabbi Louis
Jacobs, who was a tutor and lecturer
at Jews*'' College and who was
generally regarded as the natural
choice to become principal when the
holder of that post died. But Brodie
blocked his appointment because he
felt -that Jacobs's religious views

' were not compatible with holding
such a post.
At the Centre of the controversy

was the concept of Tora min
hashomayim, or divine revelation,
which Jacobs did not accept as he
bad made clear in a book, "We Have
Reason to Believe." The controver-
sy raged for many months, exten-
ding beyond the columns of the
“Jewish Chronicle" and into the
national press.
The “J.C.” in fact played a key

role 'in Che controversy, as its editor
strongly supported Jacobs against
the Orthodox establishment. But
Brodie held firm, Jacobs lost his bat-
tle and eventually left not only Jews’
College but also the United
Synagogue (he was minister of the

New West End Synagogue). He
formed his own Independent con-
gregation, the New London, which
still flourishes today in St John's
Wood under his leadership.

It was felt by many people at the
time that Brodie was greatly In-

fluenced In his stand by the dayanlm
of the London Beth Din, who were
regarded (and to a large extent still

are) as intransigent upholders of the
tradition as practised in their native

eastern Europe and out of touch with
modern thinking.

BUT THE JACOBS affair was not
the only occasion In which Brodie
found himself making unpopular
decisions. Also during the 1960s there
was a row over the introduction of
the Israeli Hebrew accent into
Orthodox synagogue services to
replace the traditional Ashkenazi
pronunciation. One synagogue In

particular, Edgware (one of the
largest in the country)

,
became the

prime mover in the battle for accep-
tance of the Israeli accent but again
Brodie was unbending.
Today, the Israeli accent Is used

not only at Edgware but also- at
many other Orthodox congregations.
But they are still in a minority.

OF POLITICS AND PLANNERS

Predicting history
WRITERS AND READERS/Sraya Shapiro

Rabbi Israel Brodie and his wife after he received tbe K.B.E. in 1969.

m^_7%WINTER sales begin, it takes anH^^wd shopper to find bargains to

ftiiSKtgUl those at the Medltran Jewiah-

H|flE b Bazaar in Musrara: Women’s
^^^•s are. priced at XL40 to IL50,

rw,. le baby clothes cost from TLB to

^-=ie the' bazaar does more than
' “'

atJ the clothing needs at Musrara
• oaie. ^lilies and residents of: East.

isalem: “We are, interested In

ring members of . both com-
Pr titles In a spirit of friendship and

^fetperatton,'' says 18-year-old shop
3=r^V**ageress Teri Yaklr-Am. “We
Tsiin

' been able to attract Arabs and
Leila who buy,' donate and

Asidad mteer their time."

Aa-"fceW2a> ie bazaar — a strictly non-profit*

Bai \-&a dng concern— is a stone's throw
3eershtta^ a Bast Jerusalem. And, accor-
£ij*: aa : to Yaklr-Am, it was not-so long
Hates 2333 that stones were, in fact, hurled
*;
s£= fcfca ie neighbourhood

.

> [>^e residents of Musrara were
particularly interested In our

y efforts to bridge the gap
reen Arabs and Israelis," says

Bazaar breaks down barriers
Yaklr-Am, whose father, Dr. Lev
Yaklr-Am, established Medltran —
the Association for the Enhancement
of Cultural and Social Relations in

Jerusalem — In 1971.

ALTHOUGH THE city was reunited
in 1967, relations were still strained
and distrust remained strong.
Through the social and cultural ac-

tivities of Medltran, however. Dr.
YaMr-Am has created a spirit of un-
derstanding between Jerusalem’s
residents. His daughter shares her
father’s idealism and ably follows in
his footsteps.

At the bazaar, donated clothes are
repaired, cleaned and priced. And
with the help of Arab, Israeli and
foreign volunteers, stuffed toys are
made from material scraps and old
garments are transformed Into
fashionable clothing.

By JANET MENDELSOHN
Special to The Jerusalem Post

“Basically we cater to two types of

customers," says Teri- Yaklr-Am.
“Parents looking for sturdy, attrac-
tive clothes for themselves and their
families, and tbe growing number of

Jerusalem's arty and innovative
young people who are finding that
someone else's discarded clothes
can be revamped into tbe most
modem styles."

VOLUNTEER Ahbed El-Halim
Hassan is often sceptical about the

designs, but he is always willing to

try out new Ideas on the sewing
machine. Interest shown by
volunteers has helped to form an im-
promptu sewing circle in the

neighbourhood, attracting an Arab
girl from Jericho, American foreign
students and Israeli high-school
girls.

Musrara residents donate clothing
and advice, and one elderly Moroc-
can woman provides food. On
Hanukka she cooked a special batch
of doughnuts and a thick bean soup.
The bazaar was opened nine

months ago and has already at-

tracted the interest of overseas
friends. All its profits go to a Jewish-
Arab youth fund.
And as it is open from Sunday to

Thursday, the bazaar has become a
meeting place for the women of
Musrara as well as for Arab women
who pasB through the
neighbourhood. Teri Yaklr-Am Is

constantly surrounded by children
who drop In to play with toys donated
by the Jerusalem Post Toy Fund.

FAITHFULLY serving the com-
munity, the Medltran Bazaar has Il-

luminated a shabby corner In
Musrara. "This whole end of Rehov
Ha'ayin Het looks like it has been
freshly painted and cleaned up,"
remarked one neighbour. Local
shopkeepers have worked with
Medltran volunteers to improve the
image of the corner. And they, in
turn, have improved the appearance
of their own shops.

Future plans for the bazaar in-

clude a trading post with second-
hand appliances and small pieces of
furniture.
With her fluent Arabic, Hebrew

and English, it Is easy to see why
Teri Yaldr-Am has learned to relate
to people's needs. But tbe spirit of
Middle Eastern bargaining did catch
her off guard.

“I think most people find it more
enjoyable to bargain for clothes thaw
simply buy them," she says.

"I just may have to raise my
prices to accommodate that!"

IS THERE A scientific means of
predicting the political future? And
If there Is, would politicians heed the
predictions?
“Planners will usually remain

marginal people, tolerated by the
system as long as they don’t become
irritating, valued to the extent that
they make the operator’s life easier
not harder, and ignored when they
start to become intellectually
rarefied, methodically unfamiliar,
or politically heretical." The quote Is

from Prof. Lincoln Bloomfield's arti-

cle in the Fall issue of “Political
Science Quarterly."
Last week, In a lecture under the

auspices of the American Cultural
Centre in Tel Aviv, the MIT
professor of political science in-

dicated that in his opinion scientists
were generally more reliable judges
of the international scene than the
professional policy makers. For ex-

ample, the situation in Iran— he saw
it coming two years ago, and he was
not the only one to draw attention to

It.

Bloomfield does not refer to tbe
American establishment only. Tbe
situation is similar with the French,
the British, the Japanese, the
Canadians, the Dutch, tbe Chinese.
"Ironically, the Soviet experts

seem to have assumed that It Is the
Americans who have mastered the
art (or science, as they would say) of
foreign policy planning... The
further irony Is that official U.S.
planning remains largely innocent to
this day of social science
methodology, including that most
assiduously studied by its Soviet
counterparts."
Bloomfield seems to speak with

some authority about the Russians,
whom he visited last only two
months ago. He is positive that the
Russians will do their best to avold'a
major confrontation with the U.S. —
partly, because the hatred of
Russians in their satellites Is grow-
ing rapidly, making them un-
reliable; and partly because the pre-
sent leadership In Moscow is old and
wary of rash decisions.

THE WORLD of the 1980s is

likely to be stormy — according to a

1Ia ?«r law a

MtSCTLUNMQ
Hjtiasvi!] Tomer ...
S-“.fr2:;r Hnft.T-snr HORSE: LavaMoor, ioknLetmox
Ti-ur Wiirt XcjUiin Beroadln. Written and directed
A-

:

c fir.: Abstain Bemadia. (Maxim Theatre, Tel
Lsra-elj- -
Tr.jrsia-. a:
-

ttuiaiZY HORSE Is a well-known
;::.re -izti i'airet on Avenue George V in
Er; iaisps-j, where naked women parade

t high-class burlesque at-

ii - phere. For some obscure reason
v- vt-j-M* is named after OsiriEOj^tlM
Vi::

-
*, minted fod^.cMef^PPile

Modern tn. 2 ifcbe massacre- of General George
Swmailer. The place is a popular club,

f irrji Innimtcially with tourists. •

>. J«»s J-naatfrazy Horse," the film by Alain
feci. ?*: >a£Eta ftdln, is : done in a aemi-> "42 : -Wfl'taentary style. A reporter from

lctitious "Dundee cautmiele" in-

owner-manager Bemadin
•im- '--I plays himself) and most of the

oanbaTneD who work at the club,
esque scenes were filmed at ac-

Kfhow>; performances, and the film also

Th ,
tfs the audience backstage and to

L. _ . 3 r.-asrswla. Breasts, buttocks and
•„ s>**

~ Zc hair are highly visible. So are
•\ :.*•. s.-.:«7»Fooar acting, bad. lines and im-
; : : 7 n “rW^sible moments. This film Is

f’ o' f^ier erotic narexbtlc, but silly at
••.r-77 and embarrassing.

-'J/7-L^rector Bernadin seems to have
: jT.sPtten what really hagpens at the

L'
r ret Crazy Horse Is .Intended to

"J

r

Tii otiu mny and friendly. It is supposed

.

? . v\T i/Siz: ^nuse rather than excite. Unfor-
Cicely, the film completely fails, to

r'-- "ass:: ?ife this point. DAVID GEORGE”
‘

r-JS »
•

c WOBUF8 GREATEST COVER:
Sc 7'.“ jUir Gene WUder,

.
Carol Kane and

: ” *- DeLnise. Written, produced and
ted by Gene Wilder. (Peer Theatre.

Clint Eastwood and orangutan star in self-mocking odyssey

. -

7 I life UPON A TIME there was a
R- - * * funnyteam who'made-very ftra-

The poppa of the group
. Brooks, and the

.
children

Dom DeLuIae, Marty Feldman
:

Sene Wilder. ..

eu .*:«“ .
begthning they ail~wrote and

^t>n ARY‘1^ P°PPa’a films, but then the
Kl- I-’'",..- rerj grew up, sO -to speak, and
;on«T-* making films of. their own.,.,

-hr r >^y Feldman gave ua a delightful

_ * tifti
A FEW years ago there was

1 17 pklly no enacted law governing

V¥ prty relations between spouses

^0 * pt (for the provision In the
^en’s Equal Rights Law giving

^f^Sed women the same property

f .jj* Crj'pt
rT

<

j ff W 413 they had when they were

jt
e. Then, In a succession of .

*7 aC*0-- lutionary judgments, the
. 4 mk Court held that property
I : " ^tred during the course of a.

cc*
3

'.jt marriage belongs' equally to
5

lf . sand and wife even though: It

I
;5

%-*£. be registered only in the
is ^^nd's name and even though
1* ^^flfe's only contribution towards

..
" ftS it might have been carrying

I

*; '*• ^jg-i ijbmestic burden and thus enabl-'

;5 4 ijfer husband to devote himself to

r a ^hrting the family financially.
& iae decisions created an ele-.

of uncertainty in property
zs

1
. iSigs. A third party could never

s* Jioon^dent even when buying
~ V ' r0JIstered owners,, that a

< '^e would not- appear and
7 ** ^?nge the validity of the sale.

'•

jj
: it Supreme Court decisions also

~ f jlicated and confiised bankrupt-

i 7 i foceedings against married men
1 2 AyVlivorce proceedings. To rectify
’ 7" th ® Knesset enacted the

vJ^yes (Property Relations) Law,
1 came into force on January 1.

« ,-pj* n?Jn brief it provides that In the

Invention of his own in “The Last
Remake of Beau Geste." This film is

the first self-written, self-directed

fQm from Gene Wider. It may prove
quite a disappointment to Poppa
Brooks and certainly to Federico
Fellini, to whom it is “dedicated." .

Wilder stars as Rudy Valentine, a
.quietly neurotic Milwaukee baker
wttodreanui of going to -Hollywood .

-’’adfidOeftln ecu attempt'to prove that
j Rndolph Valentino is not the world's
only great lover.

like many of the Brooks, WUder
and Feldman genre, it Is set In the
1920s. The costumes are funny and so.

are the Imitations of 1920a
stereotypes. Women cry over Valen-
tino, movie moguls dream of finding
The Big-Stir, and -men wear- white
suits, white, shirts, white, ties, white
shoes and white hats. Dom DeLuise,
as a prince of the film Industry, has
his yes-men and -even one pitiable

“no-man". ' 5
Wilder, as Itudy tbe baker,

manages to be sprinkled with
chocolate, baked and packaged as a

' cake. He has lovers by the score, as
does his wife (Carol Kane).

THERE are some funny moments In

the film, which Is heavy on the slap-

stick, but it all doesn’t add up to
much.
Gene Wilder Is a very funny man.

If he could break away from the Mel
Brooks influence and that of old
films, he may give us a much better
film In the future.

DAVID GEORGE
* * *

ANY WAY BUT LOOSEftOIiit Eastwood,
Sondm Locke, Beveji; D'Angelo, Geof-

frey Lewis and Roth GordonTT^rected by
James Fargo (Tol Aviv Theatre, Tel

Aviv).

IN THIS FILM, everything within

the range of director James Pargo’e
droll eye comes in for a long-overdue
drubbing; Man as the invincible

macho; Woman as &he double-
dealing Jezebel; cops as dumb
Goliaths; and motorcycle gangs as

CINEMA REVIEWS

*“
1 rf

Jseta of b°ti» partners are added
Jfier, their debts deducted and

# balance then divided equally

-ST z* 9**r $
-'en them* or between the aur-

r, ft? /

g

partner and the dead
*- 5* Jot’s heirs.

. 1 only assets not automatically

included
;
within the scope of this

balancing process are those obtained
before the marriage and those a
spouse received as a gift or fn-

-herttance during the marriage.
In other words, theLaw introduces

the concept of either ante-nuptial
contract or else marriage in com-
munity of property — well-known to

Immigrants from western countries.

Where there is no agreement on
property, then the couple will be
presumed to have married In com-
munity of property, in reference to

property purchased after the
marriage.
Tbe effect of the community of

property presumption, however, is

felt only wben the marriage has ter-

minated. As long as the marriage
continues, each spouse may deal

with his own property as he deems
fit, without any right of interference

from his partner.

There Is, however, one reservation

here: a spouse may not dispose of

his, or her, property deliberately to

-frustrate the other spouse's future

rights to a half share In it. In other

wordB, if one of the marriage
partners transfers his, or her,

property to a third party when the

marriage is obviously on the verge of

breaking'up, then the other partner

may apply to* a court (either civil or

religious) to protect her, or his,

rights.

THE SPOUSES LAW encourages

about-to-be-married couples to make
ante-nuptial contracts by providing

that if the young couple has not made
such a contract, the marriage officer

should explain the significance of the

resources-balancing presumption to

them before solemnizing their

marriage. In order to be binding, the

ante-nuptial contract must be in

lilly-livered, over-40 freaks.
Fists fly approximately every five

minutes, stereotypes and myths
bump and glide and Harley-
Davldsons bite tbe dust.
The.realistar oftbe fiJmoa notCUat

Eastwood, as billed, but Clyde,' an
affectionate, ful1-‘grown male
orangutan, who is Eastwood's mate
and confidant, “sharing the load,
aide by side."
Here Clint Eastwood has left his

“Dirty Harry" image behind. He
plays easy-going trucker Phil Bedoe
— nicknamed “Philo” — the best
barroom brawler in America's
'southwest who, like Humphrey'
Bogart, Is Mr. Cool until you tangle
with him.
Philo falls for a here-today, gone-

tomorrow country western singer
named Lynn Halsey-Taylor (played
by Sondra Locke, also his female
sidekick in "The Gauntlet"), who
sweettalks him into giving her his

.bankroll and then disappears into

the b)ue yonder.
Eastwood, unwilling to believe

that he’s been had, especially by the
woman he loves, takes off after Lynn
with orangutan Clyde and two
homosapiens in tow; his good friend
Orville (Geoffrey Lewis), a thick-

witted tow-truck driver, and Echo
(Beverly D’Angelo), a free-spirited

fresh fruit salesgirl they pick up on
the road.
Not exactly Canterbury Tales, but

a free-wheeling, self-mocking
odyssey, populated with brawlers,
cops, country singers, pimps, two-
timing women, and Hells Angels in

Nazi drag — besides the orangutan.
RUTH AJUELLA BROYDE

GIRL FRIENDS: Melanie Mayron, Anita
Skinner, EU Wallach. Christopher Guest.
Directed by Claudia Well. (Ben Yehuda
Theatre, Tel Aviv)

AT LAST, a film about a modern, in-

telligent, sensitive, warm, talented

Marriage

and

property

LAW AND THE
LAYMAN

by Doris Lankin
IL A

writing and be confirmed by a court

or marriage registrar.

In general, It is advisable to have

an ante-nuptial agreement to obviate-

possible later complications and
bickering over which property com-
es within the community of property
framework and which not. It Is es-

pecially advisable in second
' marriages where either spouse has
children from an earlier marriage.
Even- when it is quite obvious

which property comes within the

scope of the balancing of resources

provision, there is still plenty of

room for complications. Take forex-
ample a marriage that begins to dia-

and very real young woman — and
all of -this with nary a mention of
“women's lib."

One of the' greatest strengths of
“Girl Friends" is Its sincerity, a kind
-of dpcuroootary quality.which never
.strikes a false note, unlike Paul
Mozurs&i’ii' sometimes believable',

sometimes not “Unmarried
Woman."
The heroine of “Girl Friends" is

Susan Welnblatt— played to perfec-

tion by Melanie Mayron in her first

•starring screen role. Susan is an am-
bitious, but self-conscious, Jewish
photographer In her mid-twenties,

struggling to survive In New York
City. Photographing bar mltzvahs
and weddingB, while hoping to break
Into the Big Time, Susan’s life is a
looking glass for all the Issues pop-
ularized by the women’s liberation

movement during the last ten years:
economic Independence, equal job
opportunity, sexual equality, and,
moet of all, friendship with other
women.
But "Girl Friends’’ Is not a

consciousness-raising session in dis-

guise. No platforms have been
dragged out for platitudes about
women’s struggle for equality. One
hears no catechism here, but only
the voice of laughter, anguish, and
longing, the prayers of a young
woman hungry for love, friendship,
success, and personal fulfillment.

SUSAN SHARES an apartment with
her girlfriend Anne (Anita Skinner),
an aspiring writer who suddenly an-
nounces that she ie getting married
to a man. she hardly knows. For
Susan, Anne's marriage is a form of

betrayal.
At loose ends, Susan has a one-

night stand with Eric, a young man
she meets at a party. Eric is no sub-
stitute for a soul sister, Susan dis-

covers, and she sneaks out of his

apartment in tbe middle of the night

integrate after a long term of stabili-

ty during which the husband built up
a prosperous business, and acquired
other property and investments.
When the marriage Is finally ter-

minated, each spouse Would be en-

titled to half of the business and the
other assets. But, if It is the wife who
wants the divorce, then the husband
will very likely refuse to give It to

her unless she waives at least part of

her rights in a divorce agreement,
which has the same legal force as a
property settlement, and therefore

takes precedence over the communi-
ty of property presumption. If it is

the husband who wants the divorce,

then the wife should not have too

much difficulty in getting her half of

the financial resources,' to the
probable ruination of his business.

The same situation arises if the

wife is the more successful bread-
earner and has made the family for-

tune. In short, the one who makes his

money during the marriage will

always be at a disadvantage vis-d-

vis tbe lesa successful one should the

marriage' break up.

COMPLICATIONS, and even
peculiar anomalies, could also occur
when one spouse dies and the couple

has made no property agreement.
The will of an ostensibly happily

married and faithful husband may
reveal that he bequeathed all or part

of his worldly possessions to a secret

paramour (like In the television

serial “The Brothers”). These
“worldly possessions" would, by vir-

tue of the Spouses Law, Include half

of his and his widow's assets. If he

had owned most of the property, then

his widow would at least have the

consolation of getting h&lf of his

property instead of its going wholly

to his mistress.. But if the wife were

In an eloquent, touching scene say-
ing everything a woman could hope
to say about one-night stands with
strangers.
- Susan begins to fall in love with a
rabbi, played with warmth and
restraint by versatile Eli Wallach.
That, too, is foiled and Susan finds
herself alone, miserable, frustrated
and inthe dark—Cod Edison has cut
off her electricity.

Anne and her husband Martin in-

vite Susan to their countryhome, but
that ends sadly with both women
feeling alienated and mis-
understood.
Suddenly, in a graceful and for-

tuitous turn of events, Susan's life

begins to swing upward. She is
offered an opportunity to have a
show of her photographs In a well-
known Soho Gallery, Eric re-enters
her life and she seems ever so close
to realizing her fondest hopes. It is
then that her friendship with Anne
becomes most meaningful.
Claudia Weil’s deft, sensitive

direction achieves the maximum
with a small, talented cast of mostly
unknowns. A low-budget production
($500,000) filmed in 16mm. and then
blown up to 35mm., “Girl Friends”
was funded mostly through grants
and painstakingly planned and ex-
ecuted over three years. Like Goret-
ta’s "The Lacemaker,” it Is a
remarkable film about everyday
people, a tiny gem forced to compete
In' a showroom of glittering
Hollywood extravaganzas A small
film that deserves a large audience.

R UTB kRIELLA BROYDE
THE FURY: Kirk Douglas, John
Camev-AtM, Carrie Snodgrass, Amy Ir-

ving. Andrew Stevens, and CbarJes Dinn-
ing. Directed by Brian de Palma. (Umor
Theatre. Tel Aviv)

THE BIZARRE, the grotesque and
the supernatural form the core of
director Brian de Palma's magnifi-
cent obsession. Sometimes, as In his
latest film “The Fury," he manages
to combine them all with a dazzling
array of special effects and blood by
the bucketful.

the main possessor of property, not
only would she have to suffer the
pain of her husband's infidelity but,
to'add injury to insult, Bhe would also
have to hand over half of her proper-
ty to the other woman in his life.

The same, of course, would be true
of the husband whose deceased wife
leaves her worldly possessions to her
secret lover. In Israel, this example
might be highly hypothetical as It la

difficult to Imagine that anyone
could do anything In secret here, let

Jennifer Hammond of “The
Brother*” TV series who made
a surprise appearance In Poppa
Hammond's will.

De Palma, first known as an anti-
establishment film director who cap-
tivated university students with
“Greetings,” "Hi Mom” and
“Sisters" — cult films still travelling
the underground circuit — won
wider recognition with “The Phan-
tom of the Paradise," a horror rock
musical. From there he went on in
•rapid succession to "Obsession,”
"Carrie," and "The Fury.”
In "The Fury,” Peter (Kirk

Douglas) is trying to locate his psy-
chic son Robin (Andrew Stevens),
who has been kidnapped by a top
secret U.S. government agency in-

tent on using the boy's psychic
powers as a weapon in International
politics.

The agency is headed by the
Machiavellian figure of Childress,
played with menace and panther-
like grace by John Casaevetes. Peter
Is a former intelligence agent and a
master of artifice and intrigue; he is

a cunning adversary who will not
rest until he has rescued bis only son.
The agency come to the conclusion
that he must be disposed of.

TWO WOMEN help Peter. The first

Is his lover Hester (Carrie
Snodgrass, whom we last saw in

"Diary of a Mad Housewife"), a
staff member at a Chicago-Institute
studying psychic phenomena.
Peter’s second ally Is Gillian (Amy

Irving) , a young girl under observa-
tion at the institute who not only
possesses psychic powers like
Peter's son, but is also linked
telepathically to the boy.
Although Gillian knows where the

boy is being held, she Is unable to

come to terms with her psychic
talent. She is terrified by her powers.
She can induce severe hemorrhages
in people who have physical contact
with her, and this gives Director de
Palma carte blanche to splash the
screen with gore.

As in “The Exorcist," no expense
Is spared for special effects. Most of

the events seem plausible enough
since they stem from the mysterious

alone have a clandestine love affair.

If such situations did occur, the
betrayed spouse could possibly pre-
vent such obviously unfair conse-
quences through a saving provision
in the Law which states that in ex-
ceptional circumstances a spouse
may apply to the courts to declare
that all, or part, of certain property
should not be balanced between the
spouses, or between tbe surviving
spouse and the heirs of the deceased.
What circumstances could be more
exceptional than those hypothetical
ones described above.
The Spouses (Property Relations)

Law applies only to marriages
celebrated after January l. 1974:

that is, that part of the Law dealing
with balancing of resources applies
only to such marriages, since there

Is nothing to prevent any married
couple from drawing up a Written
agreement regulating their property
relations and having it confirmed by
a civil or religious court (so as to en-

sure that it be made oftheir own free

will). .

PROPERTY RELATIONS of

couples married before 1974 and with
no such agreements would be
governed by the original Supreme
Court precedents that motivated tbe

Law. These lay down that a couple

who have lived together harmonious-
ly for many years and have shown
the slightest intention of conducting
their affairs jointly (such as having
a joint banking account) would, both
during tbe course of their marriage
and after Its termination, be presum- .

ed to be co-owners of property ac-
quired after they had married, even
if the wife did not contribute
anything materially to the joint
family fund. This presumption of
joint ownership would be effective

study made for the Rand Corpora-
tion last November by Guy Pauker.
Humanity may be heading for chaos,
in spite of the vast educational
material gathered at international
conferences on environmental
protection, population growth the
food crisis and water resources.
Though America is bound to do her
best to avoid military Involvement,
“there may be Instances during a
period of global transitional crisis
which could occur in the 1980s when
force might be required In defence of
American national Interests.”

What exactly would inspire such
“coercive diplomacy" — a modern
euphemism for the “gunboat
diplomacy" of the last century —the
author does not specify. He does not
recommend retaliation to the
deliberate use of violence by Third
World activists against Western
assets and nationals “similar to
Israeli aerial attacks on Palestinian
terrorists." But If the U.S. remains
“paralyzed” as a conflict-solving

and peace-keeping organization, it

will either have to make successive
concessions to inimical regimes, or
even "private activist groups" — or
to back its pressures by "capacity
and willingness to use military force
as the last resort."

Pauker’s study on “Military
Implications of a Possible World
Order Crisis in the 1980s" was
prepared for the U.S. Air Force, and
has an internal slant. Air power, it is

argued, is more effective — and
cheaper — than navy to be used
against small and medium powers
which threaten to push the world into

savagery.
Musing over it all in the old-

fashioned, non-computerized mood
of the Old World one Is inclined to
wonder who is likely to give orders in

a science-based world. Tbe universi-

ty professor? The computers? The
fact Is U.S. air strikes in Vietnam
were discontinued, Lebanon aban-
doned Persia deserted. There is no
substitute, for a political leader who
knows his country’s targets for the

next five or 10 years — and asks
professors only for Information on
which he could act.

Clint Eastwood takes on a new
image In “Any Way Bat Loose.”

realm of the unknown. But the scene
of floor-to-ceiling levitation tries

our patience, and our willingness to
suspend ends.
Nevertheless, “The Fury” is a

seat-gripper, and the cast is impec-
cable. Kirk Douglas is still in superb
physical shape. An equally impor-
tant co-star in the film, not listed in

- the credits, is the city of Chicago.
The chase scenes along plush Lake
Shore Drive and under the tracks of
the elevated train In Chicago's Loop
are a refreshing change from the
standard San Francisco bumps and
jolts and New York freeway dodge-
urns.

"The Exorcist,
" "The Omen (I &

m,” “Audrey Rose.” “Carrie,"
"The Eyes of Laura Mars" and “The
Fury” have tumbled forward in
eager succession as part of
Hollywood's campaign to saturate
the market with films based on tbe
occult — whether it be telepathy,
reincarnation, clairvoyance or traf-

ficking with the devil himself.
Having explored reincarnation in

“Obsession," clairvoyance and
telekenetics in “Carrie," and now
telepathy and levitation in “The
Fury," it will be interesting to see
what de Palma comes up with next.

RUTH ARIELLA BROYDE

against all third parties. Including
creditors.
In a recent interesting judgment

the Supreme Court held that infideli-

ty, per ee, would not forfeit this right

to co-ownership. But if the infidelity

led to a rift between the couple, then
the rift could signal the end of

partnership in property. In other
words, the turning point would be the

rift, and not tbe infidelity. So proper-
ty acquired by either spouse before
the rift (althougb perhaps after tbe
infidelity) would be common proper-

ty. Once the amicable relationship

has ended — usually by the com-
mencement of divorce proceedings
— so does the presumption of co-

ownership. Any property acquired
after the breach will belong solely to
the spouse acquiring it, even if the

marriage itself has still hot been
technically terminated.

IF MY understanding of the law is

correct, it would appear that the
difference in property relations
between couples married after
January 1, 1974, and those married
before then, is that in the case of the

newer-weds the community of

property doctrine starts only when
the marriage has ceased to exist,

and applies to all property in posses-

sion of the couple at the time (except

that expressly excluded by the

Law); In the case of pre-1974
marriages the community of proper-

ty doctrine operates also during the

marriage and continues to operate

after the marriage terminates, at

least with respect to property ac-

quired during the period of amicable
relations. This interpretation,
however, has not been unanimously
accepted by the legal experts and
will have to nwalt the confirmation
of the Supremo Court.



new ashkelon at 30

A city too old for ‘children’s diseases’

Thursday. February 15, 1979

to The Jerusalem Post
NeW ASHKELON is celebrating Its
30th anniversary. From its begin-
J—S* a small settlement in a
hostile Arab area, a city has sprung
up m three decades— a city of 05,000
citizens who are proud of Ashkelon.
despite Its problems. Ashkelon
residents love their otty, are con-
vinced that real objectives can be
formulated and achieved, 'had that
the quality of life can thus be raised
and the central problems overcome.
We asked newly elected Mayor Ell-

Dayan, who grew up in Ashkelon, to
give us his views, and to explain hiq
programmes for the city— which, at
age 30, can no longer permit itself
"children's diseases.’*

Q : On assuming office, what kind
of 6ity did you find Ashkelon to be,
Mr. Mayor?
A: limits 30th year, Ashkelon is a

city of interesting contradictions. On
the one hahd, it is a pleasant, quiet,
green city; cna the other hand, a cen-
tre of distress and problems, with a
large part of the-populatlon living in
overcrowded conditions with a low
quality of life. The. problems are
mainly centred in the Shlmshon
neighbourhood, which appears to
suffer from a lack of thought or Plan-

Mayor Eli Dayan

nlng; the services are inadequate
and the Infrastructure detective.
These contradictions product deep
social tensions.
The challenge besetting us is to

raise these neighbourhoods to a level
at which they can function and start
to help themselves. As the municipal
authority, we have the power to Im-
prove things. We «h«u start with
education. We have opened the
kindergartens and pre-
kindergartens to all children, star-
ting at age 2-3. We shall prepare the
system to permit lengthening of the
school day In the depressed areas.
We shall do everything possible to
stop children dropping out of school,
and expand the education system
and the adult education system.
The improvement of the

educational Infrastructure will
promote social integration. At the
same time, we shall concentrate
.fbapurcea to improve the residential
areoss&nd the quality of life in the
neighbotxshqods.

Q; We have heard muob'of the uni-
que experiment in urban/de-
mographic planning to dis-
perse the housing estates. In
retrospect, was it a good or a bad
thing?
A: There is nothing wrong with

dispersion of the population, provid-
ed there is overall urban plannlmr
and a uniform standard of develop-
ment in all neighbourhoods.
Today, in the light of the way;

things have worked out, we must
depart from the idea adopted by the
planners of the city, and Join the
neighbourhoods together, producing
one city, physically and socially.
The joining will be accomplished

by turning the development in-
wards; this does not imply only con-
tinuity of buildings — there will also
be parks, gardens, community and
welfare institutions.

We shall start at two points: the
"creeping centre" along Sderot Ben-
Gurion and between the Shlmshon
and Glvat Zion neighbourhoods, and
along the new Ofer road. Later,
there will be a connection between
north Migdal and Barnea.
Q: Is the aim a city of one, two or

perhaps 500 thousand residents?
Would not a small city in which it is

pleasant to live, and where the quali-

ty of life is high, he preferable to a
large city?
A: I do not feel we should be con-

cerned with building a big city. We
should concentrate on achieving
quality rather than quantity, on im-
proving what has already been built,

improving neighbourhoods and the
face of the city, promoting what is

good, what is beautiful. It is relative-
ly easy to achieve these things in
Ashkelon, since it is a new city, not
yet fashioned in an unchangeable
pattern.

The environmental conditions are
good, and It is possible to initiate and
strengthen the processes which will

moke Ashkelon into one of the best,

most beautiful residential cities In
Israel. We must attract new popula-
tion and Immigration from the
developed countries.

,
We must also strengthen

Ashkelon’s position as an area -cen-

tre, in which will be concentrated all

the institutions and services; we
must bring in specialized industrial
plants, and develop tourism, which
can provide a livelihood for many
hundreds of families.

Q: What is your approach to In-

tegration, and how do you propose to
promote it?

A: Our objective Is to reach a
situation in which the population of
the neighbourhoods wiU be mixed,
thih referring to age. year of im-
migration. country of origin, housing
standard, etc. The neighbourhoods
should not be identifiable by popula-
tion or the country of origin of the
population.
Referring again to the Shimshon

neighbourhood — the rehabilitation

scheme to he implemented with the
financial assistance of British Jewry
involves the replanning of the area.
Families will be transferred to other
neighbourhoods, and conditions will

be created to absorb established
families.
For example, we have Initiated a

“build your house in — ’* scheme for
the Shlmshon- area, - covering the
building of 800 high quality houses.
These will attract new population to
the neighbourhood.
Q: What is your master plan for •

the money donated
,
for a welfare

project by British Jewry? Is it true

The glories of ancient Ashkelon...and the glories of the new.
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Hamashbir Lazarchan Greets the Citizens and
City Councillors of Ashkelon

Hamashbir Lazarchan, Ashkelon announces its

“DIAMOND SALE”
Special reductions in the Jbousewares and sports departments:

1. 21 piece porcelain tea service was IL17Q0 now lLJUOO

2. Pyrex pan with cover was 11*250 now 11*1X0

3 . Teflon aurfaced aluminium fryingpan was HJ75 nowlL125
4 , Bathroom scales was m.71 now lLi:il

5. Sleeping bag was 11*485 now(L.‘iK5

ALSO, the end of season sale continues, and this month’s specials are still

available

in the electronics — perfumery — and luggage departments.

now lLi:too

now LL130
now IL135
now IL.1 :il

now IL.‘iK5

HOTEL RESTAURANT

SjeuHSOH&QaxdsH* £td.
ASHKELON

I unsoars
* MNMMI

SAMSON’S GARDENS LTD.
30 Kehov Hatamar, Tel. 051-34666

Oldest city hotel

Hungarian Cuisine — Kosher (Lamehadrin

)

Homey atmosphere

ASSOCIATION' OF FRIENDS OF THE BARZILAI
HOSPITAL

offers its good wishes

to the doctors, nurses and hospital staff,

and to all the city’s residents and -officials.
.

ELDAN mu
jd'sh nmnn

RENT A CAR - azn mavn

Ashkelon, 115 .i.n .{nmnunn *ir» .ttwi ju*o .ii>pvn

T el. 05 i ' 2 2724 - 3 2 2 84 V

that the sum involved will exceed
ILlb. in five years? Why Is this pro-
ject not better known?
A: The rehabilitation and welfare

programme for Ashkelon will be
comprehensive and integrated, and
will encompass the physical, social

and economic fields. Emphasis will

be put on investing In people and
their welfare. The programme will

apply to people from a young age.

Enterprises, Institutions,

Organizations

wishingto arrange

GATHERINGS,
CONVENTIONS,

STUDIES AND COURSES
and

VACATIONS

COME TO
ASHKELON

Large selection

of hotels

Opportunities of all kinds

Tourism and Special
Events Dept.,

Ashkelon Municipality,
Tel. 051-22295.

THE DRG0N HOTEL fin
RSHXOON 1),
I5RRGU \~°iy

Congratulations to

Ashkelon
on its 30th anniversary

and will include all educational
stages.
We must produce an educational

environment and climate that will

promote the public's cooperation
and lead the public to self-help. We
shall also try to attract those with
good teaching capabilities, and set

up an
.
emergency fund to finance a

soclo-educational system.
Q: Afrldar and Barnea are the

more attractive sections of the city:

they give Aahke'lon Its special
character. The distressed sections

are more in need of attention and
development. Do you have a
programme to. help the
neighbourhoods which need pulling

up. without neglecting the more
developed sections?

A: In addition to the efforts to im-
prove the situation in the distressed

neighbourhoods, we shall continue to

develop Afrldar and Barnea, \the

model neighbourhoods which are one
of the city's quality assets. We shall

strengthen these suburbs and im-
prove that which needs improving,
to attract more people to these dis-

tricts and thus expand them. In
Afrldar and Barnea, social Integra-

tion is taking place in a complete and
successful way.

Q: According to a survey, of every
100 young people from Ashkelon
completing their army service, only
14 return to live in Ashkelon. Apart
from good intentions, what can be
done?
A: We must work on several

levels: we must meet with the young
people who are completing their

studies and hear what, in their opi-

nion, will enable them to return to
Ashkelon after their studies or army
service. We have already held the

first of such meetings.
Grants will be given to all young

people (including those from
families with means) who, at the end
of their studies, return and con-

tribute to the building of Ashkelon.
We shall do our best to bring in-

dustry here, appropriate to the level

and aspirations of our young'people.

Q: Many schemes have been put
on your desk. Which do you intend to
implement this year?

A: Many projects are nowin the
early stages of implementation. It

will be sufficient if I mention the sur-
facing of Derech Ben-Gurlon leading
to the sea. now under way. This year
we will complete the amphitheatre
in the National Park (including the
lighting) and the facelifting of the
shopping centres in the Shimshon
neighbourhood.

But most of these projects are in
their early stage — including the
rehabilitation project — and the
"first fruits" will ripen only In two
years’ time. I believe that in two
years we shall have a different
Ashkelon, more beautiful , more
pleasant. Ashkelon will be one city—
in conception, physically and social-
ly.

Ashkelon

Plywood Ltd
Among the first enterprises

in Ashkelon

Producers of:

Plywood — at the Ashkelon plant

Furniture — at the Erez Checkpost, and Kisot

Israel at Sderot

Congratulate Residents and Officials on the

city's 30th anniversary.
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Ashkelon Metal Works Ltd.
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Plant: Ashkelon Industrial Zone, Tel. (Hi_l-220»:»

Offices: 8 Rehov Matltyahu, Bnei Brak. Tel. 03-776011/2

One of the first plants in Ashkelon.

Manufactures:

Solar energy converters

Industrial storage systems

Light storage systems

Congratulations to Ashkelon

and the municipal councillors

,on the 30th anniversary of the city's founding

The Ashkelon hotels offer winter guests’ rain insurance.
For every rainy day (during daylight hours, starting se-
cond day of stay) guests will receive a day’s accommoda-
tion (bed and breakfast).

Full details of this guarantee from:

Ganei Shimshon Hotel, Tel. 051-34759, 34566
Ashkelon Hotel, TeL 051-34138

Dagnn Hotel, Tel. 051-22148

Ganei Stralamit Hotel, Tel. 051-25151

King Saul Hotel. Td. 051-34120, 34127

Oaly |*r Ihwf participating In the campaign

Ashkelon Municipality/Tourism and Events Depa
Ashkelon Hoteliers Association
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EILATWho rti

Three Top, Four Star

Fully Airconditioned

On Three Seas
. *

For Your Health

& Vacation
ASHKELON EILAT DMD SEA

Tei.051-25151 Tel.059-5151 Ttel.057-90651

Swimming Pools, Restaurants, Piano Bars,

Convention Facilities Etc.

In Ashkelon Sauna & Tennis Court. •

The Dead Sea Hotel ,1300 Feet Below Sea Level,

Ideal For Treatment Of Psoriasis and Other

Skin Diseases, Arthritis , Rheumatism

.

Respiration-ailments Etc.

, HEAD OFFICE : 11 GORDON ST. TEL AVIV, TeUfi- 220151 "WwW®j
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DIURB.P. LTD. SOLEL BONEH
Ashkelon — Klryat Gat Branch*

We Build Flats
for sale

in multi-storied buildings of the highest catfb

in the Ashkelon precinct centre

Particulars: Solel Boneh, Ashkelon, .

Tel. 051-32131

The branch management and staff extend

Best Wishes to Ashkelon Residents

on the city’s 30th annive^ctryAk

Ashkelon Merchants Association

BEST W28JBES

to all shoppers.,

city residents- and officials ...

on the 30th anniversary of

new Ashkelon..
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Built By Yuval Gad
I

Still plenty of tourism potential
re ‘than 20,000 pupUsare
lying- this year at modern
ools built .by Yiiyal Gad.
most cases, a modular
/al.G&d school goes up in

T

nths~ from digging erffoon-

.

ions to completion.. -

Yuval Gad, a member of the
Koor Group, specializes in
prefabricated construction, us-
ing know-how provided by the
.French Coignet organization'.

Yuval Gad Ltd.
P.OJB, IS, Ashkelon, Tel. 25141
Head office, 99 Rehov Ben
Yehuda, Tel Aviv, Tel. 03-238221'

A Yuval Gad School with special new front

to Ashkelon

and the local council

£
to the citizens ofAshkelon

on their anniversary

EGGED

DESPITE the excellent natural fac-
tors, Including S kilometres of lovely
coastline, pleasant climate, and a
central location, the city's tourist
trade Is still in need of decided Im-
provement.

. The first steps in this direction

were planned by the late Zvt Segal,
who was allotted land by the govern-
ment along Ashkelon's northern
shore. The area was designated by
the name of Barnea. All tills began
as far back as 1918, and the plan, as
is well known, was to build an Israeli

"Hollywood” — a film and
vacationers' town.

Aa Is equally well known, nothing
much came of it all — except for a
lovely residential neighbourhood.
Over the years, however, a number,
of hotels, pensions and rest homes
were set up, with a total of 2,000
beds. The minimum for Justifying
the various services, however, Is

3,000 beds.

We gleaned this Information from
Moshe (Franzel) Dorot. a veteran

.SOLEL BONEH

THE SOLEL BONEH branch in

Ashkelon was set up In 1949, when no
trained construction workers were
available . through the labour ex-

change. Solel Boneh gave employ-
’

ment to new immigrants and trained
them in various construction jobs,

says Benny Reiss, director of the

Ashkelon branch. Some of those who
stayed with the company became
foremen; others moved to other con-

cerns or became building contrac-

tors. But, Reiss notes, the
overwhelming majority of the area's

construction workers received their

training at Solel Boneh.
__ _

The corporation today has on Its

payroll some 400 foremen and per-

manent workers, In addition to 35

engineers asnd technical and office

staff.

BAKZELAI MEDICAL CENTRE

THE BARZXLAI MEDICAL
CENTRE In Ashkelon was establish-

ed in 1961 and was, its present direc-

tor Michael Lavi says, the first such

centre to combine successfully
preventive and applied medicine.

The most essential health services

at the time were those for children,

as 45 per cent of the population were

then under 14, while the birth rate

stood at 38 births per thousand in-

habitants.

hotelier and chairman of the
Hoteliers’ Association.

The beginnings were, as always,
difficult. Who was prepared to invest

in a tiny, far-off town struggling for

its survival? What tourist would
prefer distant Ashkelon to
Jerusalem, Haifa, Net&nya and
Tiberias? Yet there were those who
dared — and succeeded. The year
1954 saw the establishment of Ganel
Shlmshon and the Dagon Hotel (the

two hotels recently passed Into the
hands of the children of the
founders).
Today the city can point to several

hotels, vacationing and camping
villagea, and rest homes, with more
of the same In the works. Dorot.
however, admits that there were
several failures in the city's develop-
ment.

WITH so many Jobs In Ashkelon be-
ing seasonal, this town has a man-
power problem. Dorot believes that
the solution lies in the establishment
of a municipal university, whose

students would constitute the desired
manpower pool.

The idea Is not merely to- obtain
workers with appropriate qualities,
but — os shown by experience — to
create a conducive atmosphere for
hotel guests.

Till this day arrives, however, the
association's chairman proposes
maintaining the present staffs, as
"the question is not merely one of
pay but primarily that of the proper
attitude" toward them. He also
recommends the integration of
elderly pensioners into suitable jobs.

Dorot sees hope for tourism In the
city’s newly eleated officialdom. Its
plans include the construction of a
breakwater, a marina, a new
foreign-financed vacation village,
and more.
Nearing completion Is a mini-golf

course <6 holes). Dorot does not omit
praise for the director 'of the
municipal tourism department,
Haim Erls, who succeeded in alter-
ing Ashkelon's image, and' in

transforming the town intoan Impor-
tant focal point for events of all
sorts, including dog and pigeon
shows, artists* exhibitions, and
bazaars.

This is definitely a good basis' upon
which to build, and is indicative of
the very good prospects In the offing
once Ashkelon la “put on the map"
where world tourism Is concerned,
Dorot says.

THE DECISION adopted by the
Ministry of Industry, Commerce and
Tourism, as transmitted to us by
Yoram Blizovsky, chief of the
Tourism Administration, that
Ashkelon would be granted a two-
year status as a Development A
Region in the sphere of tourism is a
significant step in the advancement
of the city's tourist potential.
Practically speaking, the incen-

tive entails financial aid, as well as
facilitations in other spheres. This
decision must he commended, and it

is to be hoped that it will be the
signal for a great spurt forward.

Not just a pretty beach
The maternity and children's

departments established in 1961 had
90 beds. This number was tripled in

10 years with departments set up In

Internal medicine, surgery and
orthopaedics, geriatrics,
opbthalmlcs and psychiatry
departments, as well as other
medical services.
Meanwhile, the school for nurses

was completed, and each year ap-

proximately 30 student complete the
three-year course.

The centre's counselling clinic is

the largest in the region, and the cen-

tre Itself serves a population of 200,-

000 In ail aspects of preventive
medicine, and some 150,000 in need
of hospital care and counselling
clinics.

THE AFRIDAR CORPORATION

THE AFRIDAR Corporation, its

director Shmuel Steiner points out,

.was the first corporate group to

become active in neighbourhood
rehabilitation in Israel, more
specifically In Mlgdal-Ashkelon. The
year waq 1976 and the corporation
began building 150 neighbourhood
housing unjta — since occupied —

To Residents of Ashkelon

on the 30th anniversary of their city

*- m
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Warmest Congratulations

from

with an additional 130 units in
various stages of construction.
The project has been complicated

by the fact that 600 old houses in the
neighbourhood' were bereft of any
development underpinning.
Families evacuated from their old

dwellings received, in the form of

enlarged grants, spacious flats for
rental or purchase. In certain in-

stances, two flats wfere acquired.

THE HISTADRUT

IT WAS the Histadrut, Ya'acov Alton

says, that worked to transform the
few dozen immigrant families
brought here to set up an
agricultural settlement Into an ur-

ban one. The Hist&dmt's Yuval Gad
pipe factory employed most of the
breadwinners from the first 1,500

families. Later, Yakhin-Hakal was
set up to look after the citrus groves.
Solel Boneh was not only a building
pioneer, but for a long time the only
company building complete
neighbourhoods In the city and sur-

roundings. In the early years, 80-90

per cent of the jobs In the city were
provided by Histadrut plants. The

Salon Cahana

Electric and Electronic

Products'

Business address:
l Rehov Zahal, Tel. 051-22741

Home address:
12 Rehov Eilat, Afrldar,

Tel. 051- 32040

Extends best wishes

Ashkelon residents
and officials

motive for building them in
Ashkelon. Alton says, was Zionistic,

not to make a quick profit.

But the Histadrut did not only es-
tablish industrial plants — it also es-

tablished the Hamashbir Lazarchan
department store and Super-
markets. Kupat Holim clinics were
set up and other services provided.
There are 21.000 dues-p&ylng

Histadrut members In Ashkelon to-

day. With their families, they
number 47,000 out of a population of
55,000. The Noar Ha'oved youth
movement branch has about 800
members.

IZMEL MEDICAL EQUIPMENT
LTD.

THIS PLANT makes single-use
syringes and needles, diagnostic
equipment, veterinary syringes,
metal laboratory equipment and
catheters. Sales volume in 1977 was
about IL15m. and then approached
IL30m. in 1978, says Melr Agmon,
assistant general manager. About 25

per cent is exported to the U.S.
Europe, South America, South
Africa and Australia.

Kiiyat Gat

Municipality

Congratulates its neighbour,

. ..... Ashkelon vf?

on its 30th anniversary

David Magen,
Mayor

ASHKELON HOTEL
150 Sderot Drom Afrika,
Ashkelon, Tel. 26188

Congratulates the city’s residents
and the hotel clientele

rro3 o'otj xnj AMIGOUR
minvinijjiDn'ivyimoon

Community work
Upgrading of housing conditions for the

tenants benefit

Haim Gefen
Earth and Development Works

Ashkelon-Afrldar Industrial Zone, P.O.B. 5207

Tel. 051-22662

extends best wishes

to city residents and officials

Old-New Ashkelon. ..a. city of

landpmrkH

The plant devotes considerable
resources to research and develop-

ment, in cooperation with doctors
and medical jnstitutions, in order to

develop new' medical systems and
modern instruments. A number of

research projects have been written

up in International professional jour-

nals.
,

The plant, founded in 1961,
employs about 100 people and is own-
ed by Ylssum, a subsidiary of the

Histadrut’s Hevrat Ovdim.

YUVAL GAD

EPHRAIM HEINIG, company
director, says Yuval Gad was set up
to help Ashkelon onto its feet, as well

as to provide the city's first in-

habitants with a livelihood. The
plant that was to produce the pipes

for the National Water Carrier was
built here though logic dictated that

it be set up along the carrier's cen-

tre, and not at its extreme end. The
company's name was determined by
its function, t Yuvalim Is Hebrew
for tributaries) and by its location

(the former territory of the ancient
tribe of Gad).
The plant has undergone a total

changeover in its production line —
one of the very few of Its kind to do

so. Today Yuval Gad manufactures
prefab materials for residential and
community needs, and its school

buildings (a record number of 45)

have been accorded such acclaim,
Heinig says, that the company wins
tenders in this field even when Its

prices are not the lowest.

MntOMIT METAL WORKS LTD.

THE CONCERN was established in

1952 and was one of the first enter-

prises jn^t^ejcity^sjyetaHzing in the
prpdUxfitjfon of solar.-energy con-
verters' and in heavy and light

storage systems. Company
ownership was transferred from
Israeli to American hands in 1978,

deputy director general Ezra Nave
says, In order to mobilize funds
better for plant expansion and to
create a marketing arm abroad for

its medal products.
Mlromlt exports converters to the

U.S., Germany, England. Denmark,
Greece, France and Italy, earning
$600,000. Export of storage units to

Europe was also recently begun.

. Annual sales turnover has reached
ILBOm.

Travel and Tourist Office
— Ashkelon

Civil Centre. P.O.B. 9006
Tel. 051-23651, 051-23988

Gree/inps to aft Ashkelon
residents and clients.

Ashkelon Recreation Village

SOLE 1 *

congratulates Ashkelon

on its 30th anniversary

,

>: P

Ashkelon

Labour Council
Elected Officers and Staff

Histadrut Organizations in Ashkelon

y? Management of Kupat Holim — Yehuda District —
• ikelon Clinics

ricultural Workers Insurance Fund Ashkelon Branch

^mashbir Lazarchan' Ltd., Ashkelon Branch
j^-iiVrouth Ltd. • -

uva Express — Ashkelon

ino'ar Ha’oved — Ashkelon Branch

- set the members of the Histadrut and the residents of
hkelon on the SOth anniversary of its founding.

Ashkelon — Afrldar Industrial Zone
Tel. 051-28753, 051-26754

Manufacturers of various types of medical equipment

Greetings to the residents

and council of the city.

Meir Marmelstein—
Earth and Development Works

15 Rehov Zahal, Tel. 051-22992 Ashkelon

Extends best wishes
to the residents of the city on its 30th anniversary.

Maadan Ltd.
Cafe — Restaurant

Commercial Centre,
Tel. 051-22525

The Gourmet Restaurant

li'-i-pum

ASHKELON
MUNICIPALITY

Councillors and Staff

Greet the City’s residents

on the 30th anniversary of new Ashkelon

,

We shall continue to do our utmost to promote prosperity and

development.
Eli Dayan
Mayor

p'u/7 rmn
O9t-aa«s7:')o soos .7 ji nnuo mo .mox .Ami*

AFRIDAR -
Company for Housing and Development in

Ashkelon Ltd.

Ashkelon-Afridar, Commercial Centre, P.O.B. 5MW,
Tel. U51-2M57

The company that built Afridar will

continue to contribute toward the city's

development.

Best Wishes to Residents

and Officials



The non-Jewish travel, market in Britain discovers Israel

British tourism reaches 100,000
By HYAM CORNET

Jerusalem Post Comspcndent
LONDON . — Holiday travel to Israel
he* become big business in Britain.
No longer la the traffic confined to
•the Jewish market. It is now being
taken up for the first time by the
mass market.
Figures shortly to be released by

the Israel Government Tourist Of-
fice (IGTOl in London show that in
1978 the magic figure of 100,000
tourists was reached — and sur-
passed by a thousand or so — and
there is little doubt that this was due
to a huge increase In the non-Jewish
sector.

In 1977 Britain sent just under 80,-

000 tourists to Israel (and that Itself

was a record). But In 1978, the first
year of the advent of the charter,
there was a leap of 20 per cent An a
comparison, from the world as a
whole, there was a nine per cent in-
crease in traffic to Israel (to just
over one million)

.

In November alone, the first full

month when holidays based on
charter flights and reduced-price
scheduled flights were In full swing,
air traffic Increased by an un-
believable 81 per cent, compared
with the same month the previous
year (which Itself was a record).

If anyone doubts that the increase
Is due to the charters, here Is one
other statistic to put paid to any
argument: of the 88,600 British
holiday-makers who went to Israel
last year by air, which was an In-

crease of 82 per cent over the
previous year, 20,000 went on charter
flights.

In the words of Haim Klein, direc-
tor of the Israel Government Tourist
Office in London since 1974, "for the
first time Israel has become a viable
proposition for the holiday-maker
who looks at Urn country first of all

as a place to spend a pleasant fort-

night and Is not going primarily to

see the holy places, either Jewish or
Christian."
He describes this as "a major

breakthrough," brought aboutby the
fact that the price of a holiday In
Israel is now competitive.

Because Israel became a product
that was clearly "sellable" on the
mass market, the top tour operators
in the country were attracted by the
IGTO to include the country In their
holiday brochures. With the "big
boys," Thomson, Cosmos, Horizon,
Sovereign and Tjaereborg, all now
in the business. Israel appeared In
brochures sent to literally millions of
homes.
Klein stresses that the trade that

these operators generated was main-
ly "new business." They did not take
many clients away from those
operators already In the field, "they
enlarged the cake rather than
shared existing slices of tt," la how
he put it in an interview with The
Poe

t

. This avalance of new business
brought about many other changes.
Sot example, In the past, there was*
only one city of departure — London.
In 1978, however, holidays to Israel
set off from ten airports throughout
the country. Even the Republic of
Ireland, with more than 4,000
tourists compared with 8,300 the
previous year, chalked up a 20 per
cent increase.

Apart from Jerusalem, (all the
year round), Henllya la a popular
resort for the up-market British
tourist, and Netauya for the more
hudget-conisdous in the summer,
with Eilat and Tiberias proving par-
ticularly popular In winter.

Based on the estimated total
Jewish population in Britain of 400,-

000, the 00.000 orso Jews who went to
Israel last year represent 12 per cent
of the total — which la the highest
percentage of any major Jewish
community tn the world.

TRAVEL TRENDS
By BARUCH SAVILLE
Post Travel Reporter

ISRAELI TRAVELLERS to Germany
and the U.S. will from May' 10 be
able to connect with new Lufthansa
flights from Frankfurt to Miami and
San Francisco.
TWA plana to Introduce non-stop
New York-Munlch flights as of April
29.

THE SWISS FEDERAL Railways
have Introduced new four-day holi-

day tickets for unlimited travel
throughout the country costing $02
for 2nd class and $72 for first class.
ROOM BATES In London hotels
have risen recently by an average of

20 per cent. Cost of accommodation
and breakfast in a three-star hotel Is

£18.36 and riaes sharply to £81.48 In a
four-star propirfy'T

SPAIN LEAI^S as -the.:wo0d'a most;
popular holiday 'destination; but a 30

‘

per cent rise In room rates may
resultin a sharp decline. Israel could
well take advantage of such a
development to attract some of the
80 million tourists who visit Spain
every year.

THE NEWLY OPENED Austrian
Airlines HQ offices located between
Vienna airport and the city may set

up a special desk for the anticipated

increase of Israeli visitors.

AUSTRIA AND CYPRUS have sign-

ed a new air pact which will add
Cyprus to Austrian Airline's eastern
Mediterranean destinations.

A SECOND CHARTER series from
France la scheduled to commence
later this month, operated by
Airotours.
RUMANIA is expected to add at
least 80 per cent to the number of
visiting Israelis who will take advan-
tage ol new low-cost summer
packages soon to be announced.
FREDDIElakbb ofEngland plans
cheap faresfrom the UKto Australia
starting at £204 compared With the

present Qantaa fare of £323. If ap-
proved, an Israel stopover could be
included in the route.

SWISSAIR last year distributed
dividends to Its 26,000 shareholders

:

foy-the 27th successive y^ar^TJieline
1 transported nearly” Seyeh“"minion
passengers on some 98,000 'flights'

~

during 1978, landing at 92 airports In

62 countries.

KLM will add Los Angeles to its U.S.

destinations, effective from April 28.

Four weekly flights will operate the
route.

DESPITE CLAIMS that Eilat is los-

ing Its popularity among its Scan-
dinavian

.
visitors, the general

manager -of the larael Hotels
Association, Moshe Amir; said that

bed-nigfafe there Increased by 40 per
cent last year.

Vickers token off Arab boycott Sst

JEDDAH (UPI). — British Vickers,
the huge conglomerate blacklisted

by the Arabs in 1972, has been taken
off the list of companies subject to

boycott by the Arab League states,

the Saudi commerce ministry said
yesterday.

A statement by the ministry said

the conglomerate and Its 85 sub-

sidiaries and affiliates worldwide
were- taken off the list at the
recommendation of the Arab
Boycott Bureau based in Damascus.
The bureau, which seeks to

blacklist firms dealing with Israel

from trade with Arab countries,
gave no reason for Vickers being
taken off the list, the Saudi state-

ment said.

****
***•

But perhaps the most significant

figure is the estimated 60,000 non-
JfcwB who went. It was the first time
smce 1967 that as many non-Jews as
•Jews went to Israel from Britain in
any one year. And this happened not
because of any drop-off In the Jewish
market but simply because far more
non-Jews went.
What about 19797 Director Klein

began his answer cautiously. He
predicted that this would he "a
problematic'year because of the dif-

ficult economic situation in Britain
and also because of the uncertainty
that always accompanies an election
year." But after giving other
reasons for caution, notably the huge
difference between winter and
summer holiday prices, he ended up
optimistic. "The thrust created dur-

'lug the winter months will continue
1

into the summer, and 1979 may nee a
further increase of between 10 and 15
per cent."
Klein is nearing the end of his

maximum five-year tour of duty
here. During that period there oc-

curred what the local travel press
refers to as "revolutionary changes"
In the Israel travel market in Bri-
tain. Whereas once It was a destina-

tion sold only by a few retail agen-
cies (the "ethnic" onea, aa the
traditional Jewish travel agents are
referred to, as well as some Chris-
tian pilgrimage organisers), it Is

now being marketed by the largest
tour operators In the same way that
Greece, Majorca and Italy are
marketed, though still in much
smaller numbers.
And other changes are on the way,

hut they are being kept under wraps
for the time being. All Klein would
say was that he was looking only for
such new tour operators "who will

either generate new traffic or new
types of visitors, such as, for exam-
ple, self-catering holiday-makers."
No that's what I call

revolutionary.

Sea freight rates

rising steeply
Jerusalem Post Reporter

HAIFA. —- The country's total
maritime freight bill is expected to
rise by some IL400m. this year, as a
result of the Iranian oil crisis.

The Shippers Council announced
yesterday that the shipping com-
panies serving Israel, represented
by Zlm, have already put in a claim
for a two to five per cent rise In the
“fuel surcharge" they have been
collecting since the Yom Klppur
War. The surcharge now totals 18
per cent of the freight charge on the
Mediterranean and Eilat lines, and
16 per cent on the European lines.

Council director Aryeh Meboulal
said the Scandinavian lines, not
represented by Zlm, Informed the

: council that from February 12 they
.were raising the fuel surcharge by
two per cent.
Council and Zlm representatives

have negotiated the demands during
;

the week. They have asked Dr. Naf-
taly Wydra, director of the Shipping
Research Institute, to provide them
with pertinent data. These data
showed that since the Iranian oil

.

fields started drying ships' fuel
prices have gone up by 12 to 40 per
cent, worldwide. The parties expect
to complete their negotiations by the
weekend, after receiving more Infor-

mation from Europe.

AN ORDER for 1,200 air con-
ditioners has been received by Am-
cor from customers In Hongkong —
one of the most difficult markets to

penetrate. The large order follows a
trial order shipped at the end of 1978.

Amcor has also received orders
totalling $300,000 for Its solar heaters
from California and Florida, from
several of the 'Caribbean Islands
and from France and Spain.

ZIM ISRAEL NAVIGATION COMPANY LTD.
EUROPE AND MEDITERRANEAN SERVICES

DIRECT WEEKLY
SERVICE
TO FRANCE
AND SPAIN

In order to provide additional and improved services for our clients, we.have begun to

operate weekly sailings to ports in France and Spain, as per the following schedule:

Voyage No. I Israel I Marseilles 1 Barcelona I Valencia

SALLY
ODIN
JASMINE
SALLY

ODIN
SALLY
JASMINE

Subject to change without notice,

For details, please apply to our General. Agents:
M. DIZENGOFF ft Co., 42-44 Ha’atzma'ut Rd.. Haifa. Tel. 613311

or to one of onr officers throughout Israel:

Haifa: .04-643311 Tel Aviv: 03-54111 Eilat:

Jerusalem: 02-233041 . Ashdod: 065-21181

055-6144

sar„-,»cmr-Juus-nova

To whet a potential traveller’s appetite, the Metropolitan tour agen-

cy hi Tel Aviv is designed to resemble the interior of an airplane.

The unusual design is by architect Rafael Shutz, a new immigrant
from Uruguay.

Including VAT in price tags

is ‘headache’ for chain stores
By YITZHAK OKED

Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Chain storeB are gear-
ing themselves for Thursday, March
1, when price tags on all merchan-
dise must be computed to include
VAT.
The regulation applies to all retail

outlets, hut most stores have long
ago adopted the practice of including
VAT in their prices. The deadline
thus largely affects chain stores and
supermarkets, where VAT is added
at the check-out counter, when the
final hill is computed.

. The managing director of the

. Shskem. chain, Hanan Geyor, told

27te Postthat ail the large storeahad
petitioned the government to put'off

the new regulation until after
Passover, which ends on April 19. He
explained that including VAT in the

price creates the impression that

prices have gone up. To spare the
public this shock implementing the

regulation should be postponed until

after the holiday.
Supersol president Yosef Geva ex-

pressed the fear that many retailers

(not his firm, of course) tend to
round off prices upwards whenever
there is a change.

Geva announced that Supersol Is

gtilng to have a "sale" In connection
with the new regulation. On Sunday,
March 23, four days before the

regulation goes into effect, the store

will start the slow process of putting

the new prices on goods. This means
that the company will pay VAT on
some articles which do not yet in-,

elude the tax, giving the customers a
12 per cent discount in effect.

He explained that to stamp the
new prices on all goods all branches
would have to close down for at least

half a day, which would cost the
company up to ILlm. In lost
revenues. “So, Ifwe have to absorb a
loss, we prefer to do it bRgavingnur
customers aonie money. 12 therein a
run on our stores, the bigger tur-

nover may make the .entire process
profitable, and we may think of do-

ing a similar thing several times a
year," Geva said.

S.Y. Mayer, the managing direc-

tor of Shalom Stores, and Geyor, of
Shekem, told The Poet that during
several days of transition, while
prices are adjusted to include VAT,
all goods would be colour-coded. A
certain colour would indicate prices
without VAT and another goods with
VAT included In the price.

Shenkar college develops unit that

may save textile industry millions
By LYNDA GOLDMAN
Jerusalem Pest Reporter

TEL AVIV. — In an effort to save
textile factories the expense of
modernizing their machinery the
Shenkar College of Fashion and Tex-
tile Technology has developed a kit

which can convert a shuttle loom
Into a shuttleless weaving machine
for the manufacture of yarn.
"In simple terms," Prof. Gad

Allon. president of the college, told
the press yesterday, "If a manufoc-.
turer has seven shuttle looms and
wants to expand by purchasing
seven shuttleless weaving machines,
he can simple buy seven converter
kits. This will only cost him the
equivalent of one weaving
machine."
Shenkar has commissioned the

Sharnoa company In Fetah Ttkva to
produce the kit, which la scheduled

to make Its debut at the Inter-
national Textile Machinery Exhibi-
tion in Hanover. Germany, at the
end of the year.

Seventy members of Shenkar’

s

board will discuss opening branches
of the college In other parts of the
country and recruiting more labour
for the textile industry from develop-
ment towns. They will be meeting at
the Beged-Or factory in Mldgal
Ha’emek on Sunday.

.

In the six years since Its inception,

Shenkar has graduated more than
500 students with degrees in
technology and design. Seventy-five
per cent of oil graduates work in the
textile Industry in Israel.-

Prof. Allon also announced that of
the 91 manufacturers represented at
the Fashion Week at the Hilton Hotel
here, 40 are graduates of the college.

Trials of unloading

frozen fish
By YA'AGOV FREBDLEK
Jerusalem Post Reporter

HAIFA. — Ten irate fishmongers
have accused the port management
of delaying their Imports of frozen

fish. The management denies the ac-

cusation.
. The fish, 1,800 tom In cartons, was
Imported from South America and
arrived at the bottom of the
refrigerated ship Julietta several
weeks ago. On top of the fish were 1,-

200 tons of frozen meat.
The fish importers charge that the

unloading of their goods took almost
a fortnight bemuse the port could
not find enough stevedores willing to

do the ice-cold work. Further delays
were caused by the lack of
refrigerated trucks, because these
are controlled by a monopoly, the
Masaa-Kor company. The delay
caused them and the ship owners
serious losses.

At a meeting with the Haifa
Chamber of Com*merce the
fishmongers decided that together,

with the ship owners they would;
purchase their own fleet of
refrigerated trucks.
Port spokesman Yair Bar*

Maahiah dismissed the allegations

and said the fishmongershad mainly
themselves to blame.
He noted that the meat, which is

delivered in Tegular trucks to nearby
cold storage, was unloaded In only
four days.
Then the fishmongers had started

fighting among themselves about
whose merchandise would be un-
loaded first, since the first to get to

market would get the highest prices.

. There had been a shortage of
refrigerated trucks, Bar-Mashiah
admitted, which was not the port's

responsibility. The management had
suggested that the fish be unloaded
on regular trucks, like the meat, and
taken to the nearby cold store, where
the fishmongers would have been
able to sort out their Individual lots.

This would have enabled the port to
complete unloading the fish in three
or four days.
But the fishmongers had rejected

the offer, apparently unable to agree
among themselves, he said. This had
forced the port management to slow
down the rate of unloading to the
availability of refrigerated trucks.

YOSEF TAMm (Likud) wrote.
Energy Minister Yitzhak Moda'i
yesterday urging that the Knesset
buildings go over to solar energy and
save ILlm. annually, on light, heat
and air conditioning. Tamlr noted
that he wrote the same letter 18
months ago to the Ministry but got no
reply.

Haluah Hakaful
reaches

the dynamic,

aware readers of

Israel's largest, most

important newspapers -

Yediot Aharonot, Haaretz and
the weekend Jerusalem Post. This

enormous readership gives every word
maximum effect. Swing that deal with a good

ad in Haluah Hakaful.
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DAVID
ADOM
IN KRAI

Emergency
First Aid Services

are available ro

the-clock at all

!

David Adorn statl

Israel. Direction

show the red Star.

David on a

background.

To Tour
the Central Blood #

in Jaffa or visit Mag

David Adorn static*

phone MDA He*

quarters, Tel Aviv

(03)36222 between 8

a.m. and 1.00 p.m-

Visitors are welcotf
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ay, after several tiifa ot mairktog
id switched Its centre «f-interest from
to bonds.

key case where onecategory— stocks
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i h3vep an^eyen balance. All Other groups
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jMj.^Jan foreign currency were generally
™ ^-although some rose by up to 3. per
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greener pastures

in bond market
By MACABEE DEAN

Jerusalem Post Reporter
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per cent linkage rose by 0.5 per cent to 1 per
cent. Bonds traded by “categories" based on
their yield were either firm or rose by
between 1 and 1.5- per cent.
While the turnover in bonds went up, the

turnovers in both stocks and convertibles
went down. For stocks it was 1140m. com-
pared to IL71.4m. the previous day, and for
convertibles if was IL8.5m., compared to

TT,l0m.
Financials, as noted, continued to be firm.

For example, ZDB remained at 520 with a tur-

nover of 10448,600. Discount “A” remained at
778 .

with a turnover of IL78.7, Mizrahi
registered stood firm at 289. Poalim bearer
stayed at 558, and Bank Oeunsi even picked
up one point to 390 when 10618.600 was

offered. The only bank which ran counter to
the “firm" status was Igud. which fell by 26
points to 447.

As a rule, when a bank's stock stands firm
despite often to sell, it la the bank ltaelf
which moves in to buy up Its own stock.
Although this somewhat distorts the true
value of the stock, it is also one of the points
which serious investors look for. They know
that the bank will control any wild fluc-
tuations.

Among mortgage banks, housing develop-
ment registered lost eight points to 251;
Shlkun registered and bearer stood firm at
374 and 384 respectively.

Among development companies, Solel
Boneh picked up 28 to 748. This company Is

continuing to do considerable work abroad. It
Is from these foreign projects, more than
from those done In Israel, that the company
makes its profits. Moreover, It appears that
its losses In Iran were kept to a minimum.

Most active shares
Mizrahi Regift. 289 ILl.SSOm

Delek Reglat. 28141 IL760.000

Leuxnl 890 ILS20.000
020 IL450.000

Shares traded: nX0.032m.
Convertibles: . IL8.654m.

Bonds: JL67.122m.

Share index, down OB, to 109.43
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-^imon Market economy is looking better this year
\

^ -

-i E3J5 (Reuter)'. — The Com:
/ arket'a economic outlook haa

over the lut year, the
» Commigglon said in Its an-

V/ port published yesterday.
lomlc growth gathered
turn during the second half of

fr rrjer?flK7id unemployment seemed to

^Jpssed its peak at the end of the

' The 370-page report said: “All in

aB, there is no reason to take an un-

duly pessimistic view of the situa-

tion, and the outlook has definitely

improved." -

Looking ahead to 1979, the com-
mission Bald that the new European
monetary system, the launching of

which last month was delayed by
French insistence on first solving a

problem involving farm support
payments, must be established early
this year.

The commission said that it would
seek to safeguard jobs in the com-
munity and redeploy workers
wherever possible while working for

the restructuring of the troubled

steel industry.
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Water price boost
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By \ITZHAK OKED
Jerusalem Poet Reporter

TELL AVIV.—A dangerthat farmers
will uproot citrustrees, anda drastic
drop in other export crops, was
forecast by Hlstadrut officials if

the government goes ahead and
doubles the price of water to the
farmers.
The gloomy picture was painted

yesterday by Yehuda Sa’adi, chair-
man of the financial section of the
Hlstadrut's agricultural centre, at a
meeting of the Farmer's Water
Forum. Among the participants
were Knesset members of all par-
ties, connected to the farming com-
munity, who form the agricultural
“lobby" in the Knesset.
According to Ba’adi, the govern-

ment plans to subsidize water in the
coming 1979/80 budget by only
'Hj200m. instead of the ILSOOm. in the
present fiscal yeas;. This means that
the price per cubic metre of water,
after the expected rise in fuel and
.electricity prices, will reach at least
*1X2.50 to farmers who do not live in

the centre of the country. Those
farmers use half of the water In the
country.
Sa’adi warned that the farmers

will not be able to shoulder‘such In-

creases in the price of water. He also
pointed out that about 60 per cent of

the water goes to grow export crops,

which will he the first to suffer.

The dairy farmers are also com-
plaining about the profitability of

their branch. Avi Kaplan, chairman
of the Dairy Marketing Board,
claims that nlore than 600 dairy -

farms have stopped production
because of low profitability.

He claims that for dairy farming
to be profitable, the fanner must
earn at least 3L4.95 per litre, while

today he is receiving only IL4.58 per
litre.

Amos Btar-Hayim, director-general of the Ministry of Industry,
Trade and Tourism (right), speaks with a worker during a tour of
the Nesher cement factory nearRamie yesterday. Nesher will soon
start building its fourth branch at a site located between Reersbeba
and Arad. The new branch is designed for greater economy in

prodnctlon.

NEW PRODUCTS/Macabee Dean
A LIGHTWEIGHT safety bat made
of tough, durable plastic and incor-

porating “ear defences," has been
developed by Protector Safety
Products, of England. The hat was
judged to be the most comfortable of

its type In England by Britain's joint

Industries board for the electrical

contracting industry, and Is for use
in plants, construction work, and
agricultural Industries.

drapes and furniture. It is made by
Phifer International, of the U.S.

A NEW TECHNIQUE where lAixed

packaging industry waste is

transformed Into a high-quality
plastic injection-moulding com-
pound has been developed by
Akerlund A Rauslng, of Sweden.

A WIND-POWERED water pump,
which can Uft up to 20 litres of water
a minute, has been designed by the

Bowjon Company of the U.S. Bowjon
claims it is the “first major im-

provement" in windmill-powered
water pumps in nearly 4.000 years.

Since the pump does not have to be
placed directly over the well or

stream, It can be placed in a spot

most advantageous to catch the

wind.

AN ENERGY MASTER, which elec-

tronically controls the heating and
air conditioning In commercial and
industrial buildings, has been
developed by "Energy Master," of

the U.S. The makers claim it can
save 15 per cent of the energy usually

consumed.

A WIND-POWERED system for

generating electricity, which will

provide an average house with

enough electricity when the wind

blows as little as 10 kilometres an.

hour, has been designed by Aero

Power Systems, of the U.S. The elec-

tricity is stored In batteries which

provides a steady source of power

during windless days.

192.65

570.42

129.27
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“KOOR-MAZON" expects that its

new oil producing and refining plant,

which will be based on the use of date
palms, will be in operation in March.
The plant is located In Eilat and
should be able to .produce 50 tons of

oil a day.

A SUN SCREEN Is now offered
which can be installed on any win-

dow, will block up to 75 per cent of

the sun’s heat, light, and glare,

resulting in lower interior
temperatures and less wear on air-

conditioning systems. Since the
screen is made of woven fibreglass

yarn, it permits ventilation when the

window la open. It also keeps out In-

sects and reduces fading of rugs.

A PORTABLE SOLAR cooking unit,

which can produce temperatures as

high as 177 degrees Centigrade, has

been put on sale by International

Impex Marketing, of the U.S. It Is to

be used for cooking outdoor meals
and works equally well In the
summer or winter.

TWENTY DIFFERENT solar
energy systems have been devised

by as many firms In the U.S.
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Economic briefs

By SBLOMO MAOZ
Post Economic Reporter

BUILDING CONTRACTORS have
told three ministers that they want
the government to compensate them
for the engineers sanctions. They
claim that the sanctions are a “force
majeur," and they asked the govern-
ment to lengthen the period of the
contracts for government work.

A NEW LOAN FUND to help the dia-

mond industry has been established

by the Ministry of Industry. The
loans will be for 40 per cent of the in-

vestment, repayable over six years,
in order to help the industry remain
competitive in the world diamond
market.

THE BALANCE OF PAYMENT
DEFICIT rose by 25 per cent in the
first nine months of 1978, and reach-
ed 32.5b., compared to 52b. in the
same period in 1977. The main’ cause
.ofJhatjdse^Wgs- doubling of. defence:

,

imports. .linpOrts totalled 37.4b.,;
while export came1 to 34.88b.

“

SUBSTANTIAL INCOME TAX
DEDUCTIONS for residents of
development towns have been
proposed by MK Jacques Amir, the
mayor of Dlmona. Amir submitted a
private member’s bill under which
people earning up to IL240.000 a year
would be income tax-free in region
“A plus.” Exemptions would be for
incomes of up to EL180.000 in region
"A", and for up to IL120,000 in region
“B.”

FORBIDDING DRIVING on one day
a week will pay only “lip service" to
the real fuel problems facing the
country, and raising fuel prices
would only cause more inflation,

many opponents of those two plans
have charged. MK Gad Yaacobi said
yesterday that the Knesset
Economic Committee will in-
vestigate the two issues. Coming un-
der close scrutiny will be the actions
of the former government, in-
stituting such a one day per week
driving ban, which Yaacobi feels
was useless.

THE NUMBER OF APARTMENTS
COMPLETED during 1978 dropped
by 26 per cent compared to 1977. An
average of 846 per month were com-
pleted, while the number of
apartments that were started rose
by 51 per cent, and reached 1,190 per
month, according to the research
department of the Bank of Israel.

THE BINATIONAL INDUSTRIAL
FUND for Research and Develop-
ment approved 16 joint projects by
Israeli and American firms with
total investments of 53.5m. The fund
was established in 1977 with basic
capital of 560m. in order to en-
courage joint sophisticated high
technological projects for export.
The governors council of the fund
will meet next week in Jerusalem to
further define the projects.

Histadrut says

price discipline

must be kept by all

By LEA LEVAVI
.Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — The Hlstadrut’s
manufacturing firms and super-

markets cannot be the only ones to

keep prices down while everyone
else is raising them, the executive

committee of Hevrat Ovdizn decided

Monday. However, all Hlstadrut

firms have been asked not to raise

prices unless production costs rise,

and even then to restrain themselves

as much as possible.

The Histadrut had agreed to freeze

prices in its own economy for three

months, on condition that the

government did not raise the prices

of those goods and services it con-

trols. There was a further stipulation

that the Committee on Prices stop

meeting for three months.

Meanwhile, a Histadrut
spokesman pointed out, the Com-

mittee on Prices has been meeting

every week, without Histadrut
representatives, and has raised

prices each time. Under these Cir-

cumstances, he said, the Histadrut

cannot guarantee to keep Its prices

frozen.

New York
Stock

Exchange
Closing prices - Feb. 14

Dow Jones Industrial Average:
829.78 — 0.42

Volume: 27,420,000

Qwdnit CTuutRr
price

Allied Chemical
ASA
•Amer. Iht. Paper Mills
Avco
Boeing
Burroughs
Braniff
Bell ft Howell
Bally
Bausch ft Lamb
Control Data
Curtis Wright
Dow Chemical
Eastman Kodak
Etz Lavud
Ford
Fairchild Camera
'General Dynamics
Gulf ft Western
Holiday Inns
"Houston OH
Honeywell Inc
Hilton
IBM
Lockheed
Litton
LTV
McDonnell Douglas
Merrill Lynch
MGM
Motorola
NCR
Natomas
National Semiconductor
Occidental Petroleum
Penn Central
Pan American -

Polaroid
RCA
Revlon
Raytheon
Sears
Sperry Rand
"Syntax
American Tel ft Tel
Telex
Teledyne
Tyco Lab.
United Airlines
United Carbide
UV Ind.

Western Union
Westlngbouse
U.S. Steel

Xerox
Zenith
Exxon

*(Uilr4 on tkr American Stork Exchaagr)
(Thru* Mock prices are unofficial)

This selected list

by courtesy of

ISRAEL DISCOUNTBANK!

Tel Aviv

Tel: 8 a.m.—12.30 p.m. — 627542

5 p.m.—7 p.m. — 223111

Bank of Israel
J - - - - •-

representative

foreign exchange

rates — Feb. 14
Currency
U.S. dollars
Sterling

DM
French Fr.
Dutch FI.

Swiss Fr.
Swedish Kr.
Nor. Kr.
Danish Kr.
Finn-M
Can. dollar

Aust. Dollar
Rand
Bel. Fr.«0 >

Aust. Sch.(10 )

It. Lire (1,000)

Yen <100)

Dinars
Lebanon Lira

19.3720

39.2203
10.5672
4.3981

9.7&U.
11.7314

4.4926

3.8376

3.6139

4.9362

16.3867

22.2240
22.9041

6.7027

14.4283
23.3975

9.8316

65.37

6.18

Dollar holds steady
LONDON (AP). — The dollar made
marginal gains on most European
money markets yesterday for the se-
cond straight day and the price of
gold continued to drop following last
week's surge through the psy-
chologically important 5250-an-
ounce level.

Dealers reiterated that the U.S.
currency's gradual improvement
reflected relief that a new govern-
ment of reputed moderates had been
appointed in strife-torn Iran.
But continued violence in that

country, coupled with concern about
oil supplies and U.S. economic
prospects, are holding the dollar
down.

n "U3 •‘if'nuj' 'Npnnrc nni
, AMERICAN ISRAEL BANK LTD w

FOREIGN CURRENCY
14.2.78

Yesterday’s foreign exchange
rates against the Israel pound,

for 9.8. dollar transactions under 53000,

and transactions In other enrreactes

Selling Baying
U.S4 19X100 19.6800

DM 10.6382 10.0664

Swiss Fr. U.7776 11.7004

Starling 36.5538 39.2940

French Fr. 4.6188 4.5886

Dutch Fi. 9.8410 9.7704

Austrian Sch. 1.4539 1.4444

Swedish Kr. 4.6269 4.4978

Danish Kr. 8.8375 3.8123

Norwegian Kr. 3X811 3.8586

Finnish M. 4.9802 4.9475

Canadians 18.6236 16.5144

Rand 23.1678 23.0157

Australians 22.4289 22.2817

Belgian Fr. (10) 6.7489 8.7047

Yen tiooi 9.8643 9.7995

Italian Lire (1000) 23.5707 29.4160

INTERBANK LONDON
SPOT RATES:

U.8.S 1.9964/69 peril

Swiss Fr. 1.6815/25 perl
Belgium Fr. 29.3450/36 perl
Swedish Kr. 4.3755/66 perl
French Fr. 4.2880/00 perl

DanishKr. 9.1610/35 perl

Dutch FI. 2.0120/40 pert

DM 1.8620/30 perl

Italian Lire 840.20 *70 perl
Norwegian Kr. 5.1035/50 pert

Yen 200.75/90 perl

Gold Price: S238.00'50

FORWARD KATES:
Inns. S mm. mss.

r t UMBOS S3* 1.9X0T 102 1.96X9 704

DM t • l.»» I.K310 330 1.7*93 313

Sir Kr S I.68W0 700 1.63X3 403 1.3963 B»
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Dayan still intact
“THE PLO Is not a state. But we cannot deny their position or
their.... value in the conflict and eventually in order to reach a
solution. It isn’t just the terrorists or the terrorist organization.
It’s also the civilian part of it, that is to say the Palestinian
refugees..."
Anyone who saw or listened to Minister Moahe Dayan as he

made this statement on Tuesday, groping for English words,
could only conclude that he was not enunciating a radically new
departure in Israel’s policy to the PLO.

If that was all that was involved in the tempest he created it

could be dismissed. But the emotional reactions on the part of
hawks and doves in Israel, Arabs in the territories and across
the borders, to what each thought Dayan said or implied,
provide interesting insights into important aspects of the pre-
sent stage in the attempts to bring about a solution to the Arab-
Israel dispute.
Prime Minister Begin, in his appearance before the choleric

Likud Knesset faction that was set to slam Dayan, took the in-
itiative in denying that the Foreign Minister had urged, or even
hinted at the need for Israel to initiate eventual contacts with
the PLO. Mr. Dayan concurred. Yet the important point is that
Mr. Dayan remains Foreign Minister and will represent Israel
at next week’s Camp David n talks.
Mr. Begin 'a first act in office in May 1977 was to appoint Mr.

Dayan to be Foreign Minister as his pointman in the pursuit of a
pragmatic non-ideological foreign policy. It is clear that Mr.
Begin, the life-long ideologue, could not himself shoulder the
flexibility — at times to the point of confusion — that has been
the hallmark of his Foreign Minister.

Yet, it seems equally clearthat Mr. Begin is still committed to
his original rationale for anointingMr. Dayan: the impossibili-
ty of conducting a realistic foreign policy aimed at making a
breakthrough in the intractable Arab-Israel dispute along the
lines of Herut ideology and oratory.

in this respect it is well to remember Mr. Begin’s support of
Dayan against hisHerat ideological foe, Shmuel Katz; Ms back-
ing far Dayan’s agreement, prior to the Sadat initiative, to West
Bank Palestinian participation in a renewed Geneva conference
"even if some of those participants be known PLO sym-
pathizers"; and his acquiescence in the Camp David
agreements.
Mr. Dayan, despite Tuesday’s remarks, can thus be expected

to be free to contribute his flexible way with words in next
week's attempt at Camp David to find a way out of the impasse
in the Egyptian-Israeli peace talks.

The incipient revolt in Herat and Mr. Begin ’s determination to

propitiate his ideological followers, however, should serve as a
warning, that it is politically unreasonable to expect Israel to

make further substantive — as opposed to semantic — con-
cessions on the issue of the Palestinians and the territories

beyond the far-reaching concessions already made in theCamp
David agreement.
This warning is reinforced by the critical reactions of Labour

Opposition Leader Shimon Peres and even by such Inveterate
Mapam “doves’* like Meir Talmi and Imri Ron. The message
contained in the domestic reaction to Mr, Dayan’s remarks is

that the broad Israel consensus against anything leading to a
Palestiniaxrstate is* as intact aareverv j-- **—* -

But Mr. Dayan also spoke'some Mime truths that are worth
repeating. No final settlement of the Arab-Israel dispute can be
envisioned that does not provide a solution for the problems of

file Palestinian Arabs.
Some would Infer,from this axiom that it is Israel that must be

cajoled or compelled to make overtures to thePLO asthe broad-
ly recognized representative of those Palestinian Arabs.
The opposite conclusionJs more logical'. It is file Palestinian

Arabs, and their leaders, who must be forced by events to admit
that they have no hope of achieving their goal of national.self-

determination as long as it is predicated oh supplanting and
eliminating the Jewish State.

The tragedy of the Palestinians is that they have' persisted in

permitting themselves to be led — and misled— by the same
fanatical bloody-minded elements who brought the original

Palestinian debacle on thejr heads.
It would be compounding this historic tragedy if the continued

genocidal fanaticism of the FLO fearers and the hold they haVe
won over the mindaofmany Palestinians, would be permitted to-

negate the first hesitant steps on the way to eventual peace,
taken by Egypt and Israel over the past year.

POSTSCRIPTS
IT TAKES a good deal of creativity
to come up with a novel excuse for
being late for- an appointment. The
other day we did hear ft truly
original one, fhdugfa: chap blamed
his tardiness -on the Ayatollah
Khomeini.
This Johnny-comeriately claimed

he was late for our meeting because
he had got tied up in a long queue at
the Ailing station, amid -scores of

Israelis who were panicked- -at the
thought. of rising patrol price* or
even a shortage because <rf the aitua-

tion In Iran. All that Ayatollah's
fault, our friend muttered. 7.0.

Manaour, a Druse himself, realiz-

ed file mistake and quickly got the
paper-text into ShazaPs hands. The
next day, Manaour reports, the
president with uncharacteristic
anger read the riot act to the staff

responsible for the slip-up.

KAMAL MANSOUR, the President’s
adviser on minorities, recalls in his
new volume of memoirs the unusual
occasion) when the late President
Zalman Shazar wished a happy
pilgrimage to Mecca to a group of
people who had no Intention of going
there, for the very good reason that
they were not Moslems,

The error, Manaour la quick to
point out, waa not flhazar's. fit

January, 1973, Shazar made a quick
trip to Washington to attend the
funeral of President Lyndon John-
son. While there he had to miss the
annual reception for Moslems at the
President's house. Manaour, stan-
ding In for Shaaar, read the
President's greetings at the recep-
tion. Next day Shazar,,returned, hi
time 'tor the annual reception for
Druse. Shazar proceeded to read hls
greetings to the Druse. Trouble is,

someone had handed the unsuspec-
ting President the previous day’s
speech...Things went -fine until
BhBTJT beard wwimW exprwlni his
hopes for a successful pilgrimage to
Mecca to. an audience of highly con-
fused Druse.

READERS of the "National
Geographic' ’ may have noticed
rather curious notations on its map
of thp Middle East in the September,
1978 Usue.s The word “Palestine"
spreads over the* entire region,
which Includes both Israel and the
West Bank, and “Egypt” is printed
to cover both sides of the Gulf of
Suez. Furthermore, while the West
Bank and Gaza arc marked as “oc-
cupied territories,’’ the area in
Cyprus invaded by the Turks is

labelled the "Turkish Cypriot.
State."
One of our readers wrote the jour-

nal, taking exception to this ap-
parent bias on what was assumed to
be a geo-political map. As it

happens, she was not alone. She
received a personal letter from the
Cartographic 'Division explaining
the "National Geographic”
notetional conventions and men-
tioning that “a number of readers
failed to distinguish between the
hlstorical/reglonal treatment of a
place name and the political rendi-
tion., of a state.” The word
“Palestine'’ ' it waa explained, waa
printed in a distinctive type-face to
indicate historical and regional
names.
With regard to the Cyprus

desigxiatioda. It was pointed out that
they used a single colour throughout
“to represent,a political entity and a
type face Indicating that the self-

'

proclaimed “Turkish Cypriot State"
was not an Independent government.
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No way to fight crime DryB®lies
•"-V

Why has practically nothing been done to implement the
recommendations made a year ago by the Shimron Com-
mission on organized crime in Israel? Post Political
CorrespondentMARK SEGAL interviews Ya’acov Eliav, a
criminologist who served as secretary of the Commission.

.TODAY IS the first anniversary of the
publication

-
of the Shimron Com-

mission’s report on organized crime
In Israel- To judge by what has not
been done In the Intervening 12
months, we might just as well mark
Its first Yohrtseit.
The report has so far been pigeon-

holed because of vested
bureaucratic Interests, especially in

the National Police. The energetic

Jerusalem attorney who chaired the

enquiry and gave it his name, has
passed away.
Despite soothing comments'

emanating from Police HQ and from
Interior and Police Minister Yosef
Burg and his aides, hardly anything
has been done to tackle the causes -

and effects of the alarming Increase

'of crime in our society. The Com-
mission’s recommendations for

reorganizing the police have not

been implemented. Able officers are

becoming increasingly frustrated at

the way their efforts to introduce
-change are foiled; this week, the

anti-crime squad chief, Ya’acov
Nahmias. resigned; more
resignations may be expected.

I well remember my interview

with Yosef Harmelin. who joined the

Shimron Commission after con-

cluding his term as chief of the

security services. This usually un-
flappable person told me how utterly

shocked he was by what he had seen
of the darker side of our society.

I also remember a subsequent in-

terview with Justice Minister
Shmuel Tamir, when he announced
the efforts he planned to make
through the Cabinet committee on
crime to “leave no stone unturned in

this battle to save our society from
this cancerous growth." Meanwhile
Tamir is too busy with foreign af-

fairs and the said Cabinet committee
has hardly met.
A top witness to government inac-

tion is the attorney-general, Prof.

Yitzhak Zamir. In an Interview with

“Orech Hadin." the journal of the
Israel Bar Association, Prof. Zamir
declared: “The recommendations of

the Shimron Commission have yet to

be implemented, and urgent atten-

tion will be given to this matter. The
instruments set up according to the.

Commission's recommendations
have not yet been put Into operation.

This Is an important issue that will

be given priority, but for the time be-

ing no methods of operation have
been decided on. But I do attach
much importance to the operative
side of the Commission's report."

EVERY FEW MONTHS since 1967,

almost as a matter of routine,
charges«ore published about the use
of torture against Arabs suspected of

terrorist activity. But it Is not only
Arabs who complain of brutality,

and there are often accusations that
the Israeli police use violence. .This

has led some people to argue that If

Jews are beaten up on suspicion of

criminal activities, then It is highly
likely that violence Is used against
Arabs suspected of murder and
terrorism. -

Ever since such publications
began to appear, I have tried to
collect evidence, both from Arabs
and from Israeli officials. There has
been no shortage of testimony. It is

no exaggeration to say that, since
the Six Day War, tens of thousands of
Arabs from the administered
territories have been arrested and
questioned on various suspicions,
some for a few hours, others for
many months.

xn Nablus, East Jerusalem,
Hebron and Gaza there is a plethora
of stories about- interrogations by
Israeli security men. Articles and
even books have been written on the

READERS' LETTERS

wh

M

policemen, and it was recently
decided to link their wages to that of
the regular army. What has not been
acted upon is the recommendation to
set up a commission on the status of
policemen, similar to the one set up
on the teaching profession.
Vested bureaucratic interests had

apparently worked against the Com-
mission’s suggestion that the handl-
ing of juvenile delinquency be con-
centrated in one authority. At pre-
sent it is spread out to include the
police, the Social Affairs Ministry
(probation service); Justice (youth
courts), Gadna (the paramilitary
youth organization) and the' Army,
as well as Youth Aliya. Each body
proceeds with its own policy, and
often the youngsters fall between
stools, he feared.

Ya’acov Eliav uFotoFara)

’COULD THE button-pound diamond
robbery at Ben-GUrlon Airport have
been prevented? Possibly, according
to Ya'acov Eliav, a lecturer in

criminology at Bar-Han University
who served as Secretary of the
Shimron Commission. One of the
recommendations not acted on
relates to the prevention of thefts at
.ports and airfields.

“I do hold that a number of people
in official positions should bear the
blame and be obliged to carry the
consequences,” declared Eliav. The'
Commission had been told of plans to

Install closed-circuit TV to watch
over the transportation of diamonds, '

but nothing has been done In that
respect. The Commission was of-,

fidally informed that a special anti-

theft centre had been set up at Ben-
Gurion Airport,- but when its

members went there they found that

it consisted of only one hired official

and his secretary.
The 39-year-old criminologist

holds that what was needed was a
permanent watch-dog committee to

supervise the report’s application.

He only wishes the government

.
would copy the example of the U.S.
Justice Department, which has a
permanent body following up the
report of the Katzenbach Commis-
sion on crime, and which Issues an
annual report on the war against
crime.
Eliav regrets that Dr. Burg Is too

overburdened with other official

duties. to devote himself to super-
vising the overdue reform of police
work needed to fight organized
crime. He personally admires Borg,
whom he came to know and respect
during his four years (1969-78) as
secretary and legal counsel of the

NRP Knesset faction. But Eliav
fears that the busy minister has
allowed his usual good judgment to

be distorted by prejudiced advisers
with an interest in maintaining the

status quo.
The commission's basic achieve-

ment, said Eliav, was that it focused
national attention on organized
crime's threat to the fabric of Israeli

society. Much of the black money
cornea from illegitimate sources,

and is a threat to the economy. On
the other hand, it could not be over-
emphasized that, compared to the
U.S., for example, Israel is a much
safer society, with people unafraid to

walk the city streets at night.

The administration of Justice,

however. Is undermined by the fact

that overworked and underpaid
public prosecutors are up against an
increasingly sophisticated body of

criminals who are wealthy enough to

hire the best lawyers and accoun-

tants.

The status and
.
especially the

salaries of our prosecuting attorneys
compare most unfavourably with
those of. say, the Manhattan District

Attorney and his assistant. While the
more qualified lawyers invariably
leave state employ for private prac-
tice after three or four years. In the

U.S. the DA will often stay in office

for 20 years to 30 years. Eliav con-

ceded that Tamir, like his
predecessor. Halm Zadok, has tried

to attract the best men to work as
public prosecutors; but the Finance
Ministry's reluctance to comply with

budgetary demands militated
against their efforts.

When asked to comment on Prof.
Zamir's Interview. Eliav reacted
mournfully, noting that It spoke for

Itself. He also pointed out that the
attorney-general was not referring

to the proposed reform of the police,

but to the recommended formation
of a coordinating body between the
Ministries of Justice, Police and
Finance In the battle against
organized crime. The Commission
had lobbied Knesset Members regar-
ding the increase In salaries for

WE CONTINUED to consider the

Shimron Commission's recommen-
dations, one by one, with the Issue of

the drug trade looming large, If only
because of the huge profits involved.
While official sources admit there is

drug trading in the region of IL4
billion to IL5 billion per annum,
Eliav believes that a more realistic

estimate would put thfe amount at a
staggering IL10 billion.

In the past year, the police have
been successful in catching traders;
but they have failed to stop drug
trading in prisons. “They know It ex-

ists but do nothing about it. If the
police wanted to,.they could cut off

supplies to the prisons, but many of-

ficers fear the outcome. They prefer
controlled addiction,” be said.

The criminologist was glad to note
that generally speaking, addiction Is

on the decline among Israeli youth;
and though there have been in-

cidents of pushers appearing in high
schools, drugs seem to have become
leas fashionable among the younger
generation. In keeping with trends
throughout the Western world,
where drinking now appears to be
the thing. The graph of drug addic-

tion showed a rise between 1987 and
1974. a stable level between 1974 and
1976, and a drop since then.

The Commission, In Its enquiries,

had encountered hard drug addiction
among 20-year-olds, Eliav reported
with horror. The -Commission- had
been shaken by the discovery of “an
Israeli Connection” — local
criminals tied up with International

organized crime In drug smuggling.
Since the Lebanese civil war. Israel

has served as a major station In the
drug trading route from the Far
East to Europe and North America.
It is strongly suspected that the Jor-

danian authorities cooperated with
the PLO in pouring drugs across the

border. The Americans are deeply
interested, as are other countries, in

tracking down this eviL

The Commission’s recommen-
dations to adjust the law of evidence
relating to drug cases and to form a
joint youth Information board on
drug abuse with the help of the
Ministries of Education, Health and
Social Affairs have remained mere
proposals on paper. Eliav pointed
out that if it weren’t for the U.S.
Justice Department's follow-up of

recommended methods to fight drug
trafficking, things would have been
.much worse over there.

Returning to the Commission’s
suggestions regarding port thefts,

Eliav noted that many members of

the public, and not only the police,

know about the shops and stalls that
sell "seamen’s goods” — a
euphemism for smuggled articles —
in Tel Aviv and Haifa. But so far no
one has bothered to enforce the law
and do something about this kind of

trade. This is only one example of

V'-;' J

On dealing with terrorists

“Terror and brutal investigations are Siamese twins that
can never be separated,” says DANNY RUBINSTEIN,
dealing with the latest allegations of torture made against

Israel’s treatment of Arab security suspects.

subject. The best known Is lawyer
Felicia Langer’a “With My Own
Eyes,” which includes many
allegations of torture.

As far as I have been able to ascer-

tain, there Is a good deal of violence

in the behaviour of security forces

towards the Arabs of the territories:

violence during searches, during
arrests, and, of course, during ln-

than in any Arab country. Israeli

rule has also brought a dizzying Im-
provement In the standard of living.

terrogatlons. But this la hardly sur-

•<The Israeli administration in the

territories Is liberal. The death
sentence has never been carried out
and the press has greater freedom

GOD’S
To the Editor ofThe Jerusalem Post
Sir. — As a Christian, I am deeply

concerned about the future at this

country and the safety of her people.

jLast week, I was at kibbutz Negba to

bear a speech by Shimon Peres. He
believes that President Sadat truly
desires peace with Israel. I cannot
see any basis for this wishful think-
ing. Because of the totally uncom-
promising attitude of Sadat, and the
price he wants Israel to pay for a
promise of peace, X cannot believe
that he has abandoned his wish to see
the destruction of this nation, and
now he seems to have the American
government on his side.

LAND
The God of Abraham will not let

the Jewish people give away the eter-
nal Inheritance which He has given
them. The nation of 'Israel must
stand firm on her biblical rights,

. against the U.S. and any other
pressures upon her. If Israel stands
on her biblical promises, it will
honour God and challenge millions of
American Christians to demand that
their government defend instead of
undermine Israel’s complete right to
the territory God so miraculously
restored to her in the 1967 victory
over Egyptian and Arab aggression.

KEVIN GYLLENBERO
Kibbutz Ein Sheroer.

•NONE OF THIS, however, alters the
fact that the Palestinians in the West
Bank and Gaza regard Israeli rule as
both foreign and oppressive.

Until the picture changes — that
is, as long as there is an un-
derground. sympathy for terrorist
activities, murders, bombs planted
in public places to kill Israelis —
there Witt 'be violence on the part of
the administration that Is fighting
these phenomena.
Terror' and brutal investigations

are Siamese twins that can never be
separated. That is the nature of the
war against terror. If, for instance, a
terrorist who has planted a mine is

caught, everything possible is done
to find out where he and his fellows
have laid other mines that have not
yet been detected. If the mines are
not discovered quickly, more people
will get hurt. That is just one of the
many situations that ariq£ in the war
against terror.
Intimidation, threats, beatings

and baits at various levels of
violence are. It seems, used against

a small proportion of Arab suspects-
There are several reasons for the ex-
aggeration of such measures out of

all proportion to their real
significance.

First of all, such claims form an
integral p&rt of the propaganda war
against Israeli rule. “Revelations"
of torture are clearly Intended to em-
barrass Israel, which then reacts

with' flat denials and allows visits by
representatives of the International

Red Cross.
Captured terrorist suspects who

reveal the names of their comrades
often fabricate horrible .stories of,

torture to excuse the f&ct that they
informed on their comrades.

SOME TIME AGO, the warden of a
prison holding security offenders
told me of suspects who had broken
down under Interrogation and in-

flicted wounds on themselves so
that, once in jail, they could prove to
their fellow-prisoners that they had
been tortured and forced to give
names.
The warden said that often when

suspects are brought in for question-
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the non-enforcement of the law by
the police. Another Is Illegal
building, Eliav recalled that Tel
Aviv Mayor Shlomo Lahat delivered
a long and interesting lecture to the
Commission on this issue, conceding
to them that he did not wish to get bis

fingers burned in an election year.
Commission members had asked
why the government, through the
police, did not act to impose Its own
laws. But no answer had been
forthcoming.
However, there has been a drastic

decline In the theft of agricultural
produce since the Commission
issued its report. It was a tribute to

the power of the fanning lobby, es-

pecially the Histadrut Agricultural
Centre, which organized its own
watchmen and brought about close
cooperation with - local police to
reduce such thefts from an es-
timated level of IL250m. per annum.
But what has remained unchanged

Is the racketeering In vegetable and
fruit markets, especiallyin Tel Aviv.
“One finds it more than strange and
upsetting that a military hero like

Agriculture Minister Ariel Sharon,
who managed to rout the terrorists

in the Gaza Strip some years back,
appears to be powerless to deal with
the rackets In the Tel Aviv fruit and
vegetable market, with criminals
forcing traders to deal with them. In
the final analysis, the average
citizen is the victim because the
middle-man's cut is passed on in
higher prices. You may ask, where
are the police? But one also wonders
why the consumer organizations
don't take thelg protest measures to
the market.”

'

THE SHIMRON Commission-
secretary explained that when the

report came out, Harmelin and
Shimron himself were asked why
they had gone Into such detail about
the criminal Investigation depart-

ment. They replied that this haul to
1

be done because ofwhat waa miasirtg
in the Police's structure. The Com-
mission.had found fault with the lack

ofan overall framework, with the ex-

istence of four independent entities:

Israel Pofice, the Border Police, the

Civil Guaiti, and the Prison Service.

The first three were ostensibly un- .

der the authority of the inspector-

general, with the latter being
autonomous — but In practice they

were all independent. The Commis-
sion held that & re-structuring was
necessary, especially of the func-

tions of the Qril Guard, which had
too many full-time positions.

The Police and the Ministries 'of

Justice and Finance had also fatted

to form a campaign coordinating

centre against organized^
There is IL40 blDlon nf

in circulation, much of'WhfcJ

organized crime
The criminologist .wlBhegffi

police chiefs devbtad"^
energy to fighting Mg efimfo
expended against ths-jSjS

organizers of a police':^,
favoured the creation bt sSij
ion, plus legislation* ftfe
policemen.- to strike;^®
policemen lacked a YQjcegal

‘‘Dr. Burg clalnwL^E
policemen’s father, MftlaaR
busy parent,” said Ettav£^e
have been the catalyttli^S
crime, and have.-aequfi4
brilliant a record itt VtfrTm
police as he had in
postal and social welfare;*^
the past-'*

7

.
:

The old-boy circuft ftmow j

police officers was hai rfagi
first-class men who ladffiggj

force in recent years faJ&lK
veterans have outdattifE&n

and frustrate any attemptapfe
even if it means hampering®
against organized
charged. -

.

He conceded, howevw^mS
tain changes had been Mron
the organization of Police Bl

police pay had been Impror*

otherwise the Gommlii
recommendations had beenip

Eliav regarded the resigafil

Ya’acov Nahmias as "stal

calamity," because if tbeyldi

fine police officer gov^

demoralization In the force w
Spread.

-

BEFORE I-M&T Ytfacov 8
had been inforqied confidents

a close aide of Dr. Burg that

only reason Eliav complain

because “he did not get s mb

job."
When I askedMm about (Hi,

told me that this wu put

character assassination cu
aimed at discrediting his

Also, he related, a senior poll

fleer had cautioned Mm that

are very unhappy about you al

More recently, a top party

Burg and Education Mb

Zevuhm Hammer bad warw

“to stop all this agitation, nnk

want your career to suffer"

did not have to tell me that®

University Is run by NR.

polntees!
Before we parted,

criminologist told me: "PtoP*

asking me whether I hati

threatened by the underwort

BR.

’ r."

id- ^ ’

: i

u .sr

now it turns out that the ban]

r> nm «• o frftm Another «*comes from another
altogether."

ing, they are more afraid*

their fellow-Arabs will do W

afterwards than of what tbef

will do.
The torture stories »

widespread that Arabs M

prehenslve about going Jnw,

unscathed after an
There have been many *
prisoners beating and W
another prisoner who came sj

harmed after interrogatton-i

The truth is that theW»JJ
do use some violence ag*»J
suspects; that more is uaeo(

Arab terrorist suspects;

there is a political tendency®!

stories about the

frightening proportions.

the rules of the
territories administered w"
The maintenance of

over another people —
million Palestinian
politically aware.flgW"
and the continued ndJMf?

tlon. means that these rt*3

tinue to operate.
Without a peace agree*

without a solution of toe

problem, the terror,

and the murder will go

be large-scale arrests,a®*

punishments (such as tn^

being inflicted on Nablus ^
mayor went to Hebron) u

violent demonstrations,

be blown up and there^
to be brutal interrogating ,
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